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ABSTRACT

The field of synthesis is seeing a renaissance in recent years, where the task is to auto-
matically synthesize small expressions or programs. One of the most prominent techniques
counterexample guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS), uses a teacher(verification oracle) and
a learner(learning algorithm) to learn such expressions across multiple rounds. A learning
framework is a sub-framework of CEGIS where the learner is entirely agnostic of the spec-
ification and learns only from input-output examples provided by the teacher as natural
notions of counterexamples. Thus, learning frameworks for synthesis have three components:
the verification oracle, the notion of a natural counterexample, and the learning algorithm.
The goals of this thesis are to study learning frameworks for synthesis, developing new

and more efficient algorithms for learning, exploring new classes of counterexamples, and
finding applications of synthesis to new domains. Specifically, by co-designing the notion of
counterexamples, the learning algorithms, the verification oracle, and taking into account
the aspects of the application domain, we achieved more effective program synthesis. We
discuss learning frameworks for four different applications, illustrating the co-design of
oracle-counterexample-learner for each of them.
For the first application, we developed a general purpose SyGuS solver for piece-wise

functions, using multiple learners to learn parts of the expression modularly and then
compose them together to get the final expression. Second, we considered the application of
automatic verification, where we synthesized inductive invariants using incomplete verification
oracles. We also propose a novel property driven ICE learning algorithm to learn conjunctive
inductive invariants. We considered specification mining for the next two applications, where
we learned preconditions and postconditions of a method. Instead of using a verification
engine as the oracle, which is not efficient, does not scale, and needs loop invariants, we
bypassed all these limitations by using a test generator as the oracle.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

The field of synthesis is a classical discipline in formal methods that is seeing a renaissance,
mainly due to a variety of new techniques [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] to automatically synthesize small
expressions or programs, given input-output examples [6, 7] or correctness specifications [1, 8].
Such expressions are useful in niche application domains, including end-user programming for
data manipulation such as the FlashFill feature of Microsoft Excel [7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15],
filling holes in program sketches [2, 3], program transformations [16, 17], computer-aided edu-
cation [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23], synthesizing network configurations and migrations [24, 25, 26],
optimizing code generated by compilers using Superoptimization [26, 27, 28, 29], concur-
rent programming [30, 31, 32], program repair [19, 22, 23, 33, 34, 35, 36], code sugges-
tion [37, 38, 39, 40, 41], distributed transition systems [42, 43], probabilistic modelling [44], as
well as synthesizing annotations such as invariants [45, 46, 47], and pre/post conditions [48].
The field of program synthesis has emerged as a thriving area in programming languages and
formal methods (see the articles [4, 5, 49]).
In order to introduce the reader to a simple model of program synthesis, let us consider

the following problem. Let us start with a specification of how an output relates to a tuple of
inputs, and set the goal of synthesis to automatically synthesize an expression or a program
implementation that realizes the given specification. More formally, let the synthesis problem
be stated using a specification ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x ), where ψ is a quantifier-free first order logic (that
could be over a combination of interpreted theories) formula that uses a special uninterpreted
function symbol f . The goal of synthesis is then to find a concrete expression e for the
function f , that satisfies the specification, i.e., ∀~x. ψ(e/f, ~x ) is valid. We hence want the
concrete definition e to satisfy the specification for all inputs. Note that the specification
can, of course, describe input-output examples as well, but in this case, we would also want
the expression to generalize well (one way to formalize generalization would be to insist that
e be a simple expression, in the style of an Occam’s razor).
In recent synthesis settings, in addition to the (correctness) specification, a syntactic

template for the desired expression is also provided. This syntactic constraint makes the
problem more tractable by limiting the search space of the solution, and also giving the
user fine-grained control over the potential solutions using a combination of syntactic and
semantic constraints. The syntax guided synthesis (SyGuS) [1, 50, 51] problem, presents a
standard input format to describe such problems, very similar to SMT-LIB [52], the common
interchange format used in SMT solvers. The SyGuS format thus provides a way to formalize
the syntactic guidance under a general framework based on logics and grammars.
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Many algorithmic approaches have been proposed over the years to solve the synthesis
problem. Classically, deductive synthesis [53, 54] derives the program from the constructive
proof of a theorem using logical inferences and constraint solving. Another technique is to fix
a template structure syntax for the expression f , and formulate the synthesis problem as
a formula in first order logic of the form ∃~t ∀~x. ψ(~t, ~x), where ~t encodes the instantiation
of the template and ψ interprets the instantiated template using its semantics. Quantifier
elimination methods can then be used to reduce this problem to quantifier free satisfiability [5]
(also see recent work by us on such elimination algorithms [55]).

Alternatively, inductive synthesis [56, 57, 58] techniques learn from input-output examples,
generalizing from them to synthesize program expressions. An input-output pair consist of
concrete values that characterize the behavior of the function to synthesize, i.e., when the
function is called with each input, its return value is the corresponding output. Learning
from input-output example closely resembles problems in the field of machine learning [59],
especially the subfield of inductive programming, which has a long tradition in solving
this problem using inductive methods [60, 61]. Machine learning, which is the field of
learning algorithms that builds models from training data, is a rich field that encompasses
algorithms for several problems, including classification, regression, and clustering [59]. The
template-based approach discussed earlier, when used with input-output examples, has the
added benefit that we no longer need the universal quantification, and the formula becomes
quantifier-free. This is so because instead of quantifying over all inputs, the specification needs
to hold only on the provided input-output examples, and hence the universal quantification
can be replaced by a conjunctive formula.

Counter-example guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS): Turning to synthesis from
a more general specification than input-output examples, a new technique called counter-
example guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) has emerged [1, 2, 3, 62]. The CEGIS ap-
proach [3] for program/expression synthesis advocates pairing inductive learning algorithms
with a verification oracle (see Figure 1.1). The idea is to have the learning algorithm propose
hypotheses expression to samples given by the verification oracle, in rounds of interaction,
until it finds an expression that the oracle can verify to satisfy the specification. In each
round, the verification oracle, when it finds the hypothesized expression to not satisfy the
specification, produces counterexamples that have concrete values and show why the proposed
hypothesis is wrong. A majority of the current synthesis approaches rely on counterexample
guided inductive synthesis [3, 45, 46, 63].
The CEGIS framework [1] for the FO specifications of the form ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) that we

fixed, works as follows. The framework maintains a global set of counterexamples, which is
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Learner
(learning algorithm)

Teacher
(verification oracle)

Hypothesis expression H

Counterexamples

Figure 1.1: Counter-Example Guided Inductive Synthesis (CEGIS) framework structure.

initially set to be empty. The learning takes place across multiple rounds, where, in each
round, the learner learns inductively from this global set of counterexamples, and proposes a
hypothesis H. The verification oracle then checks the validity of the hypothesis H against
the specification ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x). It does so by checking if the formula obtained by substituting
the hypothesis H for f , i.e. ∀~x. ψ(H/f, ~x), is valid. If this is the case, then learning stops
and the hypothesis H is declared as the solution. Otherwise, the verification oracle proposes
as counterexample a concrete valuation of ~x (using a satisfying model of the negation of the
formula), and adds it to the global set of counterexamples. The learner then proceeds to
the next round on the new set of counterexamples. Notice that though the valuation of ~x
is concrete, the learner needs to know the specification in order to understand what this
counterexample means.

Learning Frameworks for Synthesis: Though all the synthesis techniques mentioned
in this thesis is based on CEGIS, we would like to differentiate it from the paradigm of
"learning". A learning framework can be seen as a sub-framework of CEGIS where the learner
is entirely agnostic of the specification and learns only from input-output examples. Note
that the general CEGIS approach for FO specifications described is not of this form, as the
learner needs to know the specification to understand what the counterexample means.
In learning frameworks, we would like the learner to be agnostic of the specification and

also learn from a natural notion of samples. For example, when learning a predicate over ~i, a
natural notion of a sample would be valuation of~i with a +/- label. When learning functions,
a natural notion of a sample is input-output examples for the function being synthesized.
In this thesis, we will explore learning frameworks for synthesis, and in particular design

several frameworks where the oracle can be designed to give natural samples to a specification-
agnostic learner.
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1.1 THESIS WORK

The synthesis problem, viewed through the learning lens, naturally poses synthesis as a
learning problem from concrete samples. However, the counterexamples that the verification
oracles provide as witnesses for showing a hypothesis is incorrect, cannot always be seen as
natural samples that can be interpreted by a learner that does not know the specification.
Furthermore, the samples/counterexamples that the oracle can provide greatly varies according
to the synthesis application.
The goals of this thesis are to study learning frameworks for synthesis, developing new

and more efficient algorithms for learning, exploring new classes of counterexamples, and
finding applications of synthesis to new domains.

The thesis statement is:

In learning for synthesis, co-designing the notion of counterexamples, the
learning algorithms, the verification oracle, and taking into account the aspects
of the application domain leads to more effective program synthesis.

In learning frameworks for synthesis, frameworks have three components: (1) the verification
oracle, (2) the notion of a natural counterexample, and (3) the learning algorithm. All these
three components required to be co-designed with the particular aspects of the application
domain for effective synthesis.

In the rest of this chapter, we discuss several learning frameworks for different applications,
illustrating the co-design of oracle-counterexample-learner for each of them. Table 1.1
summarizes these results. The later chapters describe each such framework in detail.

1.1.1 A SyGuS Solver for Synthesizing Piece-wise Functions and an Arithmetic
Instantiation

In Chapter 2, we look into the application of building a general purpose SyGuS solver
or synthesis engine to synthesize piece-wise functions (functions that split the domain into
regions and apply simpler functions to each region) from both logical specifications as well as
input-output examples. We propose a learning framework to build such an engine, where
we can use multiple learners to learn simple functions for regions, use learners to synthesize
predicates defining regions, and then compose them using a classifier.

The most natural class of counterexamples that can facilitate such learning are those that
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Applications Framework Components

Oracle Counterexamples Learner

SyGuS:
Piece-wise
Functions

SMT Solvers Input-Output
Examples

Compositional Expr.
Synth. & Multi-label

Classification

Verification:
Inductive
Invariants

Incomplete
Verification Oracle

Non-Provability
Information for

Validity of Invariants

ICE Learners
including Sorcar

Specification
Mining:

Preconditions
Test Generator

Valid and Invalid
Abstractions of
Input States

Conflict Resolver +
Classification
Algorithms

Specification
Mining:

Postconditions
Test Generator

Positively Labeled
Abstractions of Input
and Output States

Learner for
Conjunctive

Functional Concepts

Table 1.1: The different framework components of the applications we explored in this thesis.

precisely identify inputs for the synthesized function on which a given hypothesis is wrong.
Thus the requirement on the learners fixes the class of counterexamples we consider. However,
it turns out that not all synthesis specifications are such that such kinds of counterexamples
can be found.
We develop a theory of single-point definable specifications, a semantic property, whose

definition ensures such counterexamples always exist, and a subclass of single-point refutable
specifications, a syntactic property, that reduces finding such counterexample to satisfiability
problems over the underlying quantifier-free logic (which is often decidable). Our framework
works robustly for the class of single-point refutable specifications and we thus use SMT
solvers as the verification oracle.
We instantiate our framework to build a SyGuS solver for the class of conditional linear

integer arithmetic (CLIA) expressions. Our implementation uses an SMT solver as the
verification oracle, and learns the expression by combining leaf expression synthesis using
constraint-solving with predicate synthesis using enumeration, and tying them together
using a custom decision tree algorithm as the multi-label classifier. We demonstrate that
this compositional approach is competitive compared to traditional synthesis engines on
a set of CLIA specifications from the 2015 and 2016 SyGuS competitions [1, 51, 64]. Our
compositional learning technique inspired the SyGuS solver EUSolver [65], which was able
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to synthesize piece-wise functions from the ICFP benchmarks [66] (which are input-output
specifications on bit-vectors) for the first time in the SyGuS competitions.

To summarize, in this framework: Specifications are either input-output examples or single-
point refutable specifications. Counterexamples are inputs on which a hypothesis is incorrect.
The learner is a compositional learner that combines a synthesis engine that synthesizes
expressions for subsets of inputs in various regions, an enumerative synthesis algorithm for
synthesizing boundaries between regions, and a decision-tree based multi-labeled classifier for
learning the final formula.

1.1.2 Synthesizing Inductive Invariants for Program Verification with Incomplete Logic
Engines

In Chapter 3, we look into the application of deductive program verification, where we
facilitate automatic verification by synthesizing inductive invariants. Once invariants are
found, program verification reduces to checking validity of verification conditions (expressed
in pure logic). Though prior learning-based counterexample guided inductive synthesis
(CEGIS) methods have been proposed [45, 46, 47, 67], we look into the situation where the
validity of the verification conditions is undecidable. In a learning-based synthesis framework,
the verification oracle is hence incomplete i.e., the oracle resorts to sound but incomplete
heuristics to check the validity of the verification conditions and hence cannot generate a
concrete model when verification conditions are not provable.
The framework we propose in this chapter thus assumes that we have an incomplete

verification oracle. In this setting, we extract certain non-provability information from the
verification oracle as counterexamples when the conjectured invariant results in verification
conditions that cannot be proven. The non-provability information is a Boolean formula on
a fixed set of predicates that generalizes the reason for non-provability, hence pruning the
space of future conjectured predicates.

The notion of the counterexamples being non-provability information dictates the learning
algorithm we need to design to learn from such a sample of formulas. We reduce the formula-
driven problem of learning expressions from non-provability information to the data-driven
ICE model [45]. This reduction thus allows us to use a host of existing ICE learning algorithms
and results in a robust invariant synthesis framework that guarantees to synthesize a provable
invariant if one exists.
We evaluate our invariant synthesis framework to automatically verify two classes of

programs. First, programs that dynamically manipulate the heap (singly and doubly linked
lists, sorted lists, balanced and sorted trees). We use the natural proof verification engines [68]
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as the oracle against a undecidable separation logic called Dryad [69], that combine properties
of structure, separation, arithmetic, and data. Second, verification of programs against
specifications with universal quantification, which renders verification undecidable in general.
In both the cases we are able to automatically verify the programs efficiently.
To summarize, in this framework: The application is inductive invariant synthesis. We

consider two verification oracles: one oracle for heap verification using natural proofs and
the other a quantifier-instantiation based logic solver for annotations that involve universally
quantified formulas. In both cases, the verification oracle is sound but not complete. The
class of counterexamples encode non-provability information of particular predicates in the
postcondition of Hoare-triples. The learning algorithm needs to propose hypotheses that
include only provable concepts. We implement this using a reduction to ICE-learning of
Boolean formulas.

1.1.3 Property-driven synthesis of conjunctive inductive invariants: The Sorcar
ICE-Learning Algorithm

In Chapter 4, we present a novel ICE learning algorithm to learn conjunctive inductive
invariants over a fixed finite set of predicates P . Houdini [70] is an existing learner to learn
conjunctive inductive invariants, and synthesizes the tightest inductive invariant. Conse-
quently, it can ignore the property to be proven about the program. However, the tightest
invariant can be quite complex (have many conjuncts) and hard to synthesize.
We present Sorcar, a property driven learning algorithm for conjunctive inductive

invariants and performs better than existing Houdini based tools on certain classes of
benchmarks. Intuitively, Sorcar grows slowly a set of relevant predicates R ⊆ P in each
round and proposes the tightest conjunctive invariant over R. It guarantees convergence
to a conjunctive invariant (if one exists over P ) in 2|P | rounds of communication with any
verification oracle.

We implement Sorcar on top of the Boogie program verifier [71]. We evaluate its
efficiency on two domains of benchmarks. The first is the class of programs consisting of GPU
programs handled by the tool GPUVerify [72, 73] to prove data race freedom. The second
class of programs dynamically update heaps against specifications in separation logics [74].
We compared Sorcar to the current state-of-the-art tools for these programs, which use
the Houdini algorithm. Though Sorcar did not work more efficiently on every program,
however, our empirical evaluation shows that it is overall more competitive than Houdini.
In general, Sorcar produces much smaller invariants, worked more efficiently overall in
verifying these programs, and verified a larger number of programs than Houdini.
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To summarize: The Sorcar learning algorithm is a general conjunctive ICE learning
algorithm that can be used in many program verification algorithms. However, we use it
in two settings: one for GPUVerify programs and the other where validation of verification
conditions is incomplete (heap verification). The notion of counterexamples are either concrete
states or non-provability information, respectively.

1.1.4 Specification Mining: Preconditions and Postconditions for Methods

In Chapter 5, we consider the problem of synthesizing contracts, where we propose
frameworks to synthesize precondition and postcondition of a method in a class of a program
in an object-oriented language. In this context, the natural oracle to use would be a verification
engine that verifies programs (with loops/recursion). However, verification engines that can
do completely automated program verification are not often effective or scalable. We hence
consider using test generators as teaching oracles.

Given a program annotated with preconditions and assertions, the test generator creates a
valid object state (using object modifying methods) and concrete input parameters of the
method that satisfy the precondition. Furthermore, several test generators are guided by the
assertions, and try to generate inputs that violate them.

Synthesizing Preconditions:

In the learning framework we develop for synthesizing preconditions, we use as counterex-
amples abstractions of the input states, which consists of the primitive type inputs, and the
valuations of a certain set of observer methods of the non-primitive-type input objects.

Each input state (and similarly for counterexample) created by the test generator, can
be either valid: execute successfully and terminate, or invalid: encounter an uncaught
exception, or result in an assertion violation. Note that the predicates used in the logic for
expressing preconditions and the observer methods for deriving properties of objects, create
abstractions of input states. Abstractions of invalid input states must be excluded by the
precondition. However, abstractions of valid input states need not necessarily be included in
the precondition, as there could be input states with the same abstraction but are invalid.

We define the problem of precondition synthesis using a notion of ideal preconditions. An
ideal precondition for a method with respect to a test generator is a precondition which
satisfies two properties. First, safety: the test generator should not be able to find any invalid
input state allowed by the precondition. Second is maximality: the precondition should
include as many valid input states as possible. More precisely, it can exclude an abstraction
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of input states only if there exists some invalid input state that has this abstraction. The
maximality requirement intuitively captures the desire to synthesize weakest (most liberal)
preconditions.

In our learning framework, counterexamples are positively and negatively labeled abstrac-
tion of input states. The meaning of the counterexample is as follows. The learner needs
to find a formula in a fixed logic L that (a) excludes all negatively labeled inputs, and (b)
includes all positively labeled inputs i unless there is another sample i′ that is negatively
labeled and is indistinguishable from i by any formula in L.

The learning algorithms we propose for ideal preconditions first resolve all conflicts (conflicts
are pairs of samples labeled positive and negative that are indistinguishable by the logic L) by
reclassifying them as negative. A classification algorithm is then used to learn a hypothesis
precondition from the conflict resolved samples.

We implement a prototype of our framework in a tool called Proviso using a learner based
on the ID3 classification algorithm [75], and Pex [76] as the test generator. We evaluate
Proviso on two important tasks in specification inference: runtime-failure prevention and
conditional-commutativity inference [77]. The former problem asks to synthesize preconditions
that avoid runtime exceptions of a single method. The latter problem asks, given two methods,
find a precondition that ensures that the two methods commute, when called in succession.
Proviso takes on average ∼740 seconds per method/method pair to synthesize preconditions.
Moreover, 91% of the preconditions synthesized by Proviso are safe, while 77% of the
preconditions are both safe and maximal.
To summarize, our framework for precondition synthesis has the following features. The
application is synthesizing precondition of a method of a class in an object oriented program.
The verification oracle is a test generator, which is inherently incomplete hence introduces
conflicting counterexamples. The counterexamples are valid and invalid abstractions of input
states. We formulate the synthesis problem using the notion of an ideal precondition with
respect to the oracle and a particular logic L for stating preconditions; this implicitly gives the
meaning of what counterexamples mean. The learning algorithm to find an ideal precondition
first resolves all conflicts in the sample and then uses a classification algorithm that does not
make any mistakes.

Synthesizing Conjunctive Postconditions

We finally propose a framework to synthesize conjunctive postconditions of a method using
a test generator as the oracle. We assume that the method is already annotated with a
precondition, which prevents all exception failures (this can be done using the precondition
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synthesis mentioned above). Synthesized postconditions need to be strong, and ideally the
strongest postcondition expressible in a given logic.
In a learning framework, the test generator can only provide pairs of feasible input-

output states (where input states satisfy the precondition). Consequently, given a hypothesis
postcondition, a test generator can refute that the postcondition is correct by giving executions
that end in states that are not satisfied by the postcondition. However, it cannot refute
the assertion that the postcondition is the strongest one. In terms of counterexamples, we
can think of the test generator as being able to only provide positively labeled pairs of
abstractions of input and output states.

We propose to learn postconditions in a logic that consists of conjunctions of (a) predicates
over a fixed set P and (b) an equality expression that defines an output as a function of the
input. The predicates P and the parameters for the functions synthesized are based on input
parameters and abstractions of objects using observer methods.
The above logic facilitates learning tight concepts (as the above logic is closed under

conjunction). We synthesize functional relationships between input and output using a
SyGuS solver. We then seed this as equality predicates and add them to P , and then use the
elimination algorithm [78] to learn the semantically smallest conjunctive formula over the
predicates that includes all the positive counterexamples.

We implement a prototype of our framework in a tool called Precis with Pex [76] as the
test generator and the elimination algorithm as the learner. To synthesize equality predicates,
we used the enumerative solver [65] from the SyGuS competition [1]. We evaluated our
framework on datastructure methods from two open-source projects QuickGraph and the
.NET Core. Precis was able to synthesize postconditions of reasonable size (average of 4.6
conjuncts per method), very efficiently taking an average time of 200s per method.

In summary, our learning framework for postcondition synthesis has the following features.
The application is to learn a strong conjunctive postcondition of a method that is already
annotated with a precondition. The counterexamples in this framework are only positive.
The oracle is a test generator, and counterexamples are abstractions of pairs of input and
output states that are always classified positively. The learning algorithm first synthesizes
new predicates using a SyGuS solver and then uses the elimination algorithm to learn the
tightest conjunctive postcondition.

These learning frameworks and the experimental results argue my thesis statement, that
co-designing the notion of counterexamples, the learning algorithms, the verification oracle,
and taking into account the aspects of the application domain leads to more effective program
synthesis.
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CHAPTER 2: COMPOSITIONAL SYNTHESIS OF PIECE-WISE
FUNCTIONS BY LEARNING CLASSIFIERS

In this chapter, we propose a framework to build a general-purpose synthesis engine to
synthesize piece-wise functions (functions that split the domain into regions and apply simpler
functions to each region) from logical specifications or input-output examples.
In this framework, instead of learning the whole expression at once using one learner, we

use multiple learners to learn different parts of the expression modularly. We use a learner
for simple functions for fixed concrete inputs and another learner for predicates that can be
used to define regions. We then join these expressions into one expression, using a multi-label
classifier that does not make any mistakes and is biased towards learning smaller expressions,
thus achieving generalization.
For logical specifications, the most natural class of counterexamples that can facilitate

learning are those that precisely identify inputs on which a given hypothesis is wrong. However,
it turns out that not all synthesis specifications are such that such kinds of counterexamples
can be found.
We develop a theory of single-point definable specifications, a semantic property, whose

definition ensures such counterexamples always exist, and a subclass of single-point refutable
specifications, a syntactic property, that reduce finding such counterexample to satisfiability
problems over the underlying quantifier-free logic (which is decidable). Our framework works
robustly for the class of single-point refutable specifications and we thus use SMT solvers as
the verification oracle.

In particular, in this chapter:

• Specifications are either input-output examples or single-point refutable specifications.

• Counterexamples are inputs on which a hypothesis is incorrect.

• The learner is a compositional learner that combines a synthesis engine that synthesizes
expressions for a subset of inputs in a region, an enumerative synthesis algorithm for
synthesizing boundaries between regions, and and a decision-tree based multi-labeled
classifier for learning the final overall formula.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

We present a general technique that uses the CEGIS framework for synthesizing expressions,
that can learn piece-wise functions. A piece-wise function is a function that partitions the
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input domain into a finite set of regions, and then maps each region using a simpler class of
functions. In this setup, we synthesize modularly with the help of two other synthesis engines,
one for synthesizing expressions for single inputs and another for synthesizing predicates
that separate concrete inputs from each other. The technique is general in the sense that
it is independent of the logic used to write specifications and the logic used to express the
synthesized expressions. The counterexample guided synthesis proceeds in the following
fashion:

• In every round, the learner proposes a piece-wise function H for f , and the verification
oracle checks whether it satisfies the specification. If not, it returns one input ~p on
which H is incorrect (Returning such a counterexample is nontrivial).

• We show that we can now use an expression synthesizer for the single input ~p which
synthesizes an expression that maps ~p to a correct value. This expression synthesizer
will depend on the underlying theory of basic expressions, and we can use any synthesis
algorithm that performs this task.

• Once we have the new expression, we compute for every counterexample input obtained
thus far the set of basic expressions synthesized so far that work correctly for these
inputs. This results in a set of samples, where each sample is of the form (~p, Z), where
~p is a concrete input and Z is the set of basic expressions that are correct for ~p. The
problem we need to solve now can be seen as a multi-label classification problem— that
of finding a mapping from every input to an expression that is consistent with the set
of samples.

• Since we want a classification that is a piece-wise function that divides the input domains
into regions, and since the predicates needed to define regions can be arbitrarily complex
and depend on the semantics of the underlying logical theory, we require a predicate
synthesizer that synthesizes predicates that can separate concrete inputs with disjoint
sets of labels. Once we have such a set of predicates, we are equipped with an adequate
number of regions to find a piece-wise function.

• The final phase uses classification learning to generalize the samples to a function from
all inputs to basic expressions. The learning should be biased towards finding simple
functions, finding few regions, or minimizing the Boolean expression that describes the
piece-wise function.

The framework above requires many components, in addition to the expression synthesizer
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and predicate synthesizer. First, given a hypothesis function H and a specification ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x),
we need to find a concrete counter-example input on which H is wrong.

It turns out that there may be no such input point for some specifications and even if
there was, finding one may be hard. In current standard CEGIS approaches [1, 3], when H
and ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) are presented, the teacher simply returns a concrete value of ~x for which
¬ψ(H/f, ~x) is satisfied. We emphasize that such valuations for the universally quantified
variables cannot be interpreted as inputs on which H is incorrect, and hence cannot be
used with any learner that learns from input-output examples (including machine learning
algorithms).
We develop a theory of single-point definable specifications, a semantic property, whose

definition ensures such counterexample inputs always exist, and a subclass of single-point
refutable specifications, a syntactic property, that reduce finding such counterexample inputs
to satisfiability problems over the underlying quantifier-free logic (which is decidable). The
framework of single-point refutable specifications and the counterexample input generation
procedures we build for them is crucial in order to be able to use classifiers to synthesize
expressions.
Our framework works robustly for the class of single-point refutable specifications, and

we show how to extract concrete counterexamples, how to automatically synthesize a new
specification tailored for any input ~p to be given to the expression synthesizer, and how to
evaluate whether particular expressions work for particular inputs.

The classifier learning algorithm can be any learning algorithm for multi-label classification,
which is the problem of learning a predictive model (i.e., a classifier) from samples that are
associated with multiple labels (preferably with the learning bias as to learn small trees).
However, the classifier learning algorithm must ensure that the learned classifier is consistent
with the given samples (i.e., it is not allowed to misclassify datapoints in the training set).
Machine-learning algorithms more often than not make mistakes and are not consistent
with the sample, often because they want to generalize assuming that the sample is noisy.
We proposed an adaptation of decision-tree learning to multi-label learning that produces
classifiers that are consistent with the sample. We also explore a variety of statistical measures
used within the decision-tree learning algorithm to bias the learning towards smaller trees in
the presence of multi-labeled samples. The resulting decision-tree learning algorithms form
one class of classifier learning algorithms that can be used to synthesize piece-wise functions
over any theory that works using our framework.

We instantiated the framework to build an efficient synthesizer of piece-wise linear integer
arithmetic functions for specifications given in the theory of linear integer arithmetic. We
implement the components of the framework for single-point refutable functions: to synthesize
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input counterexamples, to reformulate the synthesis problem for a single input, and to evaluate
whether an expression works correctly for any input. These problems are reduced to the
satisfiability of the underlying quantifier-free theory of linear integer arithmetic, which is
decidable using SMT solvers. The expression-synthesizer for single inputs is performed using
an inner CEGIS-based engine using a constraint solver.

We also looked into the problem of synthesizing the expressions for the restricted settings
of a unique specification where the specification permits only one solution. Assuming the
function to synthesize f is of arity n, then the problem of finding the expressions that satisfy
all the counterexamples can be viewed as the problem finding planes in a (n+1)-dimensional
space where the space describes the input-output behavior of the function f . The synthesizer
learns from all previously found counterexamples, where each counterexample is an input-
output pair and can be viewed as a point in this (n+1)-dimensional space. We would
essentially like to find a small set of planes, that include all the given points in this space.
We solve this problem using a greedy algorithm that uses geometric techniques to determine
coplanarity between points in this (n+1)-dimensional space.
The predicate synthesizer is instantiated using an enumerative synthesis algorithm. We

use a straightforward modification of Quinlan’s C 5.0 algorithm [75, 79] to solve the disjoint
multi-label learning problem, and experimented with the different statistical measures to
bias the learning towards smaller trees. The resulting solver works extremely well on a
large class of conditional linear integer arithmetic benchmarks drawn from the SyGuS 2015
synthesis competition [51] and fared significantly better than all the traditional SyGuS solvers
(enumerative, stochastic, and symbolic constraint-based solvers).

2.2 THE SYNTHESIS PROBLEM AND SINGLE-POINT REFUTABLE
SPECIFICATIONS

The synthesis problem we tackle in this chapter is that of finding a function f that satisfies
a logical specification of the form ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x), where ψ is a quantifier-free first-order formula
over a logic with fixed interpretations of constants, functions, and relations (except for f).
Further, we will assume that the quantifier-free fragment of this logic admits a decidable
satisfiability problem and furthermore, effective procedures for producing a model that maps
the variables to the domain of the logic are available. These effective procedures are required
in order to generate counterexamples while performing synthesis.

For the rest of the chapter, let f be a function symbol with arity n representing the target
function that is to be synthesized. The specification logic is a formula in first-order logic,
over an arbitrary set of function symbols F , (including a special symbol f), constants C, and
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relations/predicates P , all of which with fixed interpretations, except for f . We will assume
that the logic is interpreted over a countable universe D and, further, and that there is a
constant symbol for every element in D. For technical reasons, we assume that negation is
pushed into atomic predicates.
The specification for synthesis is a formula of the form ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) where ψ is a formula

expressed in the following grammar (where g ∈ F , c ∈ C, and P ∈ P):

Term t ::− x | c | f(t1, . . . , tn) | g(~t ) (2.1)

Formula ϕ ::− P (~t ) | ¬P (~t ) | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ (2.2)

We will assume that equality is a relation in the logic, with the standard model-theoretic
interpretation.
The synthesis problem is to find, given a specification ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x), a definition for the

function f in a particular syntax that satisfies the specification. More formally, given a
subset of function symbols F̂ ⊆ F (excluding f) and a subset of constants Ĉ and a subset of
relation/predicate symbols P̂ ⊆ P, the task is to find an expression e for f that is a term
with free variables y1, . . . , yn adhering to the following syntax (where ĝ ∈ F̂ , ĉ ∈ Ĉ, P̂ ∈ P̂)

Expr e ::− ĉ | yi | ĝ(~t ) | ite(P̂ (~t ), e, e), (2.3)

such that e satisfies the specification (i.e., ∀~x. ψ(e/f, ~x ) is valid).

2.2.1 Single-Point Definable Specifications

In order to be able to define a general CEGIS algorithm for synthesizing expressions for f
based on learning classifiers, as described in Section 2.1, we need to be able to refute any
hypothesis H that does not satisfy the specification with a concrete input on which H is
wrong. We will now define sufficient conditions that guarantee this property. The first is a
semantic property, called single-point definable specifications, that guarantees the existence
of such concrete input counterexamples and the second is a syntactic fragment of the former,
called single-point refutable specifications, that allows such concrete counterexamples to be
found effectively using a constraint solver.

A single-point definable specification is, intuitively, a specification that restricts how each
input is mapped to the output, independent of how other inputs are mapped to outputs.
More precisely, a single-point definable specification restricts each input ~p ∈ Dn to a set
of outputs X~p ⊆ D and allows any function that respects this restriction for each input. It
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cannot, however, restrict the output on ~p based on how the function behaves on other inputs.
Many synthesis problems fall into this category (see Section 2.6 for several examples taken
from a recent synthesis competition).

Formally, we define this concept as follows. Let I = Dn be the set of inputs and O = D be
the set of outputs of the function being synthesized.

Definition 2.1 (Single-Point Definable (SPD) Specifications). A specification α is said to
be single-point definable if the following holds. Let F be the class of all functions that satisfy
the specification α. Let g : I → O be a function such that for every ~p ∈ I, there exists some
h ∈ F such that g(~p) = h(~p). Then, g ∈ F (i.e., g satisfies the specification α).

Intuitively, a specification is single-point definable if whenever we construct a function
that maps each input independently according to some arbitrary function that satisfies the
specification, the resulting function satisfies the specification as well. For each input ~p, if
X~p is the set of all outputs that functions that meet the specification map ~p to, then any
function g that maps every input ~p to some element in X~p will also satisfy the specification.
This captures the requirement, semantically, that the specification constrains the outputs of
each input independent of other inputs.
Let us illustrate this definition with the following examples.

Example 2.1. Consider the following specifications in the first-order theory of arithmetic:

• The specification

∀x, y. f(15, 23) = 19 ∧ f(90, 20) = 91 ∧ . . . ∧ f(28, 24) = 35 (2.4)

is single-point definable. More generally, any set of input-output samples can be written
as a conjunction of constraints that forms a single-point definable specification.

• Any specification that is not realizable (i.e., that has no function that satisfies it) is
single-point definable.

• The specification
∀x. f(0) = 0 ∧ f(x+ 1) = f(x) + 1 (2.5)

is single-point definable as the identity function is the only function that satisfies this
specification. More generally, any specification that has a unique solution is single-point
definable.

While single-point definable specifications are quite common, there are prominent specifi-
cations that are not single-point definable. For example, inductive loop invariant synthesis
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specifications for programs are not single-point definable, as counterexamples to the induc-
tiveness constraint involve two counterexample inputs (the ICE learning model [45] formalizes
this). Similarly, ranking function synthesis is also not single-point definable.

Note that for any single-point definable specification, if H is some expression conjectured
for f that does not satisfy the specification, there will always be one input ~p ∈ Dn on which
H is definitely wrong in that no correct solution agrees with H on ~p. More precisely, we
obtain the following directly from the definition.

Proposition 2.1. Let ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) be a single-point definable specification and let h : Dn → D

be an interpretation for f such that ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) does not hold. Then, there exists an input
~p ∈ Dn such that for every function h′ : Dn → D that satisfies the specification, h(~p) 6= h′(~p).

2.2.2 Single-Point Refutable Specifications

While the above proposition ensures that there is a counterexample input for any hypoth-
esized function that does not satisfy a single-point definable function, it does not ensure
that finding such an input is tractable. We now define single-point refutable specifications,
which we show to be a subclass of single-point definable specifications, and for which we can
reduce the problem of finding counterexample inputs to logical satisfiability of the underlying
quantifier-free logic.

Intuitively, a specification ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) is single-point refutable if for any given hypothetical
interpretation H to the function f that does not satisfy the specification, we can find a
particular input ~p ∈ Dn such that the formula ∃~x. ¬ψ(f, ~x) evaluates to true, and where the
truth-hood is caused solely by the interpretation of H on ~p . The definition of single-point
refutable specifications is involved as we have to define what it means for H on ~p to solely
contribute to falsifying the specification.

We first define an alternate semantics for a formula ψ(f, ~x) that is parameterized by a set
of n variables ~u denoting an input, a variable v denoting an output, and a Boolean variable
b. The idea is that this alternate semantics evaluates the function by interpreting f on
~u to be v, but “ignores” the interpretation of f on all other inputs, and reports whether
the formula would evaluate to b. We do this by expanding the domain to D ∪ {⊥}, where
⊥ is a new element, and have f map all inputs other than ~u to ⊥. Furthermore, when
evaluating formulas, we let them evaluate to b only when we are sure that the evaluation
of the formula to b depended only on the definition of f on ~u. We define this alternate
semantics by transforming a formula ψ(f, ~x) to a formula with the usual semantics but over
an extended domain D+ = D ∪ {⊥}. In this transformation, we use if-then-else (ite) terms
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for simplicity. Moreover, given a vector ~z = (z1, . . . , z`) (e.g., of variables), we use ~z[i] as a
shorthand for the i-th entry zi of ~z (i.e., z[i] = zi) throughout the rest of this chapter.

Definition 2.2 (Isolate Transformer). Let ~u be a vector of n first-order variables (where n
is the arity of the function to be synthesized), v a first-order variable (different from ones
in ~u), and b ∈ {T, F} a Boolean value. Moreover, let D+ = D ∪ {⊥}, where ⊥ 6∈ D, be the
extended domain, and let the functions and predicates be extended to this domain (the precise
extension does not matter).

For a formula ψ(f, ~x), we define the formula Isolate~u,v,b(ψ(f, ~x)) over D+ by

Isolate~u,v,b(ψ(f, ~x)) := ite
(∨
xi

xi = ⊥,¬b, Isol~u,v,b(ψ(f, ~x))
)
, (2.6)

where Isol~u,v,b is defined recursively as follows:

Isol~u,v,b(x) := x (2.7)

Isol~u,v,b(c) := c (2.8)

Isol~u,v,b(g(t1, . . . , tk)) := ite
(

k∨
i=1

Isol~u,v,b(ti) = ⊥,⊥, g
(
Isol~u,v,b(t1), . . . , Isol~u,v,b(tk)

))
(2.9)

Isol~u,v,b(f(t1, . . . , tn)) := ite
(

n∧
i=1

Isol~u,v,b(ti) = ~u[i], v,⊥
)

(2.10)

Isol~u,v,b(P (t1, . . . , tk)) := ite
(

k∨
i=1

Isol~u,v,b(ti) = ⊥,¬b, P
(
Isol~u,v,b(t1), . . . , Isol~u,v,b(tk)

))
(2.11)

Isol~u,v,b(¬P (t1, . . . , tk)) := ite
(

k∨
i=1

Isol~u,v,b(ti) = ⊥,¬b,¬P
(
Isol~u,v,b(t1), . . . , Isol~u,v,b(tk)

))
(2.12)

Isol~u,v,b(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2) := Isol~u,v,b(ϕ1) ∨ Isol~u,v,b(ϕ2) (2.13)

Isol~u,v,b(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) := Isol~u,v,b(ϕ1) ∧ Isol~u,v,b(ϕ2) (2.14)

Intuitively, the function Isolate~u,v,b(ψ) captures whether ψ will evaluate to b if f maps ~u to
v and independent of how f is interpreted on other inputs. A function of the form f(t1, . . . tn)
is interpreted to be v if the input matches ~u and otherwise evaluated to ⊥. Functions on
terms that involve ⊥ are sent to ⊥ as well. Predicates are evaluated to b only if the predicate
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is evaluated on terms none of which is ⊥— otherwise, they get mapped to ¬b, to reflect that
it will not help to make the final formula ψ evaluate to b. Note that when Isolate~u,v,b(ψ)
evaluates to ¬b, there is no property of ψ that we claim. Also, note that Isolate~u,v,b(ψ(f, ~x))
has no occurrence of f in it, but has free variables ~x, ~u and v. The following examples
illustrates the isolate transformer.

Example 2.2. Consider the (single-point refutable) specification

ψ(f, x) = f(x) > x+ 1 (2.15)

in linear integer arithmetic over a single variable x. The formula Isol~u,v,b will have free
variables x, u, and v (note that x and u are variables not vectors of variables in this example).

In the first step, we adapt the semantics of the operator + and the predicate > to account
for the new value ⊥ by introducing a new operator +⊥ and a new predicate >⊥. Given two
terms t1 and t2, the operator +⊥ is defined by

t1 +⊥ t2 := ite
(
t1 = ⊥ ∨ t2 = ⊥,⊥, t1 + t2

)
, (2.16)

while the predicate >⊥ is defined by

t1 >⊥ t2 := ite
(
t1 = ⊥ ∨ t2 = ⊥,⊥, t1 > t2

)
. (2.17)

In both cases, the result is ⊥ if one one of the terms evaluates to ⊥, whereas the original
semantics is retained otherwise.
In the second step, we can now apply the isolate transformer to ψ:

Isol~u,v,b(ψ(f, x)) = Isol~u,v,b(f(x) > x+ 1) (2.18)

= Isol~u,v,b(f(x)) >⊥
(
Isol~u,v,b(x) +⊥ Isol~u,v,b(1)

)
(2.19)

= ite(x = u, v,⊥) >⊥ (x+⊥ 1). (2.20)

In total, we obtain

Isolate~u,v,b(ψ(f, x)) = ite
(
x = ⊥,¬b, ite(x = u, v,⊥) >⊥ (x+⊥ 1)

)
(2.21)

which captures whether ψ will evaluate to b if f maps u to v (and independent of how f is
interpreted on other inputs).

We can show (using a induction over the structure of the specification) that the isolation
of a specification to a particular input with b = F , when instantiated according to a function
that satisfies a specification, cannot evaluate to false. This is formalized below.
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Lemma 2.1. Let ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x ) be a specification and h : Dn → D a function satisfying the
specification. Then, there is no interpretation of the variables in ~u and ~x (over D) such that
if v is interpreted as h(~u), the formula Isolate~u,v,F (ψ(f, ~x )) evaluates to false.

Proof. Let ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) be a specification and h : Dn → D a function satisfying the specification.
Moreover, let ~u a vector of variables over the domain D, v a variable over D, and b ∈ {T, F}
a Boolean value. Finally, fix a valuation dz ∈ D for each free variable z in Isolate~u,v,b(ψ(f, ~x))
such that dv = h(du[1], . . . , du[n]).
We split the proof into two parts:

1. We show that if Isol~u,v,b(t) evaluates to a non-⊥ value (i.e., to a value in D) for a term
t, then t evaluates to the same value.

2. Using Part 1, we show that if Isol~u,v,F (ϕ) evaluates to false for a formula ϕ, the formula
ϕ evaluates to false as well.

The claim of Lemma 2.1 then follow immediately from Part 2 and the definition of Isolate~u,v,b
since h satisfies the specification and the variable v is interpreted as h(~u).

We prove the first part using an induction over the structure of a term t.

Base case Let t = x or t = c. Then, the claim holds immediately by definition of Isol~u,v,b.

Induction step In the induction step, we distinguish between t = g(t1, . . . , tk) and t =
f(t1, . . . , tn).

• Let t = g(t1, . . . , tk) and assume that Isol~u,v,b(t) evaluates to a non-⊥ value, say
d ∈ D. By definition of Isol~u,v,b, this means that Isol~u,v,b(ti) evaluates to a non-
⊥ value, say di ∈ D, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Moreover, Isol~u,v,b(t) evaluates
to g(Isol~u,v,b(t1), . . . , Isol~u,v,b(tk)) and, hence, d = g(d1, . . . , dk). Applying the
induction hypothesis now yields that ti also evaluates to di. Since t = g(t1, . . . , tk),
this means that t evaluates to d, as claimed.

• Let t = f(t1, . . . , tn) and assume that Isol~u,v,b(t) evaluates to a non-⊥ value. By
definition of Isol~u,v,b, this means that Isol~u,v,b(ti) = ~u[i] for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Moreover,
Isol~u,v,b(t) evaluates to dv. Applying the induction hypothesis now yields that
ti evaluates to d~u[i] ∈ D for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since t = f(t1, . . . , tn) =
f(~u[1], . . . , ~u[n]) and v is interpreted as h(~v), this means that t evaluates to
h(d~u[1], . . . , d~u[n]) = dv, as claimed.
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We prove the second part using an induction over the structure of a formula ϕ. Recalls that
we fix b = F for this part of the proof.

Base case In the base case, we distinguish between the two cases ϕ = P (t1, . . . , tk) and
ϕ = ¬P (t1, . . . , tk).

• Let ϕ = P (t1, . . . , tk) and assume that Isol~u,v,F (ϕ) evaluates to false. By
definition of Isol~u,v,b, this means that Isol~u,v,F (ti) evaluates to a non-⊥ value,
say di ∈ D, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Moreover, Isol~u,v,F (ϕ) evaluates to
P (Isol~u,v,F (t1), . . . , Isol~u,v,F (tk)) and, hence, P (d1, . . . , dk) evaluates to false. The
first part of the proof now yields that ti evaluates to di. Since ϕ = P (t1, . . . , tk),
this means that ϕ evaluates to false, as claimed.

• The case ϕ = ¬P (t1, . . . , tk) is analogous to the case ϕ = P (t1, . . . , tk) and
therefore skipped.

Induction step In the induction step, we distinguish between the two cases ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2

and ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2.

• Let ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 and assume that Isol~u,v,F (ϕ) evaluates to false. Thus, both
Isol~u,v,F (ϕ1) and Isol~u,v,F (ϕ2) evaluate to false. Applying the induction hypothesis
yields that both ϕ1 and ϕ2 evaluate to false. Thus, ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 evaluates to false,
as claimed.

• The case ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 is analogous to the case ϕ = ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 and therefore
skipped. Q.E.D.

We can also show (again using structural induction) that when the isolation of the
specification with respect to b = F evaluates to false, then v is definitely not a correct output
on ~u.

Lemma 2.2. Let ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) be a specification, ~p ∈ Dn an interpretation for ~u, and q ∈
D an interpretation for v such that there is some interpretation for ~x that makes the
formula Isolate~u,v,F (ψ(f, ~x)) evaluate to false. Then, there exists no function h satisfying the
specification that maps ~p to q.

Proof. Let h be a function that satisfies the specification and maps ~p to q. Then, ψ(f, ~x) eval-
uates to true for every interpretation of ~x. By Lemma 2.1, this means that Isolate~u,v,F (ψ(f, ~x))
always evaluates to true or ⊥ (it cannot evaluate to false because then ϕ would evaluate
to false as well). However, this is a contradiction to the assumption that there exists an
interpretation for ~x on which the formula Isolate~u,v,F (ψ(f, ~x)) evaluates to false. Q.E.D.
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We can now define single-point refutable specifications.

Definition 2.3 (Single-Point Refutable Specifications (SPR)). A specification ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x ) is
said to be single-point refutable if the following holds. Let H : Dn → D be any interpretation
for the function f that does not satisfy the specification (i.e., the specification does not hold
under this interpretation for f). Then, there exists some input ~p that is an interpretation for
~u and an interpretation for ~x such that when v is interpreted to be H(~u), the isolated formula
Isolate~u,v,F (ψ(f, ~x)) evaluates to false.

Intuitively, the above says that a specification is single-point refutable if whenever a
hypothesis function H does not satisfy a specification, there is a single input ~p such that
the specification evaluates to false independent of how the function maps inputs other than
~p. More precisely, ψ evaluates to false for some interpretation of ~x only assuming that
f(~p) = H(~p).

In fact, single-point refutable specifications are single-point definable, which we formalize
below.

Lemma 2.3. If a specification ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) is single-point refutable, then it is single-point
definable.

Proof. Let ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) be a single-point refutable specification, and assume that it is not single-
point definable. Moreover, let F be the class of all functions that satisfy this specification.
Then, there exists a function h′ : Dn → D such that for every input ~p ∈ Dn, there exists
some function h ∈ F such that h′(~p) = h(~p), and yet h′ does not satisfy the specification. By
single-point refutability of the specification, there must be some input ~p such that when we
interpret v = h′(~p), there is an interpretation of ~x such that Isolate~u,v,F (ψ(f, ~x )) evaluates
to false. Let h ∈ F be some function that agrees with h′ on ~p. By Lemma 2.2, there is no
function that satisfies the specification and that maps ~u to v, which contradicts the fact that
h satisfies the specification. Q.E.D.

Let us illustrate the definition of single-point refutable specifications through an example
and a non-example.

Example 2.3. Consider the following specifications in the first-order theory of arithmetic:

• The specification

∀x, y. f(15, 23) = 19 ∧ f(90, 20) = 91 ∧ . . . ∧ f(28, 24) = 35 (2.22)

is single-point refutable. More generally, any set of input-output samples can be written
as a conjunction of constraints that forms a single-point refutable specification.
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• The specification
∀x. f(0) = 0 ∧ f(x+ 1) = f(x) + 1 (2.23)

is not a single-point refutable specification, though it is single-point definable. Given a
hypothesis function (e.g., H(i) = 0 for all i), the formula f(x+ 1) = f(x) + 1 evaluates
to false, but this involves the definition of f on two inputs, and hence we cannot
isolate a single input on which the function H is incorrect. (In evaluating the isolated
transformation of the specification parameterized with b = F , at least one of f(x+ 1)
and f(x) will evaluate to ⊥ and, hence, the whole formula will never evaluate to false.)

When a specification ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) is single-point refutable, given an expression H for f that
does not satisfy the specification, we can check satisfiability of the formula

∃~u ∃v∃~x.
(
v = H(~u) ∧ ¬Isolate~u,v,F (ψ(H/f, ~x))

)
. (2.24)

Assuming the underlying quantifier-free theory has a decidable satisfiability problem and one
can construct models, the valuation of ~u gives a concrete input ~p, and Lemma 2.2 shows that
H is definitely wrong on this input. This will form the basis of generating counterexample
inputs in the synthesis framework that we present next.

2.3 A GENERAL SYNTHESIS FRAMEWORK BY LEARNING CLASSIFIERS

We now present our general framework for synthesizing functions over a first-order theory
that uses machine-learning of classifiers. Our technique, as outlined in the introduction, is a
counterexample-guided inductive synthesis approach (CEGIS), and works most robustly for
single-point refutable specifications.
Given a single-point refutable specification ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x), the framework combines several

simpler synthesizers and calls to SMT solvers to synthesize a function, as depicted in Figure 2.1.
The solver globally maintains a finite set of expressions E, a finite set of predicates A (also
called attributes), and a finite set S of multi-labeled samples, where each sample is of the
form (~p, Z) consisting of an input ~p ∈ Dn and a set Z ⊆ E of expressions that are correct for
~p (such a sample means that the specification allows mapping ~p to e(~p), for any e ∈ Z, but
not to e′(~p), for any e′ ∈ E \ Z).

Phase 2.1. In every round, the classifier produces a hypothesis expression H for f . The
process starts with a simple expression H, such as one that maps all inputs to a constant.
We feed H in every round to a counterexample input finder module, which essentially is a
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Figure 2.1: The general synthesis framework based on learning classifiers

call to an SMT solver to check whether the formula

∃~u ∃v ∃~x. (v = H(~u) ∧ ¬Isolate~u,v,F (ψ(f, ~x))) (2.25)

is satisfiable. Note that from the definition of the single-point refutable functions (see
Definition 2.3), whenever H does not satisfy the specification, we are guaranteed that this
formula is satisfiable, and the valuation of ~u in the satisfying model gives us an input ~p on
which H is definitely wrong (see Lemma 2.2). If H satisfies the specification, the formula
would be unsatisfiable (by Lemma 2.1) and we can terminate, reporting H as the synthesized
expression.

Phase 2.2. The counterexample input ~p is then fed to an expression synthesizer whose
goal is to find some correct expression that works for ~p. We facilitate this by generating a
new specification for synthesis that tailors the original specification to the particular input ~p.
This new specification is the formula

ψ↓~p (f̂ , ~x) := Isolate~u,v,T (ψ(f, ~x))[~p/~u, f̂(~p)/v]. (2.26)

Intuitively, the above specification asks for a function f̂ that “works” for the input ~p (i.e.,
there exists a function g satisfying the specification such that g(~p) = f̂(~p)). We do this by
first constructing the formula that isolates the specification to ~u with output v and demand
that the specification evaluates to true; then, we substitute ~p for ~u and a new function symbol
f̂ evaluated on ~p for v. Any expression synthesized for f̂ in this synthesis problem maps ~p to
a value that is consistent with the original specification, which we formalize next.

Lemma 2.4. Let ψ(f, ~x) be a single-point refutable specification and F the class of all
functions satisfying ψ(f, ~x). Moreover, let ~p ∈ Dn be an input to f , and let e be a solution to
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the synthesis problem with specification ψ↓~p (f̂ , ~x). Then, there exists a function g ∈ F such
that g(~p) = e(~p).

Proof. Using similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we can show that if Isol~u,v,T (ϕ)
(and, hence, Isolate~u,v,T (ϕ)) evaluates to true on some valuation of the free variables ~x, ~u,
and v, then the formula ϕ also evaluates to true on the valuation for ~x. Thus, by substituting
~p for ~u in Isolate~u,v,T (ψ(f, ~x)), we know that if Isolate~u,v,T (ψ(f, ~x))[~p/~u] evaluates to true,
then ψ evaluates to true if f maps ~p to v. Moreover, by substituting f̂(~p) for v, we obtain
the specification ψ↓~p (f̂ , ~x), which constraints f̂ such that ψ(f, ~x) to evaluates to true if
f(~p) = f̂(~p). Thus, any solution e to the synthesis problem with specification ψ↓~p (f̂ , ~x)
guarantees that ψ(f, ~x) evaluates to true if f(~p) = e(~p).
Now, let h ∈ F some function satisfying ψ. Since ψ is single-point refutable (and, hence,

also single-point definable), the function

g(~x) =

e(~p) if ~x = ~p; and

h(~x) otherwise
(2.27)

also satisfies the specification. Thus, g is a function satisfying g ∈ F and g(~p) = e(~p).
Q.E.D.

We emphasize that this new synthesis problem is simpler than the original problem (since
it only requires to synthesize an expression for a single input) and that we can use any
(existing) expression synthesizer to solve it. One important challenge in this context clearly
is to synthesize an expression that is “good” (or general) in the sense that it works for all
(or at least many) inputs in the region ~p belongs to. One possible way to achieve this is
to apply Occam’s razor principle and synthesize an expression that is as simple as possible
with respect to some total order of the expressions (e.g., the length of the expression or
the maximal nesting of sub-expressions). Another way is to define a distance metric on
inputs and synthesize an expression that does not only work for the input ~p but also for
other known inputs in the sample S whose distance to ~p is small. We describe these two
approaches and various further heuristics in more detail in Section 2.5.1, where we present
our implementation of a synthesizer for linear integer arithmetic expressions.

Phase 2.3. Once we synthesize an expression e that works for ~p, we feed it to the next phase,
which adds e to the set of all expressions E (if e is new) and adds ~p to the set of samples.
It then proceeds to find the set of all expressions in E that work for all the inputs in the
samples, and computes the new set of samples. In order to do this, we take every input ~r
that previously existed, and ask whether e works for ~r, and if it does, add e to the set of
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labels for ~r. Also, we take the new input ~p and every expression e′ ∈ E, and check whether
e′ works for ~p.

To compute this labeling information, we need to be able to check, in general, whether an
expression e′ works for an input ~r. We can do this using a call to an SMT solver that checks
whether the formula ∀~x. ψ↓~r (e′(~r)/f̂(~r), ~x) is valid.

Phase 2.4. We now have a set of samples, where each sample consists of an input and a set
of expressions that work for that input. This is when we look upon the synthesis problem as
a classification problem— that of mapping every input in the domain to an expression that
generalizes the sample (i.e., that maps every input in the sample to some expression that it
is associated with it). In order to do this, we need to split the input domain into regions
defined by a set of predicates A. We hence need an adequate set of predicates that can define
enough regions that can separate the inputs that need to be separated.
Let S be a set of samples and let A be a set of predicates. Two samples (~j, E1) and

(~j′, E2) are said to be inseparable if for every predicate p ∈ A, p(~j) ≡ p(~j′). The set of
predicates A is said to be adequate for a sample S if any set of inseparable inputs in the
sample has a common label as a classification. In other words, if every subset T ⊆ S,
say T = {(~i1, E1), (~i2, E2), . . . (~it, Et)}, where every pair of inputs in T is inseparable, then⋂t
i=1 Ei 6= ∅. We require the attribute synthesizer to synthesize an adequate set of predicates

A, given the set of samples.
Intuitively, if T is a set of pairwise inseparable points with respect to a set of predicates P ,

then no classifier based on these predicates can separate them, and hence they all need to
be classified using the same label; this is possible only if the set of points have a common
expression label.

Phase 2.5. Finally, we give the samples and the predicates to a classification learner, which
divides the set of inputs into regions, and maps each region to a single expression such that
the mapping is consistent with the sample. A region is a conjunction of predicates and
the set of points in the region is the set of all inputs that satisfy all these predicates. The
classification is consistent with the set of samples if for every sample (~r, Z) ∈ S, the classifier
maps ~r to a label in Z. (In Section 2.4, we present a general learning algorithm based on
decision trees that learns such a classifier from a set of multi-labeled samples, and which
biases the classifier towards small trees.)
The classification synthesized is then converted to an expression in the logic (this will

involve nested ite expressions using predicates to define the regions and expressions at leaves
to define the function). The synthesized function is fed back to the counterexample input
finder, as in Phase 1, and the process continues until we manage to synthesize a function
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that meets the specification.

2.4 MULTI-LABEL DECISION TREE CLASSIFIERS

In this section, we sketch a decision tree learning algorithm for a special case of the so-called
multi-label learning problem, which is the problem of learning a predictive model (i.e., a
classifier) from samples that are associated with multiple labels. (We refer to standard
textbooks on machine learning, e.g., [59], for more information on decision tree learning.)
For the purpose of learning the classifier, we assume samples to be vectors of the Boolean
values B = {F, T} (these encode the values of the various attributes on the counterexample
input returned). The more general case that datapoints also contain rational numbers can
be handled in a straightforward manner as in Quinlan’s C 5.0 algorithm [79, 79].
To make the learning problem precise, let us fix a finite set L = {λ1, . . . , λk} of labels

with k ≥ 2, and let ~x1, . . . , ~xm ∈ Bn be m individual inputs (in the following also called
datapoints). The task we are going to solve, which we call disjoint multi-label learning problem
(cf. [80]), is defined as follows.

Definition 2.4 (Disjoint Multi-Label Learning Problem). Given a finite training set S =
{(~x1, Y1), . . . , (~xm, Ym)} where Yi ⊆ L and Yi 6= ∅ for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, the disjoint multi-
label learning problem is to find a decision tree classifier h : Bn → L such that h(~x) ∈ Y for
all (~x, Y ) ∈ S.

Note that this learning problem is a special case of the multi-label learning problem
studied in machine learning literature, which asks for a classifier that predicts all labels that
are associated with a datapoint. Moreover, it is important to emphasize that we require
our decision tree classifier to be consistent with the training set (i.e., it is not allowed to
misclassify datapoints in the training set), in contrast to classical machine learning settings
where classifier are allowed to make (small) errors.

We use a straightforward modification of Quinlan’s C 5.0 algorithm [79, 79] to solve
the disjoint multi-label learning problem. This modification, sketched in pseudo code as
Algorithm 2.1, is a recursive algorithm that constructs a decision tree top-down. More
precisely, given a training set S, the algorithm heuristically selects an attribute i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
and splits the set into two disjoint, nonempty subsets Si = {(~x, Y ) ∈ S | ~x[i] = T} and
S¬i = {(~x, Y ) ∈ S | ~x[i] = F} (we explain shortly how the attribute i is chosen). Then the
algorithm recurses on the two subsets, whereby it no longer considers the attribute i. Once
the algorithm arrives at a set S ′ in which all datapoints share at least one common label
(i.e., there exists a λ ∈ L such that λ ∈ Y for all (~x, Y ) ∈ S ′), it selects a common label
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Algorithm 2.1: Multi-label decision tree learning algorithm
Input: A finite set S ⊆ Bn × 2L of datapoints.

1 return DecTree (S, {1, . . . , n}).
2 Procedure DecTree (Set of datapoints S, Attributes A):
3 Create a root node r.
4 if if all datapoints in S have a label in common (i.e., there exists a label λ such that

λ ∈ Y for each (~x, Y ) ∈ S) then
5 Select a common label λ and return the single-node tree r with label λ.
6 else
7 Select an attribute i ∈ A that (heuristically) best splits the sample S.
8 Split S into Si = {(~x, Y ) ∈ S | ~x[i] = T} and S¬i = {(~x, Y ) ∈ S | ~x[i] = F}.
9 Label r with attribute i and return the tree with root node r, left subtree DecTree

(Si, A \ {i}), and right subtree DecTree (S¬i, A \ {i}).
10 end
11 end

λ (arbitrarily), constructs a single-node tree that is labeled with λ, and returns from the
recursion. However, it might happen during construction that a set of datapoints does not
have a common label and cannot be split by any (available) attribute. In this case, it returns
an error, as the set of attributes is not adequate (which we make sure does not happen in
our framework by synthesizing new attributes whenever necessary).
The following theorem states the correctness of Algorithm 2.1 (i.e., that the algorithm

indeed produces a solution to the disjoint multi-label learning problem), which is a result
independent of the exact way an attribute is chosen.

Theorem 2.1. Let L = {λ1, . . . , λk} be a set of labels with k ≥ 2 and S =
{(~x1, Y1), . . . , (~xm, Ym)} ⊆ Bn × 2L a finite training set where Yi 6= ∅ for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Moreover, assume that each two distinct datapoints (~x, Y ), (~x′, Y ′) ∈ S can be separated by
some attribute i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (i.e., ~x[i] 6= ~x′[i]). Then, Algorithm 2.1 terminates and returns
a decision tree classifier h : Bn → L that satisfies h(~x) ∈ Y for each (~x, Y ) ∈ S.

Proof. We show Theorem 2.1 by induction over the construction of the tree.

Base case Assume that the function DecTree is called with a set S of datapoint that share
a common label (i.e., that there exists a label λ such that λ ∈ Y for each (~x, Y ) ∈ S).
Then, the condition in Line 4 evaluates to true and the algorithm returns a decision
tree h consisting of a single node that is labeled with a label shared by all datapoints
of S (see Line 5). Thus, h satisfies h(~x) ∈ Y for each (~x, Y ) ∈ S.

Induction step Assume that the function DecTree is called with a set S of datapoints that
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do not share a common label and a set A of available attributes. Then, the condition
in Line 4 is false, and the algorithm proceeds with Lines 7 to 9.

First, we observe that A 6= ∅: since we assume that all datapoints can be separated by
an attribute, A = ∅ implies that S is a singleton and, hence, the condition in Line 4
would be true. Thus, the algorithm can pick an attribute i ∈ A (Line 7), partition
S into two subsamples Si, S¬i (Line 8), and recursively constructs the decision trees
hi = DecTree(Si, A \ {i}) and h¬i = DecTree(S¬i, A \ {i}) (Line 9). Finally, it returns
the decision tree h with root node r whose subtrees are hi and h¬i, respectively.

Since the root of h is labeled with attribute i, one can write h as

h(~x) =

hi(~x) if ~x[i] = T ; and

h¬i(~x) if ~x[i] = F .
(2.28)

Moreover, applying the induction hypothesis yields that hi satisfies hi(~x) ∈ Y for each
(~x, Y ) ∈ Si and h¬i(~x) ∈ Y for each (~x, Y ) ∈ S¬i. Thus, if ~x[i] = T for some (~x, Y ) ∈ S,
then (~x, Y ) ∈ Si and, hence, h(~x) = hi(~x) ∈ Y ; on the other hand, if ~x[i] = F for some
(~x, Y ) ∈ S¬i, then (~x, Y ) ∈ S¬i and, hence, h(~x) = h¬i(~x) ∈ Y . Q.E.D.

The selection of a “good” attribute to split a a set of datapoints lies at the heart of the
decision tree learner as it determines the size of the resulting tree and, hence, how well the
tree generalizes the training data. This problem is best understood in the simpler single-label
setting in which datapoints are labeled with one out of two possible labels, say 0 or 1.
To obtain a small decision tree, the learning algorithm should split samples such that the
resulting subsamples are as pure as possible (i.e., one subsample contains as many datapoints
as possible labeled with 0, whereas the other subsample contains as many datapoints as
possible labeled with 1). This way, the learner will quickly arrive at samples that contain a
single label and, hence, produce small a tree.
The quality of a split can be formalized by the notion of a measure, which, roughly, is a

measure µ mapping pairs of sets of datapoints to a set R that is equipped with a total order
� over elements of R (usually, R = R≥0 and � is the natural order over R). Given a set S
to split, the learning algorithm first constructs subsets Si and S¬i for each available attribute
i and evaluates each such candidate split by computing µ(Si, S¬i). It then chooses a split
that has the least value.

In the single-label setting, information theoretic measures, such as information gain (based
on Shannon entropy) and Gini, have proven to produce successful classifiers [81]. In the
case of multi-label classifiers, however, finding a good measure is still a matter of ongoing
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research (e.g., see [82] for an overview). Both the classical entropy and Gini measures can be
adapted to the multi-label case in a straightforward way by treating datapoints with multiple
labels as multiple identical datapoints with a single label. More precisely, the main idea is to
replace each multi-labeled datapoint (~x, {λ1, . . . , λk}) with the datapoints (~x, λ1), . . . , (~x, λk)
and proceeds as in classical decision tree learning.
We now briefly sketch these modifications, including a modification described by [83]. In

all cases, we fix R = R and let � be the natural order over R.

Entropy Intuitively, entropy is a measure for the amount of “information” contained in a
sample; the higher the entropy, the higher the randomness of the sample. Formally,
one defines the entropy of a sample S with multiple labels by

e(S) = −
∑
λ∈L

pλ · log2 pλ, (2.29)

where pλ is the relative frequency of the label λ defined by

pλ = |{(~x, Y ) ∈ S | λ ∈ Y }|∑
(~x,Y )∈S |Y |

. (2.30)

The corresponding measure µe(S1, S2) is the weighted average of e(S1) and e(S2).

Gini One can think of Gini as the probability of making a classification error if the whole
sample is uniformly labeled with a randomly chosen label. Formally, for a sample S
with multiple labels, one defines Gini by

g(S) =
∑

λ 6=λ′∈L
pλ · pλ′ , (2.31)

where pλ is again the relative frequency of the label λ (see above). The Gini measure
µg(S1, S2) is the weighted average of g(S1) and g(S2).

pq-entropy The modification of entropy by [83] accounts for multiple labels by considering
for each label the probability of being labeled with λ (i.e., the relative frequency of λ)
as well as probability of not being labeled with λ. More precisely, for a sample S with
multiple labels, Clare and King define

pq-e = −
∑
λ∈L

pλ · log2 pλ + qλ · log2 qλ, (2.32)
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where pλ is the relative frequency of the label λ and qλ = 1−pλ. As measure µpq-e(S1, S2),
Clare and King use the weighted average of pq-e(S1) and pq-e(S2).

However, all of these approaches share the disadvantage that the association of datapoints
to sets of labels is lost. As a consequence, measures can be high even if all datapoints
share a common label; for instance, such a situation occurs for S = {(~x1, Y1), . . . , (~xm, Ym)}
with {λ1, . . . , λ`} ⊆ Yi for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Therefore, one would ideally like to have a
measure that maps to 0 if all datapoints in a set share a common label and to a value strictly
greater than 0 if this is not the case. We now present a measure, based on the combinatorial
problem of finding minimal hitting sets, that possesses this property. To the best of our
knowledge, this measure is a novel contribution and has not been studied in the literature.
For a set S of datapoints, a set H ⊆ L is a hitting set if H ∩ Y 6= ∅ for each (~x, Y ) ∈ S.

Moreover, we define the measure hs(S) = minhitting set H |H| − 1 (i.e., the cardinality of a
smallest hitting set reduced by 1). As desired, we obtain hs(S) = 0 if all datapoints in S
share a common label and hs(S) > 0 if this is not the case. When evaluating candidate
splits, we would prefer to minimize the number of labels needed to label the datapoints in
the subsets; however, if two splits agree on this number, we would like to minimize the total
number of labels required. Consequently, we propose R = N× N with (n,m) � (n′,m′) if
and only if n < n′ or n = n′ ∧m ≤ m′, and as measures

µhs(S1, S2) =
(
max {hs(S1), hs(S2)}, hs(S1) + hs(S2)

)
. (2.33)

Unfortunately, computing hs(S) is computationally hard. Therefore, we implemented a
standard greedy algorithm (the dual of the standard greedy set cover algorithm [84]), which
runs in time polynomial in the size of the sample and whose solution is at most logarithmically
larger than the optimal solution.

2.5 A SYNTHESIS ENGINE FOR LINEAR INTEGER ARITHMETIC

We now describe an instantiation of our framework (described in Section 2.3) for synthesizing
functions expressible in linear integer arithmetic against quantified linear integer arithmetic
specifications.

The counterexample input finder (Phase 1) and the computing of labels for counterexample
inputs (Phase 3) are implemented straightforwardly using an SMT solver (note that the
respective formulas will be in quantifier-free linear integer arithmetic). The Isolate() function
works over a domain D ∪ {⊥}; we can implement this by choosing a particular element ĉ in
the domain and modeling every term using a pair of elements, one that denotes the original
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term and the second that denotes whether the term is ⊥ or not, depending on whether it is
equal to ĉ. It is easy to transform the formula now to one that is on the original domain D
(which in our case integers) itself.

2.5.1 Expression Synthesizer

Given an input ~p, the expression synthesizer has to find an expression that works for ~p.
Our implementation deviates slightly from the general framework.
In the first phase, it checks whether one of the existing expressions in the global set E

already works for ~p. This is done by calling the label finder (as in Phase 3). If none of the
expressions in E work for ~p, the expression synthesizer proceeds to the second phase, where
it generates a new synthesis problem with specification ∀~x. ψ↓~p(f̂ , ~x) according to Phase 2 of
Section 2.3, whose solutions are expressions that work for ~p. It solves this synthesis problem
using a simple CEGIS-style algorithm, which we sketch next.
Let ∀~x. ψ(f, ~x) be a specification with a function symbol f : Zn → Z, which is to be

synthesized, and universally quantified variables ~x = (x1, . . . , xm). Our algorithm synthesizes
affine expressions of the form (∑n

i=1 ai · yi) + b where y1, . . . , yn are integer variables, ai ∈ Z
for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and b ∈ Z. The algorithm consists of two components, a synthesizer and a
verifier, which implement the CEGIS principle in a similar but simpler manner as our general
framework. Roughly speaking, the synthesizer maintains an (initially empty) set V ⊆ Zm of
valuations of the variables ~x and constructs an expression H for the function f that satisfies
ψ at least for each valuation in V (as opposed to all possible valuations). Then, it hands this
expression over to the verifier. The task of the verifier is to check whether H satisfies the
specification. If this is the case, the algorithm has identified a correct expression, returns
it, and terminates. If this not the case, the verifier extracts a particular valuation of the
variables ~x for which the specification is violated and hands it over to the synthesizer. The
synthesizer adds this valuation to V , and the algorithm iterates. The synthesizer and verifier
are implemented as follows.

Synthesizer The synthesizer maintains a finite set V ⊆ Zm of valuations of the universally
quantified variables ~x and constructs expressions for the synthesis function f that satisfies
ψ at least on all valuations in V . To this end, the synthesizer first constructs a template
expression t(~a, b, ~y) of the form described above, but where ~a = (a1, . . . , an), and b are now
variables (note that this expression is not linear due to the terms ai · yi). Then, it constructs
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the formula
ϕ(~a, b) :=

∧
~v∈V

ψ(t/f,~v/~x). (2.34)

Note that ϕ is a formula in linear integer arithmetic since all occurrences of variables yi have
been replaced with integers values. Finally, the algorithm uses an SMT solver to obtain
valuations of ~a and b that satisfy ϕ; note that ϕ is guaranteed to be satisfiable since we
use the synthesizer in a special setting, namely to synthesize expressions for a single-point
definable specification. The synthesizer substitutes the satisfying assignment for ~a and b in
the template t and returns the resulting expression H.

Verifier Given an expression H conjectured by the synthesizer, the verifier has to check
whether

ϕ := ψ(H/f, ~x) (2.35)

is valid. To this end, the verifier turns this validation problem into a satisfiability problem
by querying an SMT solver whether ¬ϕ is satisfiable. If ¬ϕ is satisfiable, then the verifier
extracts a satisfying assignment ~v for the universal quantified variables and returns ~v to the
synthesizer. If ¬ϕ is unsatisfiable, an expression satisfying the specification has been found
and the synthesizing algorithm returns it.

2.5.1.1 Further Heuristics

Our implementation for synthesizing expressions for linear arithmetic constraints has
several other heuristics that we briefly describe.
First, some technical aspects of the counterexample finder and the label finder are im-

plemented a bit differently than explained above. We use array theories and uninterpreted
functions to extract the counterexample point from the specification and the hypothesis
(instead of using the Isolate transformer), and to check if a point works for an expression.

The counterexample finder prioritizes data-points that have a single classification, and
returns multiple counterexamples in each round, to facilitate better learning.

We also maintain an initial set of enumerated expressions, and dovetail through them lazily
before invoking the expression synthesizer. These initial expressions has coefficients between
−1 and 1 for all the variables. If none of these expression work for the counterexample point,
the expression synthesizer is invoked.

There are also phases in our algorithm where, when examining an enumerated expression,
we would ask a constraint solver whether this expression would work for any input (not
necessarily the counterexample input) and if possible, add the new point and the expression to
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the sample. Further, when we do find a unique expression that works for the counterexample,
we ask the constraint solver for more points for which this expression would work, and add
them as extra samples. When multiple expressions work for a point, we strive to find another
point for which only one of them works (in order to avoid considering spurious expressions)
and add them to the sample.
The expression synthesizer also uses a heuristic motivated by a geometric intuition. We

would expect the correct expression for a point to work also on points neighboring it (unless
it lies close to the boundary of a piece-wise region). In order to synthesize a n-dimension
expression, we need at least (n+1) points that lie on that plane. If (y1, y2, . . . yn) is a point,
then it is highly likely that the “correct” expression for the point would also work for its
immediate neighboring points in each dimension, namely (y1 + 1, y2 . . . yn), (y1, y2 + 1 . . . yn),
. . . (y1, y2, . . . , yn + 1). We constrain the SMT solver to synthesize a n-dimensional expression
with integer coefficients that works for all these (n+1) points. If no such expression exists,
then we resort to synthesizing an expression only for the counterexample.

2.5.2 Expression Synthesizer for Unique Specifications

In an earlier work [85], we designed an expression synthesizer module for the restricted
case of a unique specification where the specification has only one unique solution. As the
function to synthesize is unique, it is not hard to see that each counterexample can only be
labeled with one expression, instead of multiple expressions in the general case. In addition
to synthesizing expressions, the synthesizer module also labels the counterexamples with
the expression that works for it. The framework globally maintains a set P consisting of all
the counterexamples found across rounds, where each counterexample is an input-output
pair (~p, v) such that f(~p) = v according to the specification. Once completed the synthesizer
updates the set E of expressions, and the set S of samples, where each sample is of the form
(~p, {e}), such that ~p ∈ P , and the expression e is correct for ~p according to the specification.

To solve this problem we used computational geometry. Assuming the function to synthesize
f is of arity n, then the problem of finding the expressions that covers all the counterexamples
can be viewed as the problem finding planes in a (n+1)-dimensional space where the space
describes the input-output behavior of the function f . The synthesizer learns from all
previously found counterexamples, where each counterexample is an input-output pair (~p, v),
and can be viewed as a point in this (n+1)-dimensional space. We would essentially like
to find a small set of planes, that include all the given points in this space. We solve this
problem using a greedy algorithm that uses geometric techniques to determine coplanarity
between points in this (n+1)-dimensional space.
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Algorithm 2.2: Algorithm for constructing planes that cover the input points
1 Function Construct-Plane(P , k):
2 Select a random point pt = (~p, v) ∈ P ;
3 C := set of 2n points closest to pt ;
4 Y := collection of all subsets of (n+1) points in C ;
5 foreach subset Z in Y do
6 if the set of points in (Z ∪ pt) are coplanar then
7 pln := find_plane (Z ∪ pt) ;
8 Sel := set of points in P that lie on plane pln ;
9 if |Sel| > d|P |/ke then

10 label the points in Sel as pln ;
11 Return { (pt, {pln}) | pt ∈ Sel } ;
12 end
13 end
14 end
15 end

Let us assume that the number of points in P is large, and that we want to find k planes,
where k is a small constant, that cover all the points. We try to find a greedy strategy to find
a small number of k planes such that every point is covered by one plane. We start with a
small budget of k and increase k when it does not suffice. Note that if k planes are sufficient
to cover all points, then there must be at least d|P |/ke points that are covered by a single
plane. Hence our strategy is to find a plane in a greedy manner that covers at least these
many points. Once we find such a plane, we can remove all the points that are covered by
the plane, and recurse decrementing k.
Note that in a (n+1)-dimensional space, one can always construct a plane that passes

through any (n+1) points. Hence, our strategy is to choose sets of (n+2) points and check if
they are coplanar (and then check if they cover enough points). Since we are synthesizing
a piece-wise functions, it is likely that the expressions are defined over a local region, and
hence we would like to choose the (n+2) points such that they are close to each other. Our
algorithm Construct-Plane, searches for a plane by (a) choosing a random point pt and
taking the closest 2n points next to pt, by computing the distance of all points to pt, sorting
them, and picking the closest 2n points and (b) choosing every combination of (n+2) points
from this set and checking it for coplanarity.
Coplanarity of such (n+2) points in the (n+1)-dimensional space, can be verified by

checking the value of the following determinant:
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This is a standard result in computational geometry [86]. The plane defined by these (n+2)
points can be constructed by solving for the coefficients ci in the set of equations, where
the j-th equation is Σn

i=1ci p
i
j + cn+1 vj = cn+2, and we substitute the pj’s and vj with the

j-th point. The above two require numerical solvers and can be achieved using software like
MatLab or Octave.
If the above process discovers k planes that cover all points in the sample, then we are

done. If not, we are either left with too few points (< n+2) or too many points and have
run out of the budget of planes. In the former case, we ignore these points and proceed to
the later phases. Once the classifier has proposed a hypothesis, we then add these points
back as special points on which the answers are fixed using appropriate constants. In the
latter case, we increase our budget k, and continue.

There are several parameters that can be tuned for performance, including (a) how many
points the teacher returns in each round, (b) the number of points in the window from which
we select points to find planes, (c) the threshold of coverage for selecting a plane, etc. These
parameters can be tweaked for better performance on the application at hand.

2.5.3 Predicate Synthesizer

Since the decision tree learning algorithm (which is our classifier) copes extremely well with
a large number of attributes, we do not spend time in generating a small set of predicates.
We build an enumerative predicate synthesizer that simply enumerates and adds predicates
until it obtains an adequate set.
More precisely, the predicate synthesizer constructs a set Aq of attributes for increasing

values of q ∈ N. The set Aq contains all predicates of the form ∑n
i=1 ai · yi ≤ b, where yi are

variables corresponding to the function arguments of the function f that is to be synthesized,
ai ∈ Z such that each Σn

i=1|ai| ≤ q, and |b| ≤ q2. If Aq is already adequate for S (which can be
checked by recursively splitting the sample with respect to each predicate in Aq and checking
if all samples at each leaf has a common label), we stop, else we increase the parameter q by
one and iterate. Note that the predicate synthesizer is guaranteed to find an adequate set for
any sample. The reason for this is that one can separate each input ~p into its own subsample
(assuming each individual variable is also an attribute) provided q is large enough.
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2.5.4 Classifier Learner

We use the decision tree learner described in Section 2.4 to learn a decision tree classifier
over the samples S and the predicates A. In a preparatory step, the classification learner
transforms each input ~p ∈ S to a Boolean vector ~b~p: given ~p and predicates A = {p1, . . . , pm},
it constructs the Boolean vector ~b~p = (p1(~p), . . . , pm(~p)) ∈ Bm. It collects all transformed
inputs in a new sample S ′, where the label of ~b~p is the classification of ~p. (Also here, one
would clearly construct S ′ incrementally, growing it in each iteration.)

Once the set S ′ has been created, we run the decision tree learner on S ′. The result is a
tree τ , say with root node vr, whose inner nodes are labeled with predicates from A and
whose leafs are labeled with expression from E. The formula in linear integer arithmetic
corresponding to τ is the nested if-then-else expression to-ite(vr), where to-ite(v) for a tree
node v is recursively defined by

• if v is a leaf node labeled with expression e, then to-ite(v) := e; and

• if v is an inner node labeled with predicate p and children v1 and v2, then to-ite(v) :=
ite(p, to-ite(v1), to-ite(v2)).

The classification learner finally returns to-ite(vr).

2.6 EVALUATION

We implemented the framework described in Section 2.5 for specifications written in the
SyGuS format [1, 87]. The implementation is about 5K lines in C++ with API calls to the
Z3 SMT solver [88].
We evaluated our tool parameterized using the different measures in Section 2.4 against

44 benchmarks. These benchmarks are predominantly from the 2014–2016 SyGuS competi-
tions [1, 51, 64]. Additionally, there is an example from [63] for deobfuscating C code using
bitwise operations on integers (we query this code 30 times on random inputs, record its out-
put and create an input-output specification, Jha_Obs, from it). The synthesis specification
max3Univ reformulates the specification for max3 using universal quantification, as

∀x, r1, r2, y1, y2, y3. (r1 < 0 ∧ r2 < 0)⇒

((y1=x∧ y2=x+r1∧ y3=x+r2)∨ (y1=x+r1∧ y2=x∧ y3=x+r2)∨ (y1=x+r1∧ y2=x+r2∧ y3=x))

⇒ max3(y1, y2, y3) = x. (2.37)
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Figure 2.2: Experimental results

All experiments were performed on a system with an Intel Core i7-4770HQ 2.20GHz CPU
and 4GB RAM running 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 with a 200 seconds timeout.
Table 2.1 and Figure 2.2 compare the three measures: e-gini, pq-entropy and hitting set.

None of the algorithms dominates. All solvers time-out on two benchmarks each. The
hitting-set measure is the only one to solve LinExpr_eq2. E-gini and pq-entropy can solve
the same set of benchmarks but their performance differs on the example* specs, where
e-gini performs better, and max* where pq-entropy performs better.

Table 2.1 also compares the compositional approach to synthesis presented in this chapter
(using three learners, one for leaf expressions, one for predicates, and one for the Boolean
expression combining them) with a monolithic learner based on a CEGIS algorithm that
synthesizes the entire function using a constraint solver. As is evident from this table, our
algorithm is more often than not faster than the monolithic constraint-based solver. The
latter times out on a large number of specifications.

The CVC4 SMT-solver based synthesis tool [89] (which won the conditional linear integer
arithmetic track in the SyGuS 2015 and 2016 competitions [51, 64]) worked very fast on these
benchmarks, in general, but does not generalize from underspecifications. On specifications
that list a set of input-output examples (marked with ∗ in Figure 2.2), CVC4 simply returns
the precise map that the specification contains, without generalizing it. CVC4 allows
restricting the syntax of target functions, but using this feature to force generalization (by
disallowing large constants) renders them unsolvable. CVC4 was also not able to solve,
surprisingly, the fairly simple specification max3Univ (although it has the single-invocation
property [89]).

The general track SyGuS solvers (enumerative, stochastic, constraint-solver, and Sketch) [1]
do not work well for these benchmarks (and did not fare well in the competitions either); for
example, the enumerative solver, which was the winner in 2014 can solve only 16 of the 44
benchmarks.
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Benchmarks e-gini pq-entropy Hitting set Constr. solver
Rounds Time Rounds Time Rounds Time Time

Jha_Obs 1 0.2 1 0.2 1 0.2 0.5
LinExpr_eq1 - TO - TO - TO TO
LinExpr_eq1ex 9 3.6 10 3.3 10 3.2 122.9
LinExpr_eq2 - TO - TO 31 36.8 2.3
LinExpr_eq2ex 48 94.5 49 93.6 50 93.1 1.0
LinExpr_inv1_ex 39 11.5 39 10.9 38 11.1 0.1
array_search_2 7 0.6 7 0.6 6 0.6 2.6
array_search_3 7 1.3 7 1.2 7 1.2 30.2
array_search_4 12 4.5 11 4.4 16 4.6 TO
array_search_5 19 10.7 20 10.7 16 10.6 TO
array_search_6 22 50.2 22 40.0 22 49.3 TO
array_search_7 27 174.6 22 174.0 20 170.1 TO
array_sum_2_15 5 0.3 5 0.3 5 0.3 0.7
array_sum_2_5 7 0.4 7 0.4 12 0.6 0.2
array_sum_3_15 9 0.8 9 0.7 40 15.8 43.0
array_sum_3_5 31 2.1 39 2.9 20 1.7 12.7
array_sum_4_15 28 7.0 76 26.0 44 139.5 TO
array_sum_4_5 187 169.8 105 47.2 - TO TO
max2 3 0.2 3 0.2 3 0.2 0.3
max3 8 0.4 8 0.4 8 0.4 4.7
max3Univ 9 0.7 9 0.7 8 0.7 2.5
max4 18 1.0 16 0.9 12 0.7 TO
max5 44 2.8 51 3.4 32 2.2 TO
max6 130 15.4 94 9.3 47 5.2 TO
max7 327 136.1 271 98.6 65 13.2 TO
max8 - TO - TO 140 92.0 TO
example1 3 0.3 3 0.3 3 0.3 1.2
example2 31 2.4 30 2.0 - TO TO
example3 10 3.2 12 46.8 14 65.3 2.6
example4 29 15.0 46 61.1 52 66.7 TO
example5 9 0.6 9 0.6 20 1.5 TO
guard1 3 0.3 3 0.3 3 0.3 0.2
guard2 2 0.3 2 0.3 2 0.3 0.2
guard3 4 0.4 4 0.4 4 0.4 0.3
guard4 4 0.4 4 0.4 4 0.4 0.3
ite1 4 0.7 4 0.7 4 0.7 2.8
ite2 9 0.9 11 1.0 7 0.9 1.9
plane1 1 0.2 1 0.2 1 0.2 0.1
plane2 1 0.4 1 0.4 1 0.4 0.2
plane3 1 0.4 1 0.4 1 0.4 0.2
s1 5 0.3 5 0.3 5 0.3 0.1
s2 2 0.2 2 0.2 2 0.2 0.1
s3 1 0.2 1 0.2 1 0.2 0.1

Table 2.1: Experimental performance of the measures e-gini, pq-entropy, hitting set and the
constraint solver. Times are given in seconds. “TO” indicates a timeout of 200s.
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The above results show that the synthesis framework developed in this chapter that uses
theory-specific solvers for basic expressions and predicates, and combines them using a
classification learner yields a competitive solver for the linear integer arithmetic domain. We
believe more extensive benchmarks are needed to fine-tune our algorithm, and especially in
choosing the right statistical measures for decision-tree learning.

2.7 RELATED WORK

Our learning task is closely related to the syntax-guided synthesis framework (SyGuS) [1],
which provides a language, similar to SMTLib [90], to describe synthesis problems. Several
solvers following the counterexample-guided inductive synthesis approach (CEGIS) [3] for
SyGuS have been developed [1], including an enumerative solver, a solver based on constraint
solving, one based on stochastic search, and one based on the program synthesizer Sketch [91].
Recently, a solver based on CVC4 [89] has also been presented.

There has been several works on synthesizing piece-wise affine models of hybrid dynamical
systems from input-output examples [92, 93, 94, 95] (we refer the reader to [96] for a
comprehensive survey). The setting there is to learn an affine model passively (i.e., without
feedback whether the synthesized model satisfies some specification) and, consequently, only
approximates the actual system. The learning framework we develop in this chapter, as well
as the synthesis algorithms we use for linear-arithmetic (the outer learner, the expression
synthesizer and the predicate synthesizer) can be seen as an abstract learning framework [97].

2.8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a novel compositional framework for synthesizing piece-wise functions
over any theory that combines three engines— a synthesizer for the simpler leaf expressions
used in a region, the predicates that can be used to define the boundaries of regions, and
the Boolean expression that defines the regions themselves and chooses the leaf expressions
to apply to each region. We have shown how to formulate automatically the specifications
for synthesizing leaf expressions and predicate expressions from the synthesis specification,
and developed generic classification algorithms for learning regions and mapping them to
expressions using decision-tree based machine-learning algorithms.
One future direction worth pursuing is to build both specific learning algorithms for

synthesis problems based on our framework, as well as build general solutions to synthesis
(say for all SyGuS specifications). One piece of work that has emerged since the publication
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of our result is the EUSolver [65], which can be seen as an instantiation of our framework,
using enumerative techniques to synthesize both leaf expressions and predicates, and using a
decision-tree classifier similar to ours for finding and mapping regions to expressions. The
EUSolver has performed particularly well in the SyGuS 2016 [64] competition, winning
several tracks, and in particular working well for the class of ICFP benchmark synthesis
challenge problems, solving a large proportion of them for the first time. We also note that
the original winner for the ICFP benchmarks (in the competition held in 2013 [66]) also
used a compositional approach to synthesis that discovered leaf expressions individually for
points and then combined them. This experimental evidence suggests that the compositional
framework outlined in this chapter is likely a more efficient approach to synthesis of piece-wise
functions.
Another interesting future direction is to extend our framework beyond single-point

definable/refutable specifications, in particular to bounded point definable/refutable functions.
When synthesizing inductive invariants for programs, the counterexamples to hypothesized
invariants are not single counterexamples, but usually involve two counterexamples connected
with an implication (see the model of ICE learning [45]). Extending our framework to
synthesize for such specifications would be interesting. (Note that in invariants, the leaf
expressions are fixed (T/F), and only the predicates separating regions need to be synthesized.)
In summary, the synthesis approach developed in this chapter brings a new technique,

namely machine-learning, to solving synthesis problems, in addition to existing techniques such
as enumeration, constraint-solving, and stochastic search. Leaf expressions and predicates
belong to particular theories that have complex semantics, and are hence best synthesized
using dedicated synthesis procedures. However, combining the predicates to form regions
and mapping regions to particular expressions can be seen as a generic classification problem
that can be realized by learning Boolean formulas, and is independent of the underlying
theories. By using a learner of Boolean formulas (decision trees in our setting), we can
combine theory-specific synthesizers for leaf expressions and predicates to build efficient
learners of piece-wise functions.
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CHAPTER 3: INVARIANT SYNTHESIS FOR INCOMPLETE
VERIFICATION ENGINES

In this chapter we consider the application of deductive program verification where pro-
grammers typically annotate their code with contracts and inductive invariants, and use
high-level directives to validate verification conditions using a mostly-automated logic engine.
Specifically, we propose a framework for synthesizing inductive invariants to make the task
of program verification automatic.

In prior work, learning-based counterexample guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) methods
have been proposed [45, 46, 47, 67], which are data-driven and learn from concrete program
configurations returned by the verification oracle as counterexamples to incorrect invariants.
However, these techniques cannot be used in settings where the underlying verification
problem falls in an undecidable theory, and the verification oracle is incomplete i.e., the
oracle resorts to sound but incomplete heuristics to check validity of verification conditions
and hence cannot generate a concrete model when verification conditions are not provable.

The framework we propose in this chapter assumes that we have an incomplete verification
oracle. In this setting, we extract certain non-provability information from the verification
oracle as counterexamples when the conjectured invariant results in verification conditions
that cannot be proven. The non-provability information is a Boolean formula on a fixed set of
predicates, that generalizes the reason for non-provability, hence pruning the space of future
conjectured predicates. Finally, we reduce the formula-driven problem of learning expressions
from non-provability information to the data-driven ICE model [45]. This reduction allows us
to use a host of existing ICE learning algorithms and results in a robust invariant synthesis
framework that guarantees to synthesize a provable invariant if one exists.

In particular, in this chapter:

• The application is inductive invariant synthesis.

• The verification oracle is an oracle for heap verification using natural proofs, and a
quantifier-instantiation based logic solver for contracts that have universally quantified
formulas. In both cases, the verification oracle is sound but not complete.

• The verification oracle, being incomplete, cannot return concrete counterexamples for
proposed invariants. Consequently, the class of counterexamples encode non-provability
information of particular predicates in the postcondition of Hoare-triples.

• The learning algorithm needs to propose hypotheses that include only provable concepts.
We implement this using a reduction to ICE-learning of Boolean formulas.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

The paradigm of deductive verification [98, 99] combines manual annotations and semi-
automated theorem proving to prove programs correct. Programmers annotate code they
develop with contracts and inductive invariants, and use high-level directives to an underlying,
mostly-automated logic engine to verify their programs correct. Several mature logic engines
have emerged that support such verification, in particular tools based on the intermedi-
ate verification language Boogie [71] and the SMT solver Z3 [88] (e.g., Vcc [100] and
Dafny [101]).
Viewed through the lens of deductive verification, the primary challenges in automating

verification are two-fold. First, even when strong annotations in terms of contracts and
inductive invariants are given, the validity problem for the resulting verification conditions
is often undecidable (e.g., in reasoning about the heap, reasoning with quantified logics,
and reasoning with non-linear arithmetic). Second, the synthesis of loop invariants and
strengthenings of contracts that prove a program correct needs to be automated to lift this
burden currently borne by the programmer.
A standard technique to solve the first problem (i.e., intractability of validity checking

of verification conditions) is to build automated, sound but incomplete verification engines
for validating verification conditions, thus skirting the undecidability barrier. Several such
techniques exist; for instance, for reasoning with quantified formulas, tactics such as E-
matching [102, 103], pattern-based quantifier instantiation [103], model-based quantifier
instantiation [104] are effective in practice, and they are known to be complete in certain
settings [105]. In the realm of heap verification, the so-called natural proof method explicitly
aims to provide automated and sound but incomplete methods for checking validity of
verification conditions with specifications in separation logic [68, 69, 105, 106].

Turning to the second problem of invariant generation, several techniques have emerged
that can synthesize invariants automatically when validation of verification conditions fall in
decidable classes. Prominent among these are interpolation [107] and IC3/PDR [108, 109].
Moreover, a class of learning-based counter-example guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS)
methods have emerged recently, including the ICE learning model [45] for which various
instantiations exist [45, 46, 47, 67]. The key feature of the latter methods is a program-
agnostic, data-driven learner that learns invariants in tandem with a verification engine that
provides concrete program configurations as counterexamples to incorrect invariants.

Although classical invariant synthesis techniques, such as Houdini [70], are sometimes used
with incomplete verification engines, to the best of our knowledge, there is no fundamental
argument as to why this should work in general. In fact, we are not aware of any systematic
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technique for synthesizing invariants when the underlying verification problem falls in an
undecidable theory. When verification is undecidable and the engine resorts to sound but
incomplete heuristics to check validity of verification conditions, it is unclear how to extend
interpolation/IC3/PDR techniques to this setting. Data-driven learning of invariants is also
hard to extend since the verification engine typically cannot generate a concrete model for
the negation of verification conditions when verification fails. Hence, it cannot produce the
concrete configurations that the learner needs.

In this work we propose a learning-based invariant synthesis framework that learns invariants
using non-provability information provided by verification engines. Intuitively, when a
conjectured invariant results in verification conditions that cannot be proven, the idea is that
the verification engine must return information that generalizes the reason for non-provability,
hence pruning the space of future conjectured invariants.
Our framework assumes a verification engine for an undecidable theory U that reduces

verification conditions to a decidable theory D (e.g., using heuristics such as bounded
quantifier instantiation to remove universal quantifiers, function unfolding to remove recursive
definitions, and so on) that permits producing models for satisfiable formulas. The translation
is assumed to be conservative in the sense that if the translated formula in D is valid, then
we are assured that the original verification condition is U -valid. If the verification condition
is found to be not D-valid (i.e., its negation is satisfiable), on the other hand, our framework
describes how to extract non-provability information from the D-model. This information is
encoded as conjunctions and disjunctions in a Boolean theory B, called conjunctive/disjunctive
non-provability information (CD-NPI), and communicated back to the learner.

To complete our framework, we show how the formula-driven problem of learning expressions
from CD-NPI constraints can be reduced to the data-driven ICE model. This reduction
allows us to use a host of existing ICE learning algorithms and results in a robust invariant
synthesis framework that guarantees to synthesize a provable invariant if one exists.

However, our CD-NPI learning framework has non-trivial requirements on the verification
engine, and building or adapting appropriate engines is not straightforward. To show that
our framework is indeed applicable and effective in practice, our second contribution is an
application of our technique to two verification domains where the underlying verification is
undecidable:

• Our first setting is the verification of dynamically manipulated data-structures against
rich logics that combine properties of structure, separation, arithmetic, and data. We
show how natural proof verification engines [68, 105], which are sound but incomplete
verification engines that translate a powerful undecidable separation logic called Dryad
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to decidable logics, can be fit into our framework. Moreover, we implement a prototype
of such a verification engine on top of the program verifier Boogie [71] and demonstrate
that this prototype is able to fully automatically verify a large suite of benchmarks,
containing standard algorithms for manipulating singly and doubly linked lists, sorted
lists, as well as balanced and sorted trees.

• The second setting addresses the verification of programs against specifications with
universal quantification, which renders verification undecidable in general. In this
situation, automated verification engines commonly use a variety of bounded quantifier
instantiation techniques (such as E-matching, triggers, and model-based quantifier
instantiation) to replace universal quantification by conjunctions over a specific set of
terms. This soundly reduces satisfiability checking of the negated verification conditions
to a decidable theory. Based on such techniques, we implement our framework and we
show that it is able to effectively generate invariants that prove a challenging suite of
programs correct against universally quantified specifications.

3.2 AN INVARIANT SYNTHESIS FRAMEWORK FOR INCOMPLETE
VERIFICATION ENGINES

In this section, we develop our framework for synthesizing inductive invariants for incomplete
verification engines, using a counter-example guided inductive synthesis approach. We do this
in a setting where the hypothesis space consists of formulas that are Boolean combinations
of a fixed set of predicates P , which need not be finite for the general framework (although
we assume P to be a finite set of predicates when developing concrete learning algorithms
later). For the rest of this section, let us fix a program P that is annotated with assertions
(and possibly with some partial annotations describing pre-conditions, post-conditions, and
assertions). Moreover, we say that a formula α is weaker (stronger) than a formula β in a
logic L if `L β ⇒ α (`L α⇒ β) where `L ϕ means that ϕ is valid in L.
Figure 3.1 depicts our general framework of invariant synthesis when verification is unde-

cidable. We fix several parameters for our verification effort. First, let us assume a uniform
signature for logics in terms of constant symbols, relation symbols, functions, and types. For
simplicity of exposition, we use the same syntactic logic for the various logics U , D, B in our
framework as well as for the logic H used to express invariants.

Let us fix U as the underlying theory that is ideally needed for validating the verification
conditions that arise for the program; we presume validity of formulas in U is undecidable.
Since U is an undecidable theory, the engine will resort to sound approximations (e.g., using
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Figure 3.1: A non-provability information (NPI) framework for invariant synthesis

bounded quantifier instantiations using mechanisms such as triggers [102], bounded unfolding
of recursive functions, or natural proofs [68, 105]) to reduce this logical task to a decidable
theory D. This reduction is assumed to be sound in the sense that if the resulting formulas
in D are valid, then the verification conditions are valid in U as well. If a formula is found
not valid in D, then we require that the logic solver for D returns a model for the negation of
the formula.1 Note that this model may not be a model for the negation of the formula in U .
Moreover, we fix a hypothesis class H for invariants consisting of positive Boolean com-

bination of predicates over a fixed set of predicates P. Note that considering only positive
formulas over P is not a restriction in general because one can always add negations of
predicates to P, thus effectively synthesizing any Boolean combination of predicates. The
restriction to positive Boolean formulas is in fact desirable as it allows restricting invariants to
not negate certain predicates, which is useful when predicates have intuitionistic definitions
(as several recursive definitions of heap properties do).

The invariant synthesis proceeds in rounds, where in each round the synthesizer proposes
invariants in H. The verification engine generates verification conditions in accordance to
these invariants in the underlying theory U . It then proceeds to translate them into the

1Note that our framework requires model construction in the theory D. Hence, incomplete logic solvers
for U that simply time out after some time threshold or search for a proof of a particular kind and give up
otherwise are not suitable candidates.
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decidable theory D, and gives them to a solver that decides their validity in the theory D. If
the verification conditions are found to be D-valid, we have successfully proven the program
correct by virtue of the fact that the verification engine reduced verification conditions in a
sound fashion to D.
However, if the formula is found not to be D-valid, the solver returns a D-model for

its negation. The verification engine then extracts from this model certain non-provability
information (NPI), expressed as Boolean formulas in a Boolean theory B, which captures more
general reasons why the verification failed (the rest of this section is devoted to developing this
notion of non-provability information). This non-provability information is communicated to
the synthesizer, which then proceeds to synthesize a new conjecture invariant that satisfies
the non-provability constraints provided in all previous rounds.

In order for the verification engine to extract meaningful non-provability information, we
make the following natural assumption, called normality, which essentially states that the
engine can do at least some minimal Boolean reasoning (if a Hoare triple is not provable,
then Boolean weakenings of the precondition and Boolean strengthening of the post-condition
must also be unprovable):

Definition 3.1. A verification engine is normal if it satisfies two properties:
1. If the engine cannot prove the validity of the Hoare triple {α}s{γ} and `B δ ⇒ γ, then

it cannot prove the validity of the Hoare triple {α}s{δ}.

2. If the engine cannot prove the validity of the Hoare triple {γ}s{β} and `B γ ⇒ δ, then
it cannot prove the validity of the Hoare triple {δ}s{β}.

In Section 3.2.1, we now develop an appropriate language to communicate non-provability
constraints, which allow the learner to appropriately weaken or strengthen a future hypothesis.
It turns out that pure conjunctions and pure disjunctions over P, which we term CD-NPI
constraints (conjunctive/disjunctive non-provability information constraints), are sufficient
for this purpose. We also describe concretely how the verification engine can extract this
non-provability information from D-models that witness that negations of VCs are satisfiable.
Then, in Section 3.2.2, we show how to build learners for CD-NPI constraints by reducing
this learning problem to another, well-studied learning framework for invariants called ICE
learning. Section 3.2.3 illustrates our definitions on an example, and Section 3.2.4 argues the
soundness of our framework and guarantees of convergence.
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3.2.1 Conjunctive/Disjunctive Non-provability Information

We assume that the underlying decidable theory D is stronger than propositional theory B,
meaning that every valid statement in B is valid in D as well. The reader may want to keep
the following as a running example where D is the decidable theory of uninterpreted functions
and linear arithmetic, say. In this setting, a formula is B-valid if, when treating atomic
formulas as Boolean variables, the formula is propositionally valid. For instance, f(x) = y ⇒
f(f(x)) = f(y) will not be B-valid though it is D-valid, while f(x) = y ∨ ¬(f(x) = y) is
B-valid.
To formally define CD-NPI constraints and their extraction from a failed verification at-

tempt, let us first introduce the following notation. For any U -formula ϕ, let approx(ϕ) denote
the D-formula that the verification engine generates such that the D-validity of approx(ϕ)
implies the U -validity of ϕ. Moreover, for any Hoare triple {α}s{β}, let V C({α}s{β}) denote
the verification condition in U corresponding to the Hoare triple that the verification engine
generates.
Let us now assume, for the sake of a simpler exposition, that the program has a single

annotation hole A where we need to synthesize an inductive invariant to prove the program
correct. Further, suppose the learner conjectures an annotation γ as an inductive invariant
for the annotation hole A, and the verification engine fails to prove the verification condition
corresponding to a Hoare triple {α}s{β}, where either α, β, or both could involve the syn-
thesized annotation. This means that the negation of approx(V C({α}s{γ})) is D-satisfiable
and the verification engine needs to extract non-provability information from a model of it.
To this end, we assume that every program snippet s has been augmented with a set of ghost
variables g1, . . . , gn that track the predicates p1, . . . , pn mentioned in the invariant (i.e., these
ghost variables are assigned the values of the predicates). The valuation ~v = 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 of
the ghost variables in the model before the execution of s and the valuation ~v′ = 〈v′1, . . . , v′n〉
after the execution of s can then be used to derive non-provability information, as we describe
shortly.

The type of non-provability information the verification engine extracts depends on where
the annotation appears in a Hoare triple {α}s{β}. More specifically, the synthesized annota-
tion might appear in α, in β, or in both. We now handle all three cases individually.

• Assume the verification of a Hoare triple of the form {α}s{γ} fails (i.e., the verification
engine cannot prove a verification condition where the pre-condition α is a user-
supplied annotation and the post-condition is the synthesized annotation γ). Then,
approx(V C({α}s{γ})) is not D-valid, and the decision procedure for D would generate
a model for its negation.
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Since γ is a positive Boolean combination, the reason why ~v′ does not satisfy γ is
due to the variables mapped to false by ~v′, as any valuation extending this will not
satisfy γ. Intuitively, this means that the D-solver is not able to prove the predicates
in Pfalse = {pi | v′i = false}. In other words, {α}s{∨Pfalse} is unprovable (a witness to
this fact is the model of the negation of approx(V C({α}s{γ})) from which the values
~v′ are derived). Note that any invariant γ′ that is stronger than ∨Pfalse will result
in an unprovable verification condition due to the verification engine being normal.
Consequently we can choose χ = ∨

Pfalse as the weakening constraint, demanding that
future invariants should not be stronger than χ.

The verification engine now communicates χ to the synthesizer, asking it never to
conjecture in future rounds invariants γ′′ that are stronger than χ (i.e., such that
6`B γ′′ ⇒ χ).

• The next case is when a Hoare triple of the form {γ}s{β} fails to be proven (i.e., the
verification engine cannot prove a verification condition where the post-condition β is a
user-supplied annotation and the pre-condition is the synthesized annotation γ). Using
similar arguments as above, the conjunction η = ∧{pi | vi = true} of the predicates
mapped to true by ~v in the corresponding D-model gives a stronger precondition η

such that {η}s{α} is not provable. Hence, η is a valid strengthening constraint. The
verification engine now communicates η to the synthesizer, asking it never to conjecture
in future rounds invariants γ′′ that are weaker than η (i.e., such that 6`B η ⇒ γ′′).

• Finally, consider the case when the Hoare triple is of the form {γ}s{γ} and fails to
be proven (i.e., the verification engine cannot prove a verification condition where the
pre- and post-condition is the synthesized annotation γ). In this case, the verification
engine can offer advice on how γ can be strengthened or weakened to avoid this model.
Analogous to the two cases above, the verification engine extracts a pair of formulas
(η, χ), called an inductivity constraint, based on the variables mapped to true by ~v and
to false by ~v′. The meaning of such a constraint is that the invariant synthesizer must
conjecture in future rounds invariants γ′′ such that either 6`B η ⇒ γ′′ or 6`B γ′′ ⇒ χ

holds.

This leads to the following scheme, where γ denotes the conjectured invariant:
• When a Hoare triple of the form {α}s{γ} fails, the verification engine returns the
B-formula ∨i|v′

i=false pi as a weakening constraint.

• When a Hoare triple of the form {γ}s{β} fails, the verification engine returns the
B-formula ∧i|vi=true pi as a strengthening constraint.
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• When a Hoare triple of the form {γ}s{γ} fails, the verification engine returns the pair
(∧i|vi=true pi,

∨
i|v′

i=false pi) of B-formulas as an inductivity constraint.
It is not hard to verify that the above formulas are proper strengthening and weakening

constraints in the sense that any inductive invariant must satisfy these constraints. This
motivates the following form of non-provability information.

Definition 3.2 (CD-NPI Samples). Let P be a set of predicates. A CD-NPI sample (short
for conjunction-disjunction-NPI sample) is a triple S = (W,S, I) consisting of
• a finite set W of disjunctions over P (weakening constraints);

• a finite set S of conjunctions over P (strengthening constraints); and

• a finite set I of pairs, where the first element is a conjunction and the second is a
disjunction over P (inductivity constraints).

An annotation γ is consistent with a CD-NPI sample S = (W,S, I) if 6`B γ ⇒ χ for each
χ ∈ W , 6`B η ⇒ γ for each η ∈ S, and 6`B η ⇒ γ or 6`B γ ⇒ χ for each (η, χ) ∈ I.

A CD-NPI learner is an effective procedure that synthesizes, given an CD-NPI sample,
an annotation γ consistent with the sample. In our framework, the process of proposing
candidate annotations and checking them repeats until the learner proposes a valid annotation
or it detects that no valid annotation exists (e.g., if the class of candidate annotations is
finite and all annotations are exhausted). We comment on using an CD-NPI learner in this
iterative fashion in the next section.

3.2.2 Building CD-NPI Learners

Let us now turn to the problem of building efficient learning algorithms for CD-NPI
constraints. To this end, we assume that the set of predicates P is finite.
Roughly speaking, the CD-NPI learning problem is to synthesize annotations that are

positive Boolean combinations of predicates in P and that are consistent with a given
CD-NPI sample. Though this is a learning problem where samples are formulas, in this
section we reduce CD-NPI learning to a learning problem from data. In particular, we show
that CD-NPI learning reduces to the ICE learning framework for learning positive Boolean
formulas. The latter is a well-studied framework, and the reduction allows us to use efficient
learning algorithms developed for ICE learning in order to build CD-NPI learners.

We now first recap the ICE-learning framework and then reduce CD-NPI learning to ICE
learning. Finally, we briefly sketch how the popular Houdini algorithm can be seen as an
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ICE learning algorithm, which, in turn, allows us to use Houdini as an CD-NPI learning
algorithm.

3.2.2.1 The ICE learning framework

Although the ICE learning framework [45] is a general framework for learning inductive
invariants, we here consider the case of learning Boolean formulas. To this end, let us fix a
set B of Boolean variables. Moreover, let H be a subclass of positive Boolean formulas over
B (i.e., Boolean combinations of variables from B without negation). This class, called the
hypothesis class, specifies the admissible solutions to the learning task.
The objective of the (passive) ICE learning algorithm is to learn a formula in H from

positive examples, negative examples, and implication examples. More formally, if V is the
set of valuations v : B → {true, false} (mapping variables in B to true or false), then an ICE
sample is a triple S = (S+, S−, S⇒) where S+ ⊆ V is a set of positive examples, S− ⊆ V is a
set of negative examples, and S⇒ ⊆ V × V is a set of implications. Note that positive and
negative examples are concrete valuations of the variables in B, and the implication examples
are pairs of such concrete valuations.

A formula ϕ is said to be consistent with an ICE sample S if it satisfies the following three
conditions:2 v |= ϕ for each v ∈ S+, v 6|= ϕ for each v ∈ S−, and v1 |= ϕ implies v2 |= ϕ, for
each (v1, v2) ∈ S⇒.
In algorithmic learning theory, one distinguishes between passive learning and iterative

learning. The former refers to a learning setting in which a learning algorithm is confronted
with a finite set of data and has to learn a concept that is consistent with this data. Using
our terminology, the passive ICE learning problem for a hypothesis class H is then: “given
an ICE sample S, find a formula in H that is consistent with S”. Recall that we here require
the learning algorithm to learn positive Boolean formulas, which is stricter than the original
ICE framework [45].
Iterative learning, on the other hand, is the iteration of passive learning where new data

is added to the sample from one iteration to the next. In a verification context, this new
data is generated by the verification engine in response to incorrect annotations and used to
guide the learning algorithm towards an annotation that is adequate to prove the program.
To reduce our learning framework to ICE learning, it is therefore sufficient to reduce the
(passive) CD-NPI learning problem described above to the passive ICE learning problem.
We do this next.

2In the following, |= denotes the usual satisfaction relation.
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3.2.2.2 Reduction of Passive CD-NPI Learning to Passive ICE Learning

Let H be a subclass of positive Boolean formulas. We reduce the CD-NPI learning problem
for H to the ICE learning problem for H. The main idea is to (a) treat each predicate p ∈ P
as a Boolean variable for the purpose of ICE learning and (b) to translate a CD-NPI sample G
into an equi-consistent ICE sample SS, meaning that a positive Boolean formula is consistent
with S if and only if it is consistent with SS. Then, learning a consistent formula in the
CD-NPI framework reduces to learning a consistent formula in the ICE learning framework.
The following lemma will us help translate between the two frameworks. Its proof is

straightforward and follows from the following observation about any positive formula α: if
a valuation v sets a larger subset of variables to true than v′ does and v′ |= α, then v |= α

holds as well.

Lemma 3.1. Let v be a valuation of P and α be a positive Boolean formula over P. Then,
the following holds:

• v |= α if and only if `B (∧p|v(p)=true p) ⇒ α (and, therefore, v 6|= α if and only if
6`B (∧p|v(p)=true p)⇒ α).

• v |= α if and only if 6`B α⇒ (∨p|v(p)=false p).

This motivates our translation, which relies on two functions, c and d. The function c

translates a conjunction ∧ J , where J ⊆ P , into the valuation

c
(∧

J
)

= v with v(p) = true if and only if p ∈ J. (3.1)

The function d, on the other hand, translates a disjunction ∨ J , where J ⊆ P is a subset
of propositions, into the valuation

d
(∨

J
)

= v with v(p) = false if and only if p ∈ J. (3.2)

By substituting v in Lemma 3.1 with c(∧ J) and d(∨ J), respectively, one immediately
obtains the following result.

Lemma 3.2. Let J ⊆ P and α be a positive Boolean formula over P. Then, the following
holds:

• c
(∧

J
)
6|= α if and only if 6`B

∧
J ⇒ α, and

• d
(∨

J
)
|= α if and only if 6`B α⇒

∨
J .
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Based on the functions c and d, the translation of a CD-NPI sample into an equi-consistent
ICE sample is as follows.

Definition 3.3. Given a CD-NPI sample S = (W,S, I), the ICE sample SS = (S+, S−, S⇒)
is defined by

• S+ =
{
d(∨ J) | ∨ J ∈ W}

;

• S− =
{
c(∧ J) | ∧ J ∈ S}; and

• S⇒ =
{(
c(∧ J1), d(∨ J2)

)
| (∧ J1,

∨
J2) ∈ I

}
.

By virtue of the lemma above, we can now establish the correctness of the reduction from
the CD-NPI learning problem to the ICE learning problem as follows.

Theorem 3.1. Let S = (W,S, I) be a CD-NPI sample, SS = (S+, S−, S⇒) the ICE sample
as in Definition 3.3, γ a positive Boolean formula over P. Then, γ is consistent with S if
and only if γ is consistent with SS.

Proof. Let S = (W,S, I) be an CD-NPI sample, and let SS = (S+, S−, S⇒) the ICE sample
as in Definition 3.3. Moreover, let γ be a positive Boolean formula. We prove Theorem 3.1
by considering each weakening, strengthening, and inductivity constraint together with their
corresponding positive, negative, and implication examples individually.

• Pick a weakening constraint ∨ J ∈ W , and let v ∈ S+ with v = d(∨ J) be the
corresponding positive sample. Moreover, assume that γ is consistent with S and, thus,
6`B γ ⇒

∨
J . By Lemma 3.2, this is true if and only if d

(∨
J
)
|= γ. Hence, v |= γ.

Conversely, assume that γ is consistent with S. Thus, v |= γ, which means d
(∨

J
)
|= γ.

By Lemma 3.2, this is true if and only if 6`B γ ⇒
∨
J .

• Pick a strengthening constraint ∧ J ∈ S, and let v ∈ S− with v = c(∧ J) be the
corresponding negative sample. Moreover, assume that γ is consistent with S and,
thus, 6`B

∧
J ⇒ γ. By Lemma 3.2, this is true if and only if c

(∧
J
)
6|= γ. Hence, v 6|= γ.

Conversely, assume that γ is consistent with S. Thus, v 6|= γ, which means c
(∧

J
)
6|= γ.

By Lemma 3.2, this is true if and only if 6`B
∧
J ⇒ γ.

• Following the definition of implication, we split the proof into two cases, depending
on whether 6`B

∧
J ⇒ γ or 6`B γ ⇒ ∨

J (and v1 6|= γ or v2 |= γ for the reserve
direction). However, the proof of the former case uses the same arguments as the proof
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for strengthening constraints, while the proof of the latter case uses the same arguments
as the proof for weakening constraints. Hence, combining both proofs immediately
yields the claim. Q.E.D.

3.2.2.3 ICE learners for Boolean formulas

The reduction above allows us to use any ICE learning algorithm in the literature that
synthesizes positive Boolean formulas. As we have mentioned earlier, we can add negations
of predicates as first-class predicates and, hence, synthesize invariants over the more general
class of all Boolean combinations as well.
The problem of passive ICE learning for one round, synthesizing a formula that satisfies

the ICE sample, can usually be achieved efficiently and in a variety of ways. However, the
crucial aspect is not the complexity of learning in one round but the number of rounds
it takes to converge to an adequate invariant that proves the program correct. When the
set P of candidate predicates is large (hundreds in our experiments), since the number of
Boolean formulas over P is doubly exponential in n = |P|, building an effective learner is not
easy. However, there is one class of formulas that are particularly amenable to efficient ICE
learning: conjunctions of predicates over P. For this specific case, ICE learning algorithms
exist that promise learning the invariant (provided one exists expressible as a conjunct over
P) in (n+1) rounds. Note that this learning is essentially finding an invariant in a hypothesis
class H of size 2n in (n+1) rounds.

Houdini [70] is such a learning algorithm for conjunctive formulas. Though it is typically
seen as a particular way to synthesize invariants, it is a prime example of an ICE learner
for conjuncts, as described in the work by Garg et al. [45]. In fact, Houdini is similar to
the classical PAC learning algorithm for conjunctions [78], but extended to the ICE model.
The time Houdini spends in each round is polynomial in the size of the sample, and it
is guaranteed to converge to an invariant in at most (n+1) rounds (or reports that no
conjunctive invariant over P exists). In our applications, we use this ICE learner to build a
CD-NPI learner for conjunctions.

3.2.3 An Illustrative Example

Figure 3.2 illustrates an example program of the Software Verification Competition [110]
that given an injective, surjective function A returns the inverse B of the function A. The
post-condition of this program expresses that the function B is injective. To prove this
program correct, one needs to specify adequate invariants at the loop header and before the
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int A[ ], B[ ];
int N; axiom (N > 0);
bool inImage(int i) { return true; }

procedure inverse()
requires (∀x, y. 0 ≤ x < y < N =⇒ A[x] 6= A[y]); // A is injective
requires (∀x. 0 ≤ x < N ∧ inImage(x) =⇒ (∃y. 0 ≤ y < N ∧A[y] = x)); // A is surjective
ensures (∀x, y. 0 ≤ x < y < N =⇒ B[x] 6= B[y]); // B is injective
{

int i = 0;
while (i < N)
SynthesizeInv(∀x. 0 ≤ x < i =⇒ B[A[x]] = x); // b1
{

B[A[i]] = i;
i = i + 1;

}
SynthesizeInv(∀x. 0 ≤ x < N =⇒ A[B[x]] = x, // b2

∀x. 0 ≤ x < N ∧ inImage(x) =⇒ A[B[x]] = x); // b3
return;

}

Figure 3.2: Synthesizing invariants for the program that constructs an inverse B of an
injective, surjective function A [110].

return statement in function inverse in the program. We wish to synthesize these invariants.
For simplicity, let us assume we are provided with a small set of predicates that serve as the
basic building blocks for the invariants to be synthesized: b1 at the loop header and b2, b3

before the return statement. Our task, therefore, is to synthesize adequate invariants for this
program over these predicates.3

Clearly, the verification conditions of this program are undecidable. In fact, the constant
Boolean function inImage is crucially required to validate certain verification conditions by
triggering appropriate quantifier instantiations in the surjectivity condition. Let us now
assume that the learner conjectures the loop invariant γL = b1 and the invariant at the return
statement γR = b2 ∧ b3. Moreover, suppose that that the verification condition φ along the
path from the loop exit to the return statement, though valid in the undecidable theory U (cf.
Figure 3.1), is not provable in the decidable theory D (one that has instantiated quantifiers
with ground-terms). Thus, the D-solver returns a model that captures this non-provability
information.
The verification engine now gleans this model—it looks for the values assigned to the
3In general, one starts with a much larger set of candidate predicates that are automatically generated

using program/specification-dependent heuristics.
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predicate variables in the model and constructs a CD-NPI constraint for the learner to learn
from. For this particular verification condition, the verification engine extracts a pair of
formulas (η, χ) with η = b1 and χ = b2 and communicates this as an inductivity constraint
to the learner. Intuitively, this constraint means that the verification condition obtained
by substituting γL with η and γR with χ is itself not provable. In subsequent rounds, the
learner thus needs to conjecture only those invariants where γL is not weaker than η (i.e.,
6`B b1 ⇒ γL) or γR is not stronger than χ (i.e., 6`B γR ⇒ b2).

The learner works by reducing the CD-NPI passive learning problem to ICE learning over a
sample over the given set of predicates. Concretely, the inductivity constraint specified above
that captures the non-provability of the verification condition φ in the theory D is reduced
to an implication constraint ((1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1)) in the ICE setting, where each datapoint in
the ICE sample has values for the predicates b1, b2, and b3, respectively. In the next round,
let us assume the learner conjectures the invariants γL = b1 and γR = b3. Note that these
conjectures satisfy both the ICE constraints and the CD-NPI constraints. In this case, it
turns out that the verification conditions along all program paths using these invariants can
be proved valid in the theory D. As a result, our invariant synthesis procedure terminates
with these as adequate inductive invariants.

3.2.4 Correctness and Convergence of the Invariant Learning Framework

To state the main result of this chapter, let us first assume that the set P of predicates is
finite. We comment on the case of infinitely many predicates at the end of this section.

Theorem 3.2. Assume a normal verification engine for a program P to be given. Moreover,
let P be a finite set of predicates over the variables in P and H a hypothesis class consisting
of positive Boolean combinations of predicates in P. If there exists an annotation in H that
the verification engine can use to prove P correct, then the CD-NPI framework described in
Section 3.2.1 is guaranteed to converge to such an annotation in finite time.

Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps. First, we show that a normal verification engine is
honest, meaning that the non-provability information returned by such an engine does not rule
out any adequate and provable annotation. Second, we show that any consistent learner (i.e.,
a learner that only produces consistent hypotheses), when paired with an honest verification
engine, makes progress from one round to another. Finally, we combine both results to show
that the framework eventually converges to an adequate and provable annotation.
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Honesty of the verification engine We show honesty of the verification engine by
contradiction.

• Suppose that the verification replies to a candidate invariant γ proposed by the learner
with a weakening constraint χ because it could not prove the validity of the Hoare
triple {α}s{γ}. This effectively forces any future conjecture γ′ to satisfy 6`B γ′ ⇒ χ.

Now, suppose that there exists an invariant δ such that `B δ ⇒ χ and the verification
engine can prove the validity of {α}s{δ} (in other words, the adequate invariant δ is
ruled out by the weakening constraint χ). Due to the fact that the verification engine
is normal (in particular, by contraposition of Part 1 of Definition 3.1), this implies
that the verification engine can also prove the validity of {α}s{χ}. However, this is a
contradiction to χ being a weakening constraint.

• Suppose that the verification engine replies to a candidate invariant γ proposed by
the learner with a strengthening constraint η because it could not prove the validity
of the Hoare triple {γ}s{β}. This effectively forces any future conjecture γ to satisfy
6`B η ⇒ γ′.

Now, suppose that there exists an invariant δ such that `B η ⇒ δ and the verification
engine can prove the validity of {δ}s{β} (in other words, the adequate invariant δ is
ruled out by the weakening constraint η). Due to the fact that the verification engine
is normal (in particular, by contraposition of Part 2 of Definition 3.1), this implies
that the verification engine can also prove the validity of {η}s{β}. However, this is a
contradiction to η being a strengthening constraint.

• Combining the arguments for weakening and strengthening constraints immediately
results in a contradiction for the case of inductivity constraints as well.

Progress of the learner Now suppose that the learning algorithm is consistent, meaning
that it always produces an annotation that is consistent with the current sample. Moreover,
assume that the sample in iteration i ∈ N is Si and the learner produces the annotation γi.
If γi is inadequate to prove the program correct, the verification engine returns a constraint
c. The learner adds this constraint to the sample, obtaining the sample Si+1 of the next
iteration.

Since verification with γi failed, which is witnessed by c, we know that γi is not consistent
with c. The next conjecture γi+1, however, is guaranteed to be consistent with Si+1 (which
contains c) because the learner is consistent. Hence, γi and γi+1 are semantically different.
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Using this argument repeatedly shows that each annotation γi that a consistent learner has
produced is semantically different from any previous annotation γj for j < i.

Convergence We first make two observations.

1. The number of semantically different hypotheses in the hypothesis space H is finite
because the set P is finite. Recall thatH is the class of all positive Boolean combinations
of predicates in P .

2. Due to the honesty of the verification engine, every annotation that the verification
engine can use to prove the program correct is guaranteed to be consistent with any
sample produced during the learning process.

Now, suppose that there exists an annotation that the verification engine can use to
prove the program correct. Since the learner is consistent (implying that it is honest), all
conjectures produced during the learning process are semantically different. Thus, the learner
will at some point have exhausted all incorrect annotations in H (due to Observation 1).
However, there exists at least one annotation that the verification engine can use to prove
the program correct. Moreover, any such annotation is guaranteed to be consistent with the
current sample (due to Observation 2). Thus, the annotation conjectured next is necessarily
one that the verification engine can use to prove the program correct. Q.E.D.

Under certain realistic assumptions on the CD-NPI learning algorithm, Theorem 3.2
remains true even if the number of predicates is infinite. An example of such an assumption is
that the learning algorithm always conjectures a smallest consistent annotation with respect
to some fixed total order on H. In this case, one can show that such a learner will at some
point have proposed all inadequate annotation up to the smallest annotation the verification
engine can use to prove the program correct. It will then conjecture this annotation in the
next iteration. A correctness proof of this informal argument in a more general setting, called
abstract learning frameworks for synthesis, has been given by Löding, Madhusudan, and
Neider [97].

3.3 LEARNING INVARIANTS THAT AID NATURAL PROOFS FOR HEAP
REASONING

We now develop an instantiation of our learning framework for verification engines based
on natural proofs for heap reasoning [68, 69].
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3.3.1 Background: Natural Proofs and Dryad

Dryad [68, 69] is a dialect of separation logic that allows expressing second order properties
using recursive functions and predicates. Dryad has a few restrictions, such as disallowing
negations inside recursive definitions and in sub-formulas connected by spatial conjunctions
(see Pek, Qiu, and Madhusudan [68]). However, it is expressive enough to define a variety of
data-structures (singly and doubly linked lists, sorted lists, binary search trees, AVL trees,
maxheaps, treaps) and recursive definitions over them that map to numbers (length, height,
etc.). Dryad also allows expressing properties about the data stored within the heap (the
multiset of keys stored in lists, trees, etc.).
Natural proofs [68, 69] is a sound but incomplete strategy for deciding satisfiability of

Dryad formulas. The first step the natural proof verifier performs is to convert all predicates
and functions in a Dryad-annotated program to classical logic. This translation introduces
heaplets (modeled as sets of locations) explicitly in the logic. Furthermore, it introduces
assertions demanding that the access of each method is contained to the heaplet implicitly
defined by its pre-condition (taking into account newly allocated or freed nodes) and the
modified heaplet at the end of the program precisely matches the heaplet implicitly defined
by the post-condition.
In the second step, the natural proof verifier applies the following three transformations

to the program: (a) it abstracts all recursive definitions on the heap using uninterpreted
functions and introduces finite-depth unfoldings of these definitions at every place in the code
where locations are dereferenced, (b) it model heaplets and other sets using the decidable
theory of maps, and (c) it insert frame reasoning explicitly in the code, which allows the
verifier to derive that certain properties continue to hold across a heap update (or function
call) using the heaplet that is being modified. Subsequently, the natural proof verifier
translates the transformed program to Boogie [71], an intermediate verification language
that handles proof obligations using automatic theorem provers (typically SMT solvers).
To perform both steps automatically, we used the tool VCDryad [68], which extends

VCC [100] and operates on heap-manipulating C programs. The result is a Boogie program
with no recursive definitions, where all verification conditions are in decidable logics, and
where a standard SMT solver, such as Z3 [88], can return models when formulas are satisfiable.
The program in question can then be verified if supplied with correct inductive loop-invariants
and adequate pre/post-conditions. We refer the reader to the work on Dryad [69] and
VCDryad [68] for more details.
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3.3.2 Learning Heap Invariants

We have implemented a prototype4 that consists of the entire VCDryad pipeline, which
takes C programs annotated in Dryad and converts them to Boogie programs via the
natural proof transformations described above. We then apply our transformation to the ICE
learning framework and pair Boogie with the ICE learning algorithm Houdini [70] that
learns conjunctive invariants over a finite set of predicates (we describe shortly how these
predicates are generated). After these transformations, Boogie satisfies the requirements on
verification engines of our framework.

Given the Dryad definitions of data structures, we automatically generate a set P of
predicates, which serve as the basic building blocks of our invariants. The predicates are
generated from generic templates, which are instantiated using all combinations of program
variables that occur in the program being verified. Figure 3.3 presents these templates in
detail.
Our templates cover a fairly exhaustive set of predicates. This includes properties of the

store (equality of pointer variables, equality and inequalities between integer variables, etc.),
shape properties (singly and doubly linked lists and list segments, sorted lists, trees, binary
search trees, AVL trees, treaps, etc.), and recursive definitions that map data structures
to numbers, involving arithmetic relationships and set relationships (keys/data stored in
a structure, lengths of lists and list segments, height of trees). In addition, our templates
include predicates describing heaplets of various structures, which involve set operations,
disjointness, and equalities. The structures and predicates are extensible, of course, to any
recursive definition expressible in Dryad.
The templates are grouped into three categories, roughly in increasing complexity. Pred-

icates of Category 1 involve shape-related properties, predicates of Category 2 involve
properties related to the keys stored in the data-structure, and predicates of Category 3
involve size-related properties (lengths of lists and heights of trees). Given a program to
verify and its annotations, we choose the category of templates depending on whether the
specification refers to shape only, shapes and keys, or shapes, keys, and sizes (choosing a
category includes the predicates of lower category as well). Then, predicates are automatically
generated by instantiating the templates with all (combinations of) program variables. This
approach gives us a fairly fine-grained control over the set of predicates used in the verification
process.

4Our prototype as well as the benchmarks used to reproduce the results presented below are publicly
available on figshare [111].
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x, y ∈ PointerVars ~x, ~y, ~z ∈ PointerVars∗ pf ∈ PointerFields df ∈ DataFields
i, j ∈ IntegerVars ∪ {0, IntMax, IntMin}

listshape(~x) := LinkedList(x1) | DoublyLinkedList(x1) | SortedLinkedList(x1)
| LinkedListSeg(x1, x2) | DoublyLinkedListSeg(x1, x2)

treeshape(x) := BST (x) | AVLtree(x) | Treap(x)
shape(~x) := listshape(~x) | treeshape(~x)

size(~x) := listshape_length(~x) | treeshape_height(~x)

Category 1
x = nil x = y
x 6= nil x 6= y
shape(~x) x.pf = nil
x ∈ shape_heaplet(~y) x.pf 6= nil
x /∈ shape_heaplet(~y) x.pf = y
shape_heaplet(~x) ∩ shape_heaplet(~y) = ∅ x.pf 6= y

Category 2
i ∈ shape_key_set(~x) x.df = i
i /∈ shape_key_set(~x) x.df 6= i
shape_key_set(~x) ≤set {i} x.df ≤ i
shape_key_set(~x) ≥set {i} x.df ≥ i
shape_key_set(~x) ≤set {y.df } x.df = y.df
shape_key_set(~x) ≥set {y.df } x.df 6= y.df
shape_key_set(~x) = shape_key_set(~y) x.df ≤ y.df
shape_key_set(~x) ≤set shape_key_set(~y) x.df ≥ y.df
shape_key_set(~x) ≥set shape_key_set(~y)
shape_key_set(~x) = shape_key_set(~y) ∪ shape_key_set(~z)

Category 3
size(~x) = i− j size(~x) = i
size(~x)− size(~y) = i size(~x) ≤ i
size(~x)− size(~y) = i− j size(~x) ≥ i

Figure 3.3: Templates of Dryad predicates. The operator ≤set denotes comparison between
integer sets, where A ≤set B if and only if x ≤ y holds for all x ∈ A and y ∈ B. The
operator ≥set is similarly defined. Shape properties such as LinkedList, AVLtree, and so
on are recursively defined in Dryad (not shown here) and are extensible to any class of
Dryad-definable shapes. Similarly, the definitions related to keys stored in a data structure
and the sizes of data structures also stem from recursive definitions in Dryad.
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3.3.3 Benchmarks

We have evaluated our prototype on ten benchmark suits that contain standard algorithms
on dynamic data structures, such as searching, inserting, or deleting items in lists and trees.
These benchmarks were taken from the following sources:

1. GNU C Library(glibc) singly/sorted linked lists;
2. GNU C Library(glibc) doubly linked lists;
3. OpenBSD SysQueue;
4. GRASShopper [112] singly linked lists;
5. GRASShopper [112] doubly linked lists;
6. GRASShopper [112] sorted linked lists;
7. VCDryad [68] sorted linked lists;
8. VCDryad [68] binary search trees, AVL trees, and treaps;
9. AFWP [113] singly/sorted linked lists; and
10. ExpressOS [114] MemoryRegion.

The specifications for these programs generally checks for their full functional correctness,
such as preserving or altering shapes of data structures, inserting or deleting keys, filtering
or finding elements, as well as sortedness of elements. The specifications, hence, involve
separation logic with arithmetic as well as recursive definitions that compute numbers (such
as lengths and heights), data-aggregating recursive functions (such as multisets of keys stored
in the data structures), and complex combinations of these properties (e.g., to specify binary
search trees, AVL trees, and treaps). All programs are annotated in Dryad, and checking
validity of the resulting verification conditions is undecidable.

From these benchmark suites, we first picked all programs that contained iterative loops and
erased the user-provided loop invariants. We also selected some programs that were purely
recursive and where the contract for the function had manually been strengthened to make
the verification succeed. We weakened these contracts to only state the specification (typically
by removing formulas in the post-conditions of recursively called functions) and introduced
annotation holes instead. The goal was to synthesize strengthenings of these contracts that
allow proving the program correct. We also chose five straight-line programs, deleted their
post-conditions, and evaluated whether our prototype was able to learn post-conditions for
them (since our conjunctive learner learns the strongest invariant expressible as a conjunct,
we can use our framework to synthesize post-conditions as well). In total, we obtained 82
routines.
After removing annotations from the benchmarks, we automatically inserted appropriate

predicates over which to build invariants and contracts as described above. For all benchmark
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suits, conjunctions of these predicates were sufficient to prove the programs correct.

3.3.4 Experimental Results

We performed all experiments in a virtual machine running Ubuntu 16.04.1 on a single core
of an Intel Core i7-7820HK 2.9GHz CPU with 2GB memory. The box plots in Figure 3.4
summarize the results of this empirical evaluation aggregated by benchmark suite, specifically
the time required to verify the programs, the number of automatically inserted base predicates
(i.e., |P|), and the number of iterations in the learning process. Each box in the diagrams
shows the lower and upper quartile (left and right border of the box, respectively), the
median (line within the box), as well as the minimum and maximum (left and right whisker,
respectively).

Our prototype was successful in learning invariants and contracts for all 82 programs. The
fact that the median time for a great majority of benchmark suits is less than 10 s shows that
our technique is extremely effective in finding inductive Dryad invariants. We observe that
despite many examples starting with hundreds of base predicates, which suggests a worst-case
complexity of hundreds of iterations, the learner was able to learn with much fewer iterations
and the number of predicates in the final invariant is small. This shows that non-provability
information of our framework provide much more information than the worst-case suggests.
To the best of our knowledge, our prototype is currently the only tool able of fully

automatically verifying these challenging benchmark suits. We must emphasize, however,
that there are subsets of these benchmarks that can be verified by reformulating verification
problem in decidable fragments of separation logic—we refer the reader to the related work
in Section 3.5 for a survey of such work. Our goal in this evaluation, however, is not to
compete with other, mature tools on a subset of benchmarks, but to measure the efficacy of
our proposed CD-NPI-based invariant synthesis framework on the complete benchmark set.

3.4 LEARNING INVARIANTS IN THE PRESENCE OF BOUNDED QUANTIFIER
INSTANTIATION

Software verification must deal with quantification in numerous application domains.
For instance, quantifiers are often needed for axiomatizing theories that are not already
equipped with decision procedures, for specifying properties of unbounded data structures
and dynamically allocated memory, as well as for defining recursive properties of programs.
For instance, the power of two function can be axiomatized using quantifiers:
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Benchmark suite 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number of programs 16 9 3 8 8 11 3 11 9 4

Max. category of templates 3 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 1
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Figure 3.4: Aggregated experimental results of the Dryad benchmarks.

pow2(0) = 1 ∧ ∀n ∈ N : n > 0⇒ pow2(n) = 2 · pow2(n− 1). (3.3)

Despite the fact that various important first-order theories are undecidable (e.g., the first-
order theory of arithmetic with uninterpreted functions), modern SMT solvers implement
a host of heuristics to cope with quantifier reasoning. Quantifier instantiation, including
pattern-based quantifier instantiation (e.g., E-matching [103]) and model-based quantifier
instantiation [104], are particularly effective heuristics in this context. The key idea of
instantiation-based heuristics is to instantiate universally quantified formulas with a finite
number of ground terms and then check for validity of the resulting quantifier-free formulas
(whose theory needs to be decidable). The exact instantiation of ground terms varies from
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method to method, but most instantiation-based heuristics are necessarily incomplete in
general due to the undecidability of the underlying decision problems.

We can apply invariant synthesis framework for verification engines that employ quantifier
instantiation in the following way. Assume that U is an undecidable first-order theory
allowing uninterpreted functions and that D is its decidable quantifier-free fragment. Then,
quantifier instantiation can be seen as a transformation of a U-formula ϕ (potentially
containing quantifiers) into a D-formula approx(ϕ) in which all existential quantifiers have
been eliminated (e.g., using skolemization) and all universal quantifiers have been replaced
by finite conjunctions over ground terms.5 This means that if the D-formula approx(ϕ) is
valid, then the U -formula ϕ is valid as well. On the other hand, if approx(ϕ) is not valid, one
cannot deduce any information about the validity of ϕ. However, a D-model of approx(ϕ)
can be used to derive non-provability information as described in Section 3.2.1.

3.4.1 Benchmarks

Our benchmark suite consists of twelve slightly simplified programs from IronFleet [115]
(provably correct distributed systems), the Verified Software Competition [110], Expres-
sOS [114] (a secure operating system for mobile devices), and tools for sparse matrix multipli-
cation [116]. In these programs, quantifiers are used to specify recursively defined predicates,
such as power(n,m) and sum(n), as well various array properties, such as no duplicate
elements, periodic properties of array elements, and bijective (injective and surjective) maps.
All these specifications are undecidable in general. In particular, the array specifications fall
outside of the decidable array property fragment [117] because they involve strict comparison
between universally quantified index variables, array accesses in the index guard, nested array
accesses (e.g., a1[a2[i]]), arithmetic expressions over universally quantified index variables,
and alternation of universal and existential quantifiers.
From this benchmark suite, we erased the user-defined loop invariants and generated

a set of predicates that serve as the building blocks of our invariants. To this end, we
used the pre/post-conditions of the program being verified as templates from which the
actual predicates were generated—as in the case of Dryad benchmarks, the templates
were instantiated using all combinations of program variables that occur in the program.
Additionally, we generated predicates for octagonal constraints over the integer variables
in the programs (i.e., relations between two integer variables of the form ±x ± y ≤ c).
For programs involving arrays, we also generated octagonal constraints over array access
expressions that appear in the program.

5Quantifier instantiation is usually performed iteratively, but we here abstract away from this fact.
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Program |P| # Iterations |Inv| Time in s
inverse 414 126 73 9.04
power2 109 55 34 2.10
powerN 160 60 31 13.52
recordArraySplit 1264 49 51 57.46
recordArrayUnzip 222 17 25 0.84
removeDuplicates 280 67 86 4.43
setFind 492 74 136 2.76
setInsert 556 73 188 6.70
sparseMatrixGen 816 278 90 22.07
sparseMatrixMul 768 313 91 14.49
sum 128 40 22 1.02
sumMax 192 61 45 4.31

Table 3.1: Experimental results of the quantifier instantiation benchmarks. The column |P|
refer to the number of automatically inserted base predicates, the column # Iterations to
the number of iterations of the teacher and learner, and the column |Inv| to the number of
predicates in the inferred invariant.

3.4.2 Experimental Results

We have implemented a prototype based on Boogie [71] and Z3 [88] as the verification
engine and Houdini [70] as a conjunctive ICE learning algorithm. As in the case of the
Dryad benchmarks, all experiments were conducted in a virtual machine running Ubuntu
16.04.1 on a single core of an Intel Core i7-7820HK 2.9GHz CPU with 2GB memory. The
results of these experiments are listed in Table 3.1.

As can be seen from this table, our prototype was effective in finding inductive invariants
and was able to prove each program correct in less than one minute (in 75 % of the programs
in less than 10 s). Despite having hundreds of base predicates in many examples, which in
turn suggests a worst-case complexity of hundreds of rounds, the learner was able to learn
an inductive invariant with much fewer rounds. As in the case of the Dryad benchmarks,
the non-provability information provided by the verification engine provided much more
information than the worst-case suggests.

3.5 RELATED WORK

Techniques for invariant synthesis include abstract interpretation [118], interpolation [107],
IC3 [108], predicate abstraction [119], abductive inference [120], as well as synthesis algorithms
that rely on constraint solving [121, 122, 123]. Complementing them are data-driven invariant
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synthesis approaches that are based on machine learning. Examples include techniques that
learn likely invariants, such as Daikon [124], and techniques that learn inductive invariants,
such as Houdini [70], ICE [45], and Horn-ICE [125, 126]. The latter typically requires a
teacher that can generate counter-examples if the conjectured invariant is not adequate or
inductive. Classically, this is possible only when the verification conditions of the program
fall in decidable logics. In this chapter, we investigate data-driven invariant synthesis for
incomplete verification engines and show that the problem can be reduced to ICE learning if
the learning algorithm learns from non-provability information and produces hypotheses in a
class that is restricted to positive Boolean formulas over a fixed set of predicates. Data-driven
synthesis of invariants has regained recent interest [45, 47, 67, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133],
and our work addresses an important problem of synthesizing invariants for programs whose
verification conditions fall in undecidable fragments.

Our application to learning invariants for heap-manipulating programs builds upon
Dryad [68, 69], and the natural proof technique line of work for heap verification de-
veloped by Qiu et al. Techniques, similar to Dryad, for automated reasoning of dynamically
manipulated data structure programs have also been proposed in [106, 134]. However, unlike
our current work, none of these works synthesize heap invariants. Given invariant annotations
in their respective logics, they provide procedures to validate if the verification conditions are
valid. There has also been a lot of work on synthesizing invariants for separation logic using
shape analysis [135, 136, 137]. However, most of these techniques are tailored for memory
safety and shallow properties rather than rich properties that check full functional correctness
of data structures. Interpolation has also been suggested recently to synthesize invariants
involving a combination of data and shape properties [138]. It is, however, not clear how
the technique can be applied to a more complicated heap structure, such as an AVL tree,
where shape and data properties are not cleanly separated but are intricately connected.
Recent work also includes synthesizing heap invariants in the logic from [113] by extending
IC3 [139, 140].
In this work, our learning algorithm synthesizes invariants over a fixed set of predicates.

When all programs belong to a specific class, such as the class of programs manipulating
data structures, these predicates can be uniformly chosen using templates. Investigating
automated ways for discovering candidate predicates is a very interesting future direction.
Related work in this direction includes recent works [132, 133].
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3.6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a learning-based framework for invariant synthesis in the presence
of sound but incomplete verification engines. To prove that our technique is effective in
practice, we have successfully applied it two important and challenging verification setting:
verifying heap-manipulating programs against specifications expressed in an expressive and
undecidable dialect of separation logic and verifying programs against specifications with
universal quantification. In particular for the former setting, we are not aware of any other
technique that can handle our extremely challenging benchmark suite.

Several future research directions are interesting. First, the framework we have developed
is based on the principle of counterexample-guided inductive synthesis, where the invariant
synthesizer synthesizes invariants using non-provability information but does not directly
work on the program’s structure. It would be interesting to extend white-box invariant
generation techniques such as interpolation/IC3/PDR, working using D (or B) abstractions
of the program directly in order to synthesize invariants for them. Second, in the CD-NPI
learning framework we have put forth, it would be interesting to change the underlying logic
of communication B to a richer logic, say the theory of arithmetic and uninterpreted functions.
The challenge here would be to extract non-provability information from the models to the
richer theory, and pairing them with synthesis engines that synthesize expressions against
constraints in B. Finally, we think invariant learning should also include experience gained in
verifying other programs in the past, both manually and automatically. A learning algorithm
that combines logic-based synthesis with experience and priors gained from repositories of
verified programs can be more effective.
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CHAPTER 4: SORCAR: PROPERTY-DRIVEN ALGORITHMS FOR
LEARNING CONJUNCTIVE INVARIANTS

In this chapter, we present a novel ICE learning algorithm to learn conjunctive inductive
invariants over a fixed finite set of predicates P . Houdini [70] is an existing learner to learn
conjunctive inductive invariants, and synthesizes the tightest inductive invariant. Conse-
quently, it can ignore the property to be proven about the program. However, the tightest
invariant can be quite complex (have many conjuncts) and hard to synthesize.
We present Sorcar, a property driven learning algorithm for conjunctive inductive

invariants and performs better than existing Houdini based tools on certain classes of
benchmarks. Intuitively, Sorcar grows slowly a set of relevant predicates R ⊆ P in each
round and proposes the tightest conjunctive invariant over R. It guarantees convergence
to a conjunctive invariant (if one exists over P) in 2|P| rounds of communication with any
verification oracle.

In particular, in this chapter:

• The Sorcar learning algorithm is a general conjunctive ICE learning algorithm that
can be used in many program verification algorithms.

• We use it in two settings: one for GPUVerify programs and the others where validation
of verification conditions is incomplete (heap verification).

• The notion of counterexamples are either concrete states or non-provability information,
respectively.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

We present a new class of learning algorithms, Sorcar, to synthesize conjunctive inductive
invariants, for proving that a program satisfies its assertions, and hence is property-driven.

While one can potentially learn/synthesize invariants in complex logics, one technique that
has been particularly effective and scalable is to fix a finite set of predicates P over the program
configurations and only learn inductive invariants that can be expressed as a conjunction
of predicates over P. For particular domains of programs and types of specifications, it is
possible to identify classes of candidate predicates that are typically involved in invariants
(e.g., based on the code of the programs and/or the specification), and learning invariants
over such a class of predicates has proven very effective. A prominent example is device
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Learning Property Complexity Maximum Final conjunct
algorithm driven? per round # rounds
Houdini No Polynomial |P| Largest set

Sorcar Yes Polynomial 2 · |P|
Bias towards weaker in-
variants (smaller sets of
conjunctions) involving
only relevant predicates

Table 4.1: Comparison of Houdini [70] and Sorcar

drivers, and Microsoft’s Static Driver Verifier [141, 142] (specifically the underlying tool
Corral [143]) is an industry-strength tool that leverages exactly this approach.

The classical algorithm for learning conjunctive invariants over a finite class of predicates
is the Houdini algorithm [70], which mimics the elimination algorithm for learning conjuncts
in classical machine learning [78]. Houdini starts with a conjectured invariant that contains
all predicates in P and, in each round, uses information from a failed verification attempt
to remove predicates. The most salient aspect of the algorithm is that it is guaranteed to
converge to a conjunctive invariant, if one exists, in n = |P| rounds (which is logarithmic in
the number of invariants, as there are 2n of them). However, the Houdini algorithm has
disadvantages as well. Most notably, it is not property-driven as it does not consider the
assertions that occur in the program (which is a consequence of the fact that it was originally
designed to infer invariants of unannotated programs). Secondly, Houdini synthesizes
invariants that have the largest number of conjuncts (i.e., the semantically smallest sets
of program configurations expressible as a conjunctive formula). In fact, one can view the
Houdini algorithm as a way of computing the least fixed point in the abstract interpretation
framework, where the abstract domain consists of conjunctions over the candidate predicates.

The primary motivation to build a property-driven learning algorithm is to explore invariant
generation techniques that can be potentially more efficient in proving programs correct.
The Sorcar algorithm has the following design features (also see Table 4.1). First, it is
property-driven, in other words, the algorithm tries to find conjunctive inductive invariants
that are sufficient to prove the assertions in the program. By contrast, Houdini computes the
tightest inductive invariant. Since Sorcar is property-driven, it can find weaker inductive
invariants (i.e., invariants with fewer conjuncts). Our intuition is that by synthesizing
weaker, property-driven invariants, we can verify programs more efficiently. Second, Sorcar
guarantees that the number of rounds of interaction with the teacher is still linear (2n
rounds compared to Houdini’s promise of n rounds). Third, Sorcar promises to do only
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polynomial amount of work in each round (i.e., polynomial in n and in the number of current
counterexamples), similar to Houdini.
The Sorcar algorithm works, intuitively, by finding conjunctive invariants over a set of

relevant predicates R ⊆ P . This set is grown slowly (but monotonically, as monotonic growth
is crucial to ensure that the number of rounds of learning is linear) by adding predicates only
when they were found to be relevant to prove assertions. More specifically, predicates are
considered relevant based on information gained from counterexamples of failed verification
conditions that involve assertions in the program. The precise mechanism of growing the set
of relevant predicates can vary, and we define four variants of Sorcar (e.g., choosing all
predicates that show promise of relevance or greedily choosing a minimal number of relevant
predicates). The Sorcar suite of algorithms is hence a new class of property-driven learning
algorithms for conjunctive invariants with different design principles.
The Sorcar algorithm is certainly well suited for applications where property-driven

invariants are expected to be small and one wishes to learn small invariants. Learning small
invariants can be particularly useful in applications where these algorithms are used to
mine specifications that a user may read. For example, if we use Sorcar to mine provable
contracts for methods, then contracts would be easier to read if they are smaller (i.e., contain
fewer predicates). However, even when invariants are not required to be small, Sorcar,
being property-driven, can be more effective.
We evaluated the efficiency of Sorcar on two domains of benchmarks, where learning

conjunctive invariants is very effective. The first is the class of programs handled by
GPUVerify [72, 73], which considers GPU programs, reduces the problem to a sequential
verification problem (by simulating two threads at each parallel fork), and proceeds to find
conjunctive invariants over a fixed set P of predicates to prove the resulting sequential program
correct. The second class of programs dynamically update heaps against specifications in
separation logic and requires synthesizing invariants to prove their correctness. The verification
oracle in the former is an SMT solver that returns concrete Horn-ICE counterexamples. In
the latter, predicates involve inductively defined relations (such as a list-segment, the heaplet
associated with it, or the set of keys stored in it), and validating verification conditions is
undecidable in general. Hence, the verification oracle is sound but incomplete (based on
“natural proofs”) and returns non-provability information as counterexamples that can be
transformed into ICE counterexamples. In both domains, the set P consists of hundreds of
candidate predicates, which makes invariant synthesis challenging (as there are 2|P| possible
conjunctive invariants).

We have implemented Sorcar on top of the Boogie program verifier [71] and have applied
it to verify both GPU programs for data races [72, 73] and heap manipulating programs
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against separation logic specifications [74]. To assess the performance of Sorcar, we have
compared it to the current state-of-the-art tools for these programs, which use the Houdini
algorithm. Though Sorcar did not work more efficiently on every program, our empirical
evaluation shows that it is overall more competitive than Houdini. In summary, we found
that (a) Sorcar produces much smaller invariants, (b) Sorcar worked more efficiently
overall in verifying these programs, and (c) Sorcar verified a larger number of programs
than Houdini did (for a suitably large timeout).

4.2 BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide the background on learning-based invariant synthesis. In
particular, we briefly recapitulate the Horn-ICE learning framework (in Section 4.2.1) and
discuss the Houdini algorithm (in Section 4.2.2), specifically in the context of the Horn-ICE
framework. Note that in this chapter, we use the term ICE and Horn-ICE interchangeably
as the Horn-ICE framework can be seen as an extension of the ICE framework [126].
To make the Horn-ICE framework mathematically precise, let P be the program (with

assertions) under consideration and C the set of all program configurations of P . Furthermore,
let us fix a finite set P of predicates p : C → B over the program configurations, where
B = {true, false} is the set of Boolean values. These predicates capture interesting properties
of the program and serve as the basic building blocks for constructing invariants. We
assume that the values of these predicates can either be obtained directly from the program
configurations or that the program is instrumented with ghost variables that track the
values of the predicates at important places in the program (e.g., at the loop header and
immediately after the loop). As notational convention, we write c |= p if p(c) = true and
c 6|= p if p(c) = false. Moreover, we lift this notation to formulas ϕ over P (i.e., arbitrary
Boolean combinations of predicates from P) and use c |= ϕ (c 6|= ϕ) to denote that c satisfies
ϕ (c does not satisfy ϕ).

To simplify the presentation in the remainder of this chapter, we use conjunctions p1∧· · ·∧pn
of predicates over P and the corresponding sets {p1, . . . , pn} ⊆ P interchangeably. In
particular, for a (sub-)set X = {p1, . . . , pn} ⊆ P of predicates and a program configuration
c ∈ C, we write c |= X if and only if c |= p1 ∧ · · · ∧ pn.

4.2.1 The Horn-ICE Learning Framework

The Horn-ICE learning framework [125, 126] is a general framework for learning inductive
invariants in a black-box setting. We here assume without loss of generality that the task is
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Learner
(learning algorithm)

Teacher
(program verifier)

candidate invariant ϕ

positive, negative, or Horn counterexample

Figure 4.1: The Horn-ICE learning framework [125, 126]

to synthesize a single invariant. In the case of learning multiple invariants, say at different
program locations, one can easily expand the given predicates to predicates of the form
(pc = l)→ p where pc refers to the program counter, l is the location of an invariant in the
program, and p ∈ P. Learning a conjunctive invariant over this extended set of predicates
then corresponds to learning multiple conjunctive invariants at the various locations.
As sketched in Figure 4.1, the Horn-ICE framework consists of two distinct entities—the

learner and the teacher—and proceeds in rounds. In each round, the teacher receives a candi-
date invariant ϕ from the learner and checks whether ϕ proves the program correct. Should
ϕ not be adequate to prove the program correct, the learner replies with a counterexample,
which serves as a means to correct inadequate invariants and guide the learner towards a
correct one. More precisely, a counterexample takes one of three forms:1

• If the pre-condition α of the program does not imply ϕ, then the teacher returns a
positive counterexample c ∈ C such that c |= α but c 6|= ϕ.

• If ϕ does not imply the post-condition β of the program, then the teacher returns a
negative counterexample c ∈ C such that c |= ϕ but c 6|= β.

• If ϕ is not inductive, then the teacher returns a Horn counterexample ({c1, . . . , cn}, c) ∈
2C × C such that ci |= ϕ for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} but c 6|= ϕ. (We encourage the reader
to think of Horn counterexamples as constraints of the form (c1 ∧ · · · ∧ cn)→ c.)

A teacher who returns counterexamples as described above always enables the learner
to make progress in the sense that every counterexample it returns is inconsistent with
the current conjecture (i.e., it violates the current conjecture). Moreover, the Horn-ICE
framework requires the teacher to be honest, meaning that each counterexample needs to be

1By abuse of notation, we write c |= α (c 6|= α) to denote that c satisfies (violates) the formula α even if α
contains predicates that do not belong to P.
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consistent with all inductive invariants that prove the program correct (i.e., the teacher does
not rule out possible solutions). Finally, note that such a teacher can indeed be built since
program verification can be stated by means of constrained Horn clauses [144]. When the
candidate invariant does not make such clauses true, some Horn clause failed, and the teacher
can find a Horn counterexample using a logic solver (positive counterexamples arise when the
left-hand-side of the Horn counterexample is empty, while negative counterexamples arise
when the left-hand-side has one element and the-right-hand side is false).

The objective of the learner, on the other hand, is to construct a formula ϕ over P from
the counterexamples received thus far. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the learner
collects all counterexamples in a data structure S = (S+, S−, SH), called Horn-ICE sample,
where

1. S+ ⊆ C is a finite set of positive counterexamples;

2. S− ⊆ C is a finite set of negative counterexamples; and

3. SH ⊆ 2C × C is a finite set of Horn counterexamples.

To measure the complexity of a sample, we define its size, denoted by |S|, to be |S+|+ |S−|+∑
(L,c)∈SH

(|L|+ 1).
Given a Horn-ICE sample S = (S+, S−, SH), the learner’s task is then to construct a

formula ϕ over P that is consistent with S in that

1. c |= ϕ for each c ∈ S+;

2. c 6|= ϕ for each c ∈ S−; and

3. for each ({c1, . . . , cn}, c) ∈ SH , if ci |= ϕ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then c |= ϕ.

This task is called passive Horn-ICE learning, while the overall learning setup can be thought
of as iterative (or online) Horn-ICE learning. In the special case that the learner produces
conjunctive formulas, we say that a set X ⊆ P is consistent with S if and only if the
corresponding conjunction ∧p∈X p is consistent with S.

In general, the Horn-ICE learning framework permits arbitrary formulas over the predicates
as candidate invariants. In this chapter, however, we exclusively focus on conjunctive formulas
(i.e., conjunctions of predicates from P). In fact, conjunctive invariants form an important
subclass in practice as they are sufficient to prove many programs correct [70, 74] (also see
our experimental evaluation in Section 4.4). Moreover, one can design efficient learning
algorithms for conjunctive Boolean formulas, as we show next.
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4.2.2 Houdini as a Horn-ICE Learning Algorithm

Houdini [70] is a popular algorithm to synthesize conjunctive invariants in interaction
with a theorem prover. For our purposes, however, it is helpful to think of Houdini as an
adaptation of the classical elimination algorithm [78] to the Horn-ICE learning framework that
is modified to account for Horn counterexamples. To avoid confusion, we refer to algorithmic
component that the Houdini learning algorithm as the “elimination algorithm” and the
implementation of the elimination algorithm as a learner in the context of the Horn-ICE
framework as Houdini-ICE.

Let us now describe the elimination algorithm as it is used in the design of Sorcar as well.
Given a Horn-ICE sample S = (S+, S−, SH), the elimination algorithm computes the largest
conjunctive formula X ⊆ P in terms of the number of predicates in X (i.e., the semantically
smallest set of program configurations expressible by a conjunctive formula) that is consistent
with S. Starting with the set X = P of all predicates, the elimination algorithm proceeds as
follows:

1. The elimination algorithm removes all predicates p ∈ X from X that violate a positive
counterexample (i.e., there exists a positive counterexample c ∈ S+ such that c 6|= p).
The result is the unique largest set X of predicates—alternatively the largest conjunctive
formula—that is consistent with S+ (i.e., c |= X for all c ∈ S+).

2. The elimination algorithm checks whether all Horn counterexamples are satisfied. If
a Horn counterexample ({c1, . . . , cn}, c) ∈ SH is not satisfied, it means that each
program configuration ci of the left-hand-side satisfies X, but the configuration c on
the right-hand-side does not. However, X corresponds to the semantically smallest
set of program configurations expressible by a conjunctive formula that is consistent
with S+. Moreover, all program configurations ci on the left-hand-side of the Horn
counterexample also satisfy X. Thus, the right-hand-side c necessarily has to satisfy X
as well (otherwise X would not satisfy the Horn counterexample). To account for this,
the elimination algorithm adds c as a new positive counterexample to S+.

3. The elimination algorithm repeats Steps 1 and 2 until a fixed point is reached. Once
this happens, X is the unique largest set of predicates that is consistent with S+ and
SH .

Finally, the elimination algorithm checks whether each negative counterexample violates
X (i.e., c 6|= X for each c ∈ S−). If this is the case, X is the largest set of predicates that
is consistent with S; otherwise, no consistent conjunctive formula exists. Note that the
elimination algorithm does not learn from negative counterexamples.
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It is not hard to verify that the time the elimination algorithm spends in each round
is polynomial in the number of predicates and the size of the Horn-ICE sample (provided
predicates can be evaluated in constant time). If the elimination algorithm is employed in
the iterative Horn-ICE setting (as Houdini-ICE), it is guaranteed to converge in at most
|P| rounds, or it reports that no conjunctive invariant over P exists.

The property that Houdini-ICE converges in at most |P| rounds is of great importance in
practice. One can, for instance, in every round learn the smallest set of conjuncts satisfying
the sample, say using a SAT solver. Doing so would not significantly increase the time taken
for learning in each round (thanks to highly-optimized SAT solvers), but the worst-case
number of iterations to converge to an invariant becomes exponential. An exponential number
of rounds, however, makes learning invariants often intractable in practice (we implemented
such a SAT-based learner, but it performed poorly on our set of benchmarks). Hence, it
is important to keep the number of iterations small when learning invariants. Note that
Houdini-ICE does not use negative examples to learn formulas and, hence, is not property-
driven (negative examples come from configurations that lead to violating assertions). The
Sorcar algorithm, which we describe in the next section, has this feature and aims for
potentially weaker invariants that are sufficient to prove the assertions in the program. Note,
however, that Houdini-ICE is complete in the sense that it is guaranteed to find an inductive
invariant that proves the program correct against its assertions, if one exists that can be
expressed as a conjunction over the given predicates.

4.3 THE SORCAR HORN-ICE LEARNING ALGORITHM

One disadvantage of Houdini-ICE is that it learns in each round the largest set of conjuncts,
independent of negative counterexamples, and, hence, independent of the assertions and
specifications in the program—in fact, it learns the semantically smallest inductive invariant
expressible as a set of conjuncts over P . As a consequence, Houdini-ICE may spend a lot
of time finding the tightest invariant (involving many predicates) although a simpler and
weaker invariant suffices to prove the program correct. This motivates the development of
our novel Sorcar Horn-ICE learning algorithm for conjuncts, which is property-driven (i.e.,
it also considers the assertions in the program) and has a bias towards learning conjunctions
with a smaller number of predicates.

The salient feature of Sorcar is that it always learns invariants involving what we
call relevant predicates, which are predicates that have shown some evidence to affect the
assertions in the program. More precisely, we say that a predicate is relevant if it evaluates
to false on some negative counterexample or on a program configuration appearing on the
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left-hand-side of a Horn counterexample. This indicates that not assuming this predicate
leads to an assertion violation or the invariant not being inductive, and is hence deemed
important as a candidate predicate in the synthesized invariant. However, naively choosing
relevant predicates does, in general, lead to an exponential number of rounds. Thus, Sorcar
is designed to select relevant predicates carefully and requires at most 2|P| rounds to converge
to an invariant (which is twice the number that Houdini-ICE guarantees). Moreover, the
set of predicates learned by Sorcar is always a subset of those learned by Houdini-ICE.
Algorithm 4.1 presents the Sorcar Horn-ICE learner in pseudo code. In contrast to

Houdini-ICE, it is not a purely passive learning algorithm but is divided into a passive
part (Sorcar-Passive) and an iterative part (Sorcar-Iterative), the latter being invoked
in every round of the Horn-ICE framework. More precisely, Sorcar-Iterative maintains
a state in form of a set R ⊆ P in the course of the iterative learning, which is empty in
the beginning and used to accumulate relevant predicates (Line 19). The exact choice of
relevant predicates, however, is delegated to an external function Relevant-Predicates.
We treat this function as a parameter for the Sorcar algorithm and discuss four possible
implementations at the end of this section. Let us now present Sorcar in detail.

4.3.1 The Passive Sorcar Algorithm

Given a Horn-ICE sample S and a set R ⊆ P, Sorcar-Passive first constructs the
largest conjunction X ⊆ P that is consistent with S (Line 5). This construction follows the
elimination algorithm described in Section 4.2.2 and ensures that X is consistent with all
counterexamples in S. Since X is the largest set of predicates consistent with S, it represents
the smallest consistent set of program configurations expressible as a conjunction over P . As a
consequence, it follows that X ∩R—in fact, any subset of X—is consistent with S+. However,
X ∩R might not be consistent with S− or SH . To fix this problem, Sorcar-Passive collects
all inconsistent negative counterexamples in a set N and all inconsistent Horn counterexamples
in a set H (Lines 7 to 14). Based on these two sets, Sorcar-Passive then computes a set of
relevant predicates, which it adds to R (Line 15). As mentioned above, the exact computation
of relevant predicates is delegated to a function Relevant-Predicates, which we treat as a
parameter. The result of this function is a set R′ ⊆ P of predicates that needs to contain at
least one new predicate that is not yet present in R. Once such a set has been computed and
added to R, the process repeats (R grows monotonically larger) until a consistent conjunctive
formula is found. Then, Sorcar-Passive returns both the conjunction X ∩R as well as the
new set R of relevant predicates. Note that the resulting conjunction is always a subset of
the relevant predicates.
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Algorithm 4.1: The Sorcar Horn-ICE learning algorithm
1 Function Relevant-Predicates(N , H, X, R):
2 return a set of R′ ⊆ P of relevant predicates such that R′ \R 6= ∅;
3 end

4 Procedure Sorcar-Passive(S = (S+, S−, SH), R):
5 Run the elimination algorithm to compute the set X = {p1, . . . , pn}, corresponding to

the largest conjunctive formula
∧n
i=1 pi over P that is consistent with S (abort if no

such formula exists);
6 while X ∩R is not consistent with S do
7 N ← ∅; // Stores inconsistent negative counterexamples
8 H ← ∅; // Stores inconsistent Horn counterexamples

9 foreach negative counterexample c ∈ S− not consistent with X ∩R do
10 N ← N ∪ {c};
11 end
12 foreach Horn counterexample (L, c) ∈ SH not consistent with X ∩R do
13 H ← H ∪ {(L, c)};
14 end
15 R← R ∪ Relevant-Predicates(N , H, X, R);
16 end
17 return (X ∩R,R);
18 end

19 static R← ∅; // Stores relevant predicates across rounds

20 Procedure Sorcar-Iterative(S):
21 (Y,R)← Sorcar-Passive(S, R);
22 return Y ;
23 end

The condition of the loop in Line 6 immediately shows that the set X ∩ R is consistent
with the Horn-ICE sample S once Sorcar-Passive terminates. The termination argument,
however, is less obvious. To argue termination, we first observe that X is consistent with
each positive counterexample in S+ and, hence, X ∩R remains consistent with all positive
counterexamples during the run of Sorcar-Passive. Next, we observe that the termination
argument is independent of the exact choice of predicates added to R—in fact, the predicates
need not even be relevant in order to prove termination of Sorcar-Passive. More precisely,
since the function Relevant-Predicates is required to return a set R′ ⊆ P that contains
at least one new (relevant) predicate not currently present in R, we know that R grows
strictly monotonically. In the worst case, the loop in Lines 6 to 16 repeats |P| times until
R = P; then, X ∩ R = X, which is guaranteed to be consistent with S by construction
of X (see Line 5). Depending on the implementation of Relevant-Predicates, however,
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Sorcar-Passive can terminate earlier with a much smaller consistent set X ∩R $ X. Since
the time spent in each iteration of the loop in Lines 6 to 16 is proportional to |P| · |S|+f(|S|),
where f is a function capturing the complexity of Relevant-Predicates, the overall runtime
of Sorcar-Passive is in O

(
|P|2 · |S| + |P| · f(|S|)

)
. This is summarized in the following

theorem.

Theorem 4.1 (Passive Sorcar algorithm). Given a Horn-ICE sample S and a set R ⊆ P
of relevant predicates, the passive Sorcar algorithm learns a consistent set of predicates (i.e.,
a consistent conjunction over P) in time O

(
|P|2 · |S|+ |P| · f(|S|)

)
where f is a function

capturing the complexity of the function Relevant-Predicates.

Before we continue, let us briefly mention that the set of predicates returned by Sorcar
is always a subset of those returned by Houdini-ICE.

4.3.2 The Iterative Sorcar Algorithm

Sorcar-Iterative maintains a state in form of a set R ⊆ P of relevant predicates in
the course of the learning process (Line 19). In each round of the Horn-ICE learning
framework, the learner invokes Sorcar-Iterative with the current Horn-ICE sample S as
input, which contains all counterexamples that the learner has received thus far. Internally,
Sorcar-Iterative calls Sorcar-Passive, updates the set R, and returns a new conjunctive
formula, which the learner then proposes as new candidate invariant to the teacher. If
Sorcar-Passive aborts (because no conjunctive formula over P that is consistent with S
exists), so does Sorcar-Iterative.

To ease the presentation in the remainder of this section, let us assume that the program
under consideration can be proven correct using an inductive invariant expressible as a
conjunction over P . Under this assumption, the iterative Sorcar algorithm identifies such
an inductive invariant in at most 2|P| rounds, as stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2 (Iterative Sorcar algorithm). Let P be a program and P a finite set of
predicates over the configurations of P . When paired with an honest teacher that enables
progress, the iterative Sorcar algorithm learns an inductive invariant (in the form of a
conjunctive formula over P) that proves the program correct in at most 2|P| rounds, provided
that such an invariant exists.

Proof. We first observe that the computation of the set X in Line 5 of Sorcar-Passive
always succeeds. This is a direct consequence of the honesty of the teacher (see Section 4.2.1)
and the assumption that at least one inductive invariant exists that is expressible as a
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conjunction over P. This observation is essential as it shows that Sorcar-Iterative does
not abort.
Next, recall that the teacher enables progress in the sense that every counterexample is

inconsistent with the current conjecture (see Section 4.2.1). We use this property to argue
that the number of iterations of Sorcar-Iterative has an upper bound of at most 2|P|,
which can be verified by carefully examining the updates of X and R as counterexamples are
added to the Horn-ICE sample S:

• If a positive counterexample c is added to S, then it is added because c 6|= X ∩R (as
the teacher enforces progress). This implies c 6|= X, which in turn means that there
exists a predicate p ∈ X with c 6|= p. In the subsequent round of the passive Sorcar
algorithm, p is no longer present in X (see Line 5) and |X| decreases by at least one as
a result.

• If a negative counterexample c is added to S, then it is added because c |= X ∩R (as
the teacher enforces progress). This means that the set X remains unchanged in the
next iteration but at least one relevant predicate is added to R in order to account for
the new negative counterexample (Line 15). This increases |R| by at least one.

• If a Horn counterexample ({c1, . . . , cn}, c) is added to S, then it is added because
ci |= X ∩ R for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} but c 6|= X ∩ R (as the teacher enforces progress).
In this situation, two distinct cases can arise:

1. If ({c1, . . . , cn}, c) is not consistent with X (i.e., ci |= X for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
but c 6|= X), the computation in Line 5 identifies and removes a predicate p ∈ X
with c 6|= X in order to make X consistent with S. This means that |X| decreases
by at least one.

2. If ({c1, . . . , cn}, c) is consistent with X but not with X ∩ R, then X remains
unchanged. However, at least one new relevant predicate is added to R in order
to account for the new Horn counterexample (Line 15). This means that |R|
increases by at least one.

Thus, either |X| decreases or |R| increases by at least one.

In the worst case, Sorcar-Iterative arrives at a state with X = ∅ and R = P (if it does
not find an inductive invariant earlier). Since the algorithm starts with X = P and R = ∅,
this worst-case situation occurs after at most 2|P| iterations.

Let us now assume that Sorcar-Iterative indeed arrives at a state withX = ∅ and R = P .
Then, we claim that the result of Sorcar-Iterative, namely X ∩ R = ∅, is an inductive
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invariant. To prove this claim, first recall that Theorem 4.1 shows that Sorcar-Passive
always learns a set of predicates that is consistent with the given Horn-ICE sample S. In
particular, Line 5 of Sorcar-Passive computes the (unique) largest set X ⊆ P that is
consistent with S. Second, we know that every inductive invariant X? is consistent with S
because the teacher is honest. Thus, we obtain X? ⊆ X = ∅ and, hence, X? = X because
both X and X? are consistent with S and X is the largest consistent set. This means that
X is an inductive invariant because X? is one.

Note, however, that Sorcar-Iterative might terminate earlier, in which case the current
conjecture is an inductive invariant by definition of the Horn-ICE framework. In summary, we
have shown that Sorcar-Iterative terminates in at most 2|P| iterations with an inductive
invariant (if one is expressible as an conjunctive formula over P). Q.E.D.

Finally, let us note that Sorcar-Iterative can also detect if no inductive invariant exists
that is expressible as a conjunction over P . In this case, the computation of X in Line 5 of
Sorcar-Passive fails and the algorithm aborts.

4.3.3 Computing Relevant Predicates

We develop four different implementations of the function Relevant-Predicates. All of
these functions share the property that the search for relevant predicates is limited to the set
X \R because only predicates in this set can help making X ∩R consistent with negative
and Horn counterexamples (cf. Line 6 of Algorithm 4.1). Moreover, recall that we define
a predicate to be relevant if it evaluates to false on some negative counterexample or on a
program configuration appearing on the left-hand-side of a Horn counterexample. Intuitively,
these are predicates in P that have shown some relevancy in the sense that they can be used
to establish consistency with the Horn-ICE sample.

Relevant-Predicates-Max:
The function Relevant-Predicates-Max, shown as Algorithm 4.2, computes the maximal
set of relevant predicates from X \R with respect to the negative counterexamples in N and
the Horn counterexamples in H. To this end, it accumulates all predicates that evaluate to
false on a negative counterexample in N or on a program configuration appearing on the
left-hand-side of a Horn counterexample in H. The resulting set R′ can be large, but X ∩R′

is guaranteed to be consistent with N and H (because each negative counterexample and
each program configuration on the left-hand-side of a Horn counterexample violates at least
one predicates in R′, the latter causing each Horn counterexample to be violated). Since
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Algorithm 4.2: Computing the maximal set of relevant predicates
1 Function Relevant-Predicates-Max(N , H, X, R):
2 R′ ← ∅;
3 foreach negative counterexample c ∈ N do
4 R′ ← R′ ∪ {p ∈ X \R | c 6|= p};
5 end
6 foreach Horn counterexample ({c1, . . . , cn}, c) ∈ H do
7 R′ ← R′ ∪

⋃n
i=1{p ∈ X \R | ci 6|= p};

8 end
9 return R′;

10 end

X ∩R was neither consistent with N nor with H, and since R′ ⊆ X \R, it follows that R′

must contain at least one relevant predicate not in R, thus satisfying the requirement of
Relevant-Predicates. Finally, the runtime of Relevant-Predicates-Max is in O(|P| · |S|)
since X \R ⊆ P , N ⊆ S−, and H ⊆ SH .

Relevant-Predicates-First:
The function Relevant-Predicates-First is shown as Algorithm 4.3. Its goal is to select
a smaller set of relevant predicates than Relevant-Predicates-Max, while giving the user
some control over which predicates to choose. More precisely, Relevant-Predicates-First
selects for each negative counterexample and each Horn counterexample only one relevant
predicate p ∈ X \ R. The exact choice is determined by a total ordering <P over the
predicates, which reflects a preference among predicates and which we assume to be a priori
given by the user. Using the same arguments as for the function Relevant-Predicates-Max,
it is not hard to verify that the resulting set R′ contains at least one additional relevant
predicate not in R and that X ∩R′ is consistent with N and H. Moreover, R′ clearly contains
only a subset of the predicates returned by Relevant-Predicates-Max. Again, the runtime
is in O(|P| · |S|).

Relevant-Predicates-Min:
The function Relevant-Predicates-Min, shown as Algorithm 4.4, takes the idea of
Relevant-Predicates-First one step further and computes a (not necessarily unique)
minimum set of relevant predicates with respect to N and H. It does so by means of a reduc-
tion to a well-known optimization problem called minimum hitting set [145].2 For a collection
{A1, . . . , A`} of finite sets, a set B is a hitting set if B ∩Ai 6= ∅ for all i ∈ {1, . . . , `}, and the

2Note that the corresponding decision problem is NP-complete.
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Algorithm 4.3: Computing relevant predicates based on a preference ordering
1 Function Relevant-Predicates-First(N , H, X, R):
2 Define a total order <P over P;
3 R′ ← ∅;
4 foreach negative counterexample c ∈ N do
5 R′ ← R′ ∪ {p} where p is the <P -smallest predicate with p ∈ X \R and c 6|= p;
6 end
7 foreach Horn counterexample ({c1, . . . , cn}, c) ∈ H do
8 R′ ← R′ ∪ {p} where p is the <P -smallest predicate from the set⋃n

i=1{p ∈ X \R | ci 6|= p};
9 end

10 return R′;
11 end

Algorithm 4.4: Computing a minimal set of relevant predicates
1 Function Relevant-Predicates-Min(N , H, X, R):
2 For each c ∈ N , construct Ac := {p ∈ X \R | c 6|= p};
3 For each (L, c) ∈ H, construct A(L,c) := {p ∈ X \R | ∃c′ ∈ L : c′ 6|= p};

4 Compute a minimal hitting set R′ for the instance
Q := {Ac | c ∈ N} ∪ {A(L,c) | (L, c) ∈ H} (e.g., using a SAT solver);

5 return R′;
6 end

minimum hitting set problem asks to compute a hitting set of minimum cardinality. In the
first step of the reduction, the function Relevant-Predicates-Min constructs for each nega-
tive counterexample c ∈ N the set Ac of all predicates p ∈ X \R violating c and for each Horn
counterexample (L, c) ∈ H the set A(L,c) of all predicates p ∈ X \R violating some program
configuration c′ ∈ L. In a second step, it uses an exact algorithm (e.g., a SAT solver) to find
a minimum hitting set R′ for the problem instance Q := {Ac | c ∈ N} ∪ {A(L,c) | (L, c) ∈ H}.
By construction of the sets Ac and A(L,c), the resulting minimum hitting set R′ then is a
minimum set of relevant predicates guaranteeing that X ∩ R′ is consistent with N and H.
Moreover, R′ contains at least one relevant predicate not in R. However, the downside of
approach is that it is not a polynomial time algorithm as the underlying decision problem is
NP-complete.

Relevant-Predicates-Greedy:
The key idea underlying the function Relevant- Predicates-Greedy, which is shown as
Algorithm 4.5, is to replace the exact computation of a minimum hitting set with a polynomial-
time approximation algorithm. More precisely, Relevant-Predicates-Greedy implements
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Algorithm 4.5: Greedily computing a “small” set of relevant predicates
1 Function Relevant-Predicates-Greedy(N , H, X, R):
2 For each c ∈ N , construct Ac := {p ∈ X \R | c 6|= p};
3 For each (L, c) ∈ H, construct A(L,c) := {p ∈ X \R | ∃c′ ∈ L : c′ 6|= p};

4 R′ ← ∅;
5 Q← {Ac | c ∈ N} ∪ {A(L,c) | (L, c) ∈ H};

6 while Q 6= ∅ do
7 Pick p ∈ X \ (R ∪R′) such that |{A ∈ Q | p ∈ A}| is maximal;
8 R′ ← R′ ∪ {p};
9 Q← Q \ {A ∈ Q | p ∈ A};

10 end
11 return R′;
12 end

a straightforward greedy heuristic that successively chooses predicates p ∈ X \R that have
the largest number of a non-empty intersections with sets in Q. This heuristic is essentially
the dual of the well-known greedy algorithm for the minimum set cover problem [84] and
guarantees to find a solution that is at most logarithmically larger than the optimal one.
Apart from being an approximation of the minimal set, choosing relevant predicates greedily
based on the number of sets it hits also has a statistical bias (choosing predicates more
commonly occurring in the sets). Otherwise, except for a runtime in O(|P| · |S|2) and an
approximation factor of log |S|, Relevant-Predicates-Greedy shares the same properties
as the function Relevant-Predicates-Min.

4.4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of Sorcar, we implement a prototype, featuring all four
variants of Sorcar (as well as more heuristics, which we do not discuss here). This
prototype is built on top of the program verifier Boogie [71], which natively supports
Houdini and provides a so-called “Abstract-Houdini framework” [146] on top of which we
have implemented ICE/Horn-ICE algorithms, including Sorcar. Consequently, Sorcar
can easily be integrated into existing, Boogie-based verification tool chains.
We compared Sorcar with two Houdini-based tools: GPUVerify [72, 73], a tool for

checking data race freedom in GPU kernels, and a tool by Neider et al. [74] for verifying
programs that dynamically manipulate heaps against specifications in separation logic. Since
separation logic is undecidable in general, the latter tool is designed to work in tandem with
a sound-but-incomplete verification engine rather than a complete decision procedure. To
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the best of our knowledge, both tools are the best ones available for their respective domains.
We have evaluated our implementation on two benchmarks suites: the first suite is shipped

with GPUVerify, while the second is included in Neider at al.’s tool. As both of these tools
use Houdini, all benchmarks were already equipped with a large number of predicates (often
several hundred). We describe each benchmark suite in more detail shortly.
The goal of our experimental evaluation was twofold: (a) to determine whether Sorcar

can prove programs correct that the Houdini-based tools cannot (and vice versa) as well as
(b) to assess the performance of Sorcar in comparison to these two tools. Since one of the
key design principles of Sorcar is to improve verification by constructing weaker invariant
(smaller sets of conjuncts), we also report on the size of the invariants (number of conjuncts)
inferred by Sorcar and compare to the other tools.

4.4.1 Benchmarks and Compared Tools

The first benchmark suite originates from GPUVerify [72, 73] and was obtained from GPU
kernels written in OpenCL and CUDA. GPUVerify processes such programs automatically
by means of a complex process, involving sequentialization and compilation to the Boogie
programming language. After removing all programs that did not have loops or recursion,
this benchmark suite contained 287 programs.
GPUVerify proceeds in three stages. The first stage compiles an OpenCL or CUDA

program into a Boogie program. The second stage uses Houdini in a custom version of
Boogie to infer an inductive invariant; in this phase, the assertions are in fact removed
as Houdini is anyway agnostic to the property being verified. Finally, the third phase
substitutes the synthesized invariants, inserts the assertions back into the Boogie program,
and verifies it.
The second benchmark suite is taken from Neider et al. [74]. It consists of 62 heap

manipulating programs, written in C and are equipped with specifications in Dryad, a
dialect of separation logic that allows expressing second order properties using recursive
functions and predicates.
Neider et al.’s tool uses the following verification tool chain. First, an extension of

VCC [100], called VCDryad [68], compiles the C code into a Boogie program by unfolding
recursive definitions, modeling heaplets as sets, and applying frame reasoning using a technique
called natural proofs [68, 69, 105]. The tool then poses the verification problem as an invariant
synthesis problem over a class of predicates that express complex properties of the heap (such
as whether the heaplets of two data structures are disjoint, whether a list is sorted, and so
on). Finally, Neider et al.’s tool uses Houdini to infer a loop invariant.
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Note that the final phase of both tools is to synthesize a conjunctive invariant over a
fixed set of predicates using Houdini. In our experiments, we have replaced Houdini with
Sorcar.

4.4.2 Evaluation

All experiments were conducted on an Intel Xeon E7-8857 v2 CPU at 3, 6GHz, run-
ning Debian GNU/Linux 9.5. The timeout limit was 1200 s. So as to not clutter the
following presentation too much, we only report on the version of Sorcar that performed
best: Sorcar-Max (using Relevant-Predicates-Max). Additionally, we briefly compare
Sorcar-Max to Sorcar-Greedy, the latter using Relevant-Predicates-Greedy.
Figures 4.2a and 4.2b compare Sorcar-Max and GPUVerify on the first benchmark

suite consisting of GPU kernels. Figure 4.2a compares the time taken to verify a program,
while Figure 4.2b compares the number of predicates in the final invariant (there is only
one loop invariant in these programs). As can be seen from the figures, Sorcar-Max
compares highly favorably in efficiency. Specifically, Sorcar-Max was able to verify 15
programs that GPUVerify could not verify, whereas GPUVerify verified only 2 programs that
Sorcar-Max could not verify. Sorcar-Max was also able to show 9 programs to not
have a conjunctive invariant that GPUVerify could not (GPUVerify was not able to show
this for any program that Sorcar-Max could not). On programs that both tools were
able to verify (216 programs in total), Sorcar-Max took on average 34 s per program (and
synthesized invariants with an average number of 12 predicates). GPUVerify, on the other
hand, took on average 89 s per program (and synthesized invariants with an average number
of 23 predicates).

Additionally (not depicted in the scatter plots), we increased the time limit for programs
that only one tool could verify from 1200 s to 3600 s. GPUVerify was able to verify 8
additional programs within this time limit. Sorcar, on the other hand, verified both
programs that it had timed out on previously. Thus, with this larger timeout, Sorcar was
able to verify a proper superset of programs that GPUVerify verified.

Figures 4.2c and 4.2d compare Sorcar-Max to the tool of Neider et al. [74] on the second
benchmark suite of programs with Dryad specifications. Again, Sorcar-Max outperformed
the Houdini-based tool. Specifically, Sorcar-Max was able to verify 3 programs that
Neider et al.’s tool could not verify, whereas Neider et al.’s tool verified 2 programs that
Sorcar-Max could not verify. On programs that both tools were able to verify (57 programs
in total), Sorcar-Max took on average 20 s per program (and synthesized invariants with
an average number of 19 predicates). On the other hand, Neider et al.’s tool took on average
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(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.2: Comparison of the time taken to verify a benchmark and the number of predicates
in the final invariant. Subfigures (a) and (b) compare Sorcar-Max and GPUVerify on the
first benchmark suite. Subfigures (c) and (d) compare Sorcar-Max and Neider et al.’s
tool on the second benchmark suite. Subfigures (e) and (f) compare Sorcar-Max and
Sorcar-Greedy on both benchmark suites.
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45 s per program (and synthesized invariants with an average number of 37 predicates).
Figures 4.2e and 4.2f compare Sorcar-Max and Sorcar-Greedy on both benchmark

suits. The latter was slightly slower overall, but synthesized invariants with fewer predicates.

4.4.3 Comparison of Sorcar and Houdini-ICE

We performed additional experiments with Houdini-ICE (i.e., an implementation of
Houdini as a Horn-ICE learning algorithm based on the elimination algorithm). This
allowed us to force the number of counterexamples returned by Boogie in each round to be
the same for Sorcar and Houdini-ICE (a parameter over which we do not have control in
Boogie’s implementation of Houdini).

On the GPUVerify benchmark suite, Sorcar-Max verified 5 programs that Houdini-ICE
could not, whereas Houdini-ICE was able to verify 1 program that Sorcar-Max could
not. Houdini-ICE was also able to show 2 programs to not have a conjunctive invariant,
which Sorcar-Max could not. On programs that both were able to verify (233 programs in
total), both algorithms performed with similar times.
On the Dryad benchmark suite, Sorcar-Max was able to solve 1 more program than

Houdini-ICE (and verified all programs that Houdini-ICE verified). On the 59 programs
that both could verify, Sorcar-Max was roughly twice as fast (averaging 24 s per program
for Sorcar-MAX vs. 51 s per program for Houdini-ICE).

While Sorcar-Max still emerges better overall than Houdini-ICE, we are not entirely
sure why implementing Houdini as an external Horn-ICE learning algorithm makes it perform
much better than the internal implementation of Houdini in Boogie (the internal Houdini
algorithm within Boogie is embedded deep and is very hard to configure or control). For
the GPUVerify benchmarks, the tool GPUVerify does invariant synthesis without assertions
and then inserts assertions to verify the program, and this could be one difference. We leave
answering this question for future work.

4.5 RELATED WORK

Invariant synthesis lies at the heart of automated program verification. Over the years,
various techniques have been proposed, including abstract interpretation [118], interpo-
lation [107], IC3 [108], predicate abstraction [119], abductive inference [120], as well as
synthesis algorithms that rely on constraint solving [121, 122, 123, 147]. Complementing
these techniques are data-driven approaches that are based on machine learning. Examples
include Daikon [124] and Houdini [70], the ICE learning framework [45] and its successor
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Horn-ICE learning [125, 126], as well as numerous other techniques that employ machine
learning to synthesize inductive invariants [47, 67, 127, 128, 129, 130, 148].

One potentially interesting question is whether ICE/Horn-ICE algorithms (and in particular,
Houdini and Sorcar) are qualitatively related to algorithms such as IC3 for synthesizing
invariants. For programs with Boolean domains, Vizel et al. [149] study this question and find
that the algorithms are quite different. In fact, the authors propose a new framework that
generalizes both. In the setting of this chapter, however, there are too many differences to
reconcile with: (a) IC3 finds invariants by bounded symbolic exploration, forward from initial
configurations and backward from bad configurations (hence inherently unfolding loops),
while ICE/Horn-ICE algorithms do not do that, (b) ICE/Horn-ICE algorithms instead use
implication/Horn counterexamples, which can relate configurations arbitrarily far away from
initial or bad configurations, and there seems to be no analog to this in IC3, (c) it is not clear
how to restrict IC3 to finding invariants in a particular hypothesis class, such as conjunctions
over a particular set of predicates, (d) IC3 works very closely with a SAT solver, whereas
ICE/Horn-ICE algorithms are essentially independent, communicating with the SAT/SMT
engine only indirectly, and (e) we are not aware of any guarantees that IC3 can give in terms
of the number of rounds/conjectures, whereas the ICE/Horn-ICE algorithms Houdini and
Sorcar give guarantees that are linear in the number of predicates. We believe that the
algorithms are in fact very different, though more general algorithms that unify them would
be interesting to study.
Learning of conjunctive formulas has a long history. An early example is the so-called

elimination algorithm [78], which operates in the Probably Approximately Correct Learning
model (PAC). Daikon [124] was the first technique to apply the elimination algorithm
in a software setting, learning likely invariants from dynamic traces. Later, the popular
Houdini [70] algorithm built on top of the elimination algorithm to compute inductive
invariants in a fully automated manner. In fact, as Garg et al. [46] and later Ezudheen et
al. [126] argued, Houdini can be seen as a learning algorithm for conjunctive formulas in
both the ICE and the Horn-ICE learning framework.

Using Houdini to compute conjunctive invariants over a finite set of candidate predicates
is extremely scalable and has been used with great success in several practical settings.
For example, Corral [143], which uses Houdini internally, has replaced Slam [150] and
Yogi [151], and is currently shipped as part of Microsoft’s industrial-strength Static Driver
Verifier (SDV) [141, 142]. GPUVerify [72, 73] is another example that uses Houdini with
great success to prove race freedom of GPU programs.
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we have developed a new class of learning algorithms for conjunctions,
named Sorcar, which are biased towards the simplest conjunctive invariant that can prove
the assertions correct. Sorcar is parameterized by functions to identify relevant predicates
and guarantees to learn an invariant in a linear number of rounds (if one exists). We
have shown that Sorcar proves programs correct significantly faster than state-of-the-art
Houdini-based tools.
There are several future directions to pursue. First, we believe that further algorithms

for learning conjunctions need to be explored. For instance, the Winnow algorithm [152]
learns from positive and negative samples in time O(r log n), where r is the size of the final
formula and n is the number of predicates. Finding Horn-ICE learning algorithms that
have such sublinear round guarantees can be very interesting as r is often much smaller
than n in verification examples. Second, we would like to use the new Sorcar algorithms
in specification mining settings where smaller invariants are valuable as they are read by
humans. Third, there are several types of inference algorithms similar to Houdini (see [153]),
and it would be interesting to explore how well Sorcar performs in such settings.
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CHAPTER 5: LEARNING PRECONDITIONS AND POSTCONDITIONS
USING TEST GENERATORS AS ORACLES

In this chapter, we consider the problem of synthesizing contracts, where we propose
frameworks to synthesize precondition and postcondition of a method in a class of a program
in an object-oriented language. In this context, the natural oracle to use would be a verification
engine that verifies programs (with loops/recursion). However, verification engines that can
do completely automated program verification are not often effective or scalable. We hence
consider using test generators as teaching oracles.

Given a program annotated with preconditions and assertions, the test generator creates a
valid object state (using object modifying methods) and concrete input parameters of the
method that satisfy the precondition. Furthermore, several test generators are guided by the
assertions, and try to generate inputs that violate them.

Synthesizing Preconditions:

In the learning framework we develop for synthesizing preconditions, we use as counterex-
amples abstractions of the input states, which consists of the primitive type inputs, and the
valuations of a certain set of observer methods of the non-primitive-type input objects.

Each input state (and similarly for counterexample) created by the test generator, can
be either valid: execute successfully and terminate, or invalid: encounter an uncaught
exception, or result in an assertion violation. Note that the predicates used in the logic for
expressing preconditions and the observer methods for deriving properties of objects, create
abstractions of input states. Abstractions of invalid input states must be excluded by the
precondition. However, abstractions of valid input states need not necessarily be included in
the precondition, as there could be input states with the same abstraction but are invalid.

We define the problem of precondition synthesis using a notion of ideal preconditions. An
ideal precondition for a method with respect to a test generator is a precondition which
satisfies two properties. First, safety: the test generator should not be able to find any invalid
input state allowed by the precondition. Second is maximality: the precondition should
include as many valid input states as possible. More precisely, it can exclude an abstraction
of input states only if there exists some invalid input state that has this abstraction. The
maximality requirement intuitively captures the desire to synthesize weakest (most liberal)
preconditions.

In our learning framework, counterexamples are positively and negatively labeled abstrac-
tion of input states. The meaning of the counterexample is as follows. The learner needs
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to find a formula in a fixed logic L that (a) excludes all negatively labeled inputs, and (b)
includes all positively labeled inputs i unless there is another sample i′ that is negatively
labeled and is indistinguishable from i by any formula in L.

The learning algorithms we propose for ideal preconditions first resolve all conflicts (conflicts
are pairs of samples labeled positive and negative that are indistinguishable by the logic L) by
reclassifying them as negative. A classification algorithm is then used to learn a hypothesis
precondition from the conflict resolved samples.

To summarize, our framework for precondition synthesis has the following features.

• The application is synthesizing precondition of a method of a class in an object oriented
program.

• The verification oracle is a test generator, which is inherently incomplete hence intro-
duces conflicting counterexamples.

• The counterexamples are valid and invalid abstractions of input states.

• We formulate the synthesis problem using the notion of an ideal precondition with
respect to the testing oracle and a particular logic L for stating preconditions.

• The learning algorithm to find an ideal precondition first resolves all conflicts in the
sample and then uses a classification algorithm that does not make any mistakes.

Synthesizing Conjunctive Postconditions

We propose a framework to synthesize conjunctive postconditions of a method using a test
generator as the oracle. We assume that the method is already annotated with a precondition,
which prevents all exception failures (this can be done using the precondition synthesis
mentioned above). Synthesized postconditions need to be strong, and ideally the strongest
postcondition expressible in a given logic.
In a learning framework, the test generator can only provide pairs of feasible input-

output states (where input states satisfy the precondition). Consequently, given a hypothesis
postcondition, a test generator can refute that the postcondition is correct by giving executions
that end in states that are not satisfied by the postcondition. However, it cannot refute
the assertion that the postcondition is the strongest one. In terms of counterexamples, we
can think of the test generator as being able to only provide positively labeled pairs of
abstractions of input and output states.
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We propose to learn postconditions in a logic that consists of conjunctions of (a) predicates
over a fixed set P and (b) an equality expression that defines an output as a function of the
input. The predicates P and the parameters for the functions synthesized are based on input
parameters and abstractions of objects using observer methods.
The above logic facilitates learning tight concepts (as the above logic is closed under

conjunction). We synthesize functional relationships between input and output using a
SyGuS solver. We then seed this as equality predicates and add them to P , and then use the
elimination algorithm [78] to learn the semantically smallest conjunctive formula over the
predicates that includes all the positive counterexamples.

In summary, our learning framework for postcondition synthesis has the following features:

• The application is to learn a strong conjunctive postcondition of a method that is
already annotated with a precondition.

• The counterexamples in this framework are only positive. The oracle is a test generator,
and counterexamples are abstractions of pairs of input and output states that are
always classified positively.

• The learning algorithm first synthesizes new predicates using a SyGuS solver and then
uses the elimination algorithm to learn the tightest conjunctive postcondition.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

We present a novel counterexample guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) framework, to
synthesize stateful preconditions, with the help of a test generator as the verification oracle
with the precondition being guaranteed to be safe and maximal with respect to the given
test generator.

We assume that we have a method m(~p) with formal parameters ~p and assertions in it for
which we want to synthesize a precondition, such that the synthesized precondition satisfy
two requirements: (a) be safe, the test generator cannot find a precondition-satisfying input
whose execution leads to an exception (either a runtime exception such as division by zero
or an assertion-violating exception), and (b) be maximal, the test generator cannot find an
input disallowed by the precondition whose execution does not lead to any exception, Since
we do not know a priori the precise set of inputs on which the method throws an exception
and does not throw exceptions, respectively, we resort to obtaining this information from a
test generator.
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Defining the precondition synthesis formally modulo a test generator is complicated by
three main aspects of the problem:

1. Incomplete information of object state: One fundamental aspect of our problem is that
the client does not know precisely the internal states of objects (the receiver object state
and state of other objects given as parameters ~p) on which the precondition depends
on. We propose a set of observer methods that give properties of these objects, allowing
the client to have incomplete information about them gleaned from the return values
of observer methods. We define a feature vector ~f as a vector of values of the primitive
parameters in ~p and the return values of the observer methods on the object states,
hence enabling the precondition to state restrictions using these features (typically,
the features are of primitive types). This abstraction is not all bad as the learned
precondition can express abstract properties of the non-primitive-type objects while
avoiding revealing implementation details (e.g., primitive-type object fields recursively
reachable from an input object along with the heap structure of an input object).
However, using observer methods and feature vectors intrinsically introduces incomplete
information about the object state as several different input states can have the same
feature vector.

2. Incomplete test generator: Given a method and a precondition for it, the test generator
can find input states that the precondition should disallow as the method can throw
an exception on these input states and find input states that the precondition should
allow as the method does not throw any exception on these input states. A feature
vector is valid (or invalid) if the method can throw an exception on none (or one) of
all input states conforming to the feature vector. Inherently the test generator cannot
guarantee feature vectors to be valid (but can certify invalid feature vectors). First, the
test generator can tentatively label certain vectors as valid, and later change its mind
and label these vectors invalid. Learning of preconditions hence needs to accommodate
such fluctuations.

3. Expressiveness of the logic: The logic used for expressing the precondition may not
be expressive enough to distinguish two feature vectors, one being valid and the other
being invalid. In other words, there is another level of abstraction caused by the
logic, in addition to the abstraction induced by the use of observer methods, and the
precondition must be permitted to disallow certain positive feature vectors.

Notice that if we can find an input state that conforms to a precondition ϕ on which the
program throws an exception, we can deem the precondition to be unsafe, and declare the
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feature vector corresponding to that input state as invalid. However, execution of the method
on a single input state cannot show ϕ to be non-maximal. If the testing tool finds a valid
input state s1 disallowed by ϕ, we still cannot say that the feature vector corresponding to
the input state is valid. The reason is that there may be another invalid input state s2 that
conforms to the same feature vector.

Intuitively, witnessing non-maximality boils down to finding a valid feature vector disallowed
by ϕ such that all input states conforming to the feature vector are valid. The ∃∀ nature of
the question is what makes finding counterexamples for maximality hard using test generation.
(Even logic-based tools, such as Pex, that use SMT solvers are typically effective/decidable
for only ∃∗ properties, i.e., quantifier-free formulas.) On the other hand, finding an invalid
feature vector (included by ϕ) asks whether there exists a feature vector allowed by ϕ such
that there does exist an invalid input state conforming to the feature vector; this question is
an ∃∃ question that can be found using tools such as Pex.
We shape the definition of our problem with respect to a test generator, which we call a

testing-based teacher (TBT ). A TBT can be seen as a function that takes a method m, a
precondition ϕ for m, and generates a finite set of input states for m (that may or may not
be allowed by ϕ) and whether they are valid or not.

Note that we denote the TBT as a function; hence, for any method and precondition, we
expect the TBT to be deterministic, i.e., it produces the same set of test inputs across rounds
for a given precondition. This assumption is not a limitation of our framework, but a way to
formalize a TBT . Any testing-based tool can be made deterministic by fixing its random
seeds, and by fixing configurable bounds such as the number of branches explored, etc.

We introduce the notion of an ideal precondition that captures both safety and maximality
modulo the incomplete information that the client has of the object state and modulo the
expressiveness of the logic, with respect to the TBT . The safety property demands that the
TBT is not able to find any invalid input state allowed by the precondition (i.e., one on
which m throws an exception). The maximality property requires that for any valid input
state found by the TBT but disallowed by the precondition, there must be some invalid
input state (returned by the TBT allowed by some precondition, not necessarily ϕ), such
that these two states cannot be distinguished by the logic L. We aim to synthesize an ideal
precondition for m(~p) with respect to the TBT .

We propose a general learning framework for synthesizing ideal preconditions with respect
to a testing-based teacher (TBT). It consists of five distinct components: (1) a passive
learner (precondition synthesizer) that synthesizes preconditions from positive and negative
feature vectors, (2) a TBT, interacting in rounds of communication with the learner, that
returns valid/invalid input states, (3) a featurizer that converts valid/invalid input states to
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positive/negative feature vectors, and (4) a conflict resolver (CRL), that resolves conflicts
(created by incomplete information) by changing positive feature vectors to negative ones when
necessary. We emphasize that one can use any standard passive learner in this framework as
long as it finds formulas that are consistent with the set X of labeled feature vectors.

The framework maintains a set X, which contains the accumulated set of (conflict-resolved)
positive/negative labeled feature vectors that the TBT has returned. In each round, the
learner proposes a precondition that is consistent with the set, and the TBT returns a set of
valid and invalid input states. The featurizer, with the help of observer-method calls, converts
the input states to positive/negative labeled feature vectors. We add the counterexample
input states to X and call the conflict resolver for the logic L, and update X. We then
check whether the current conjecture is consistent with the updated X—namely whether ϕ
is true on every positive feature vector and false on every negative feature vector. If it is,
then we exit having found an ideal precondition, and if not, we iterate with the precondition
synthesizer for the new set X.
We show that our framework is convergent (i.e., guaranteed to terminate). When the

following conditions are met: (1) the hypothesis space H of preconditions is finite, (2) the
logic is closed under Boolean operations, and (3) the learner is able to always produce
formulas consistent with samples when they exist, we are guaranteed to converge to an ideal
precondition.

We implement a prototype of our framework in a tool called Proviso using a learner based
on the ID3 classification algorithm [75], a powerful classification algorithm in the machine
learning community, and Pex [76], an industrial test generator based on dynamic symbolic
execution [154, 155], shipped as IntelliTest in the Microsoft Visual Studio Enterprise Edition
since 2015.
We also instantiate the framework for two important tasks in specification inference:

runtime-failure prevention and conditional-commutativity inference [77]. The former problem
asks to synthesize preconditions that avoid runtime exceptions of a single method. The
latter problem asks, given two methods, a precondition that ensures that the two methods
commute, when called in succession.

5.2 SYNTHESIZING PRECONDITIONS

5.2.1 An Illustrative Example

We next show how our framework is instantiated for the task of conditional-property
inference and then illustrate through an example how our approach addresses the precondition
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[PexMethod]
public void PUT-CommutativityAddContains(ArrayList s1, int x, int y)
{

ArrayList s2 = new ArrayList(s1); //clone s1
int a1, a2; bool ad1, ad2;

//First Interleaving
a1 = s1.Add(x);
ad1 = s1.Contains(y);

//Second Interleaving
ad2 = s2.Contains(y);
a2 = s2.Add(x);

PexAssert.IsTrue(a1 == a2 && ad1 == ad2 && Equals(s1, s2));
}

Figure 5.1: Encoding conditional property: Commutativity conditions for methods Contains
and Add from the ArrayList class in the .NET Library.

synthesis problem.
Let us first model the problem of conditional-commutativity inference (finding conditions

under which two methods commute) as a problem of precondition synthesis. Consider the
parameterized unit test [156] in Figure 5.1. The method PUT_CommutativityAddContains

checks whether the methods of an arraylist, Add and Contains, commute when called with an
arraylist s1, and for particular parameter inputs. The method Add(x) returns the index at
which x has been added, and Contains(y) returns true if y is in s1 and false otherwise. To
check for commutativity, the test method first clones the input arraylist s1 into s2. It then
calls the method sequence Add(x) and Contains(y) on s1, and Contains(y) and Add(x) on
s2. Finally, it checks whether the return values of the methods and resulting objects s1, s2
are equal. If they are not, the methods do not commute and hence it raises an exception;
it follows that the precondition for the method PUT_CommutativityAddContains to prevent
exceptions (e.g., assertion failure) is precisely the condition under which the two methods
Add(x) and Contains(y) commute.

To synthesize stateful preconditions, we instantiate our framework by fixing a logic L of
octagonal constraints, by fixing a conflict resolver, a component that effectively relabels
positive feature vectors to negative ones when necessary (see Section 5.2.3.1 for details), by
fixing an exact learning engine, decision-tree learning, and by fixing a test generator, Pex. As
inputs, our approach takes a method m (e.g., Figure 5.1) for precondition synthesis and a set
of Boolean and integer observer methods in the ArrayList class, ObsB = {Contains(int)}
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and ObsZ = {Count, IndexOf(int), LastIndexOf(int)}, respectively. Our approach uses
these observer methods and primitive parameters of m to generate a feature vector ~f by
applying those methods using various combinations of parameters of m:
[s1.Count(), x, y, s1.IndexOf(x), s1.IndexOf(y), s1.LastIndexOf(x), s1.LastIndexOf(y),
s1.Contains(x), s1.Contains(y)].

Next we demonstrate how our algorithm proceeds. A set X (initially empty) of cumulative
positive and negative feature vectors is maintained. Our algorithm proceeds in rounds: the
learner begins by proposing a conjectured precondition, the testing-based teacher generates
counterexamples. To generate negative counterexamples, the teacher generates inputs that
are allowed by the conjectured precondition but cause the method to fail. To generate
positive counterexamples, the teacher generates inputs that are disallowed by the conjectured
precondition and do not cause the method to fail. These counterexamples are given to a
conflict resolver, which then relabels a positive counterexample c to negative if in X there is
a negative counterexample c′ that is L-indistinguishable from c. The algorithm then checks
whether the current conjectured precondition is consistent with the updated set X (i.e., the
conjectured precondition allows the positive feature vectors in X and disallow the negative
feature vectors in X): if yes, we stop and output the precondition; otherwise, we proceed
to the next round. We elaborate the role of the conflict resolver and the soundness of the
preceding technique in the rest of the chapter.
To illustrate the conflict resolver on this example, we assume that no observer methods

are given, and the feature vector is ~f ′ = [x, y]. The learner begins by proposing true, and
the testing-based teacher produces negative counterexamples ([0, 0],−), ([10, 10],−), being
added to X (which is initially empty). The precondition true is not consistent with X and
so we proceed with the next round. The learner next proposes false (as it is consistent with
X). The teacher then generates two positive feature vectors ([0, 0],+) and ([8, 9],+). At
this point, we have encountered conflict. X has a negative feature vector ([0, 0],−) and
an L-indistinguishable positive vector ([0, 0],+). The conflict resolver relabels ([0, 0],+) to
([0, 0],−). Again, the current conjecture false is not consistent with the updated X and so
we proceed. This process (in our tool) continues for 4 rounds when the learner ultimately
proposes (x 6= y), which is consistent with all vectors that the test generator returns, and we
stop and return (x 6= y) as the precondition. When the feature vector (~f) mentioned earlier
includes all the observer methods, the preceding conflict does not occur, and the learner
synthesizes the precondition (x = y ∧ s1.Contains (x)) ∨ (x 6= y).
A crucial aspect here is that the testing-based teacher helps the learner by generating

counterexamples that show the conjectured precondition to be unsafe or non-maximal. We
terminate only when the learner is able to convince the test generator that the precondition
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is safe and maximal (modulo the power of the test generator).

5.2.2 Problem Formalization of Precondition Synthesis Modulo a Test Generator

In this section, we formalize the problem of synthesizing preconditions with the aid of a
test generator.

We assume that we have a method m(~p) with formal parameters ~p and assertions in it for
which we want to synthesize a precondition. Intuitively, we want the precondition to satisfy
two requirements: (a) be safe, in the sense that the method when called with any state
allowed by the precondition does not throw an exception (either a runtime exception such as
division by zero or an assertion-violating exception), and (b) be maximal, in the sense that it
allows as many inputs as possible on which the method does not throw an exception. Since
we do not know a priori the precise set of inputs on which the method throws an exception
and does not throw exceptions, respectively, we resort to obtaining this information from a
test generator.

Challenges in defining the problem and framework. Defining the precondition syn-
thesis formally modulo a test generator is complicated by three main aspects of the problem:
− Incomplete information of object state: Preconditions can depend on the receiver object
state of the method m() for which we are synthesizing the precondition for, and the state of
objects that are passed as parameters to m(). We propose a set of observer methods that
give properties of these objects, and allow the precondition to state restrictions using these
properties. We hence work with feature vectors, which capture the return values of observer
methods on objects. However, using observer methods intrinsically introduces incomplete
information about the object state: several different input states can have the same feature
vector.
− Incomplete test generator: Given a method and a precondition for it, the test generator can
find input states that the precondition should disallow as the method can throw an exception
on these input states and find input states that the precondition should allow as the method
does not throw any exception on these input states. A feature vector is valid (or invalid) if
the method can throw an exception on none (or one) of all input states conforming to the
feature vector. However, since we work with an abstraction of input states using feature
vectors, we need a test generator to find valid feature vectors and invalid ones. It turns out
that given a precondition, a test generator can readily be adapted to find invalid feature
vectors, but not valid ones. Consequently, we need to work with a test generator that may
mark a feature vector tentatively valid, and then later change its mind and find it invalid.
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Learning of preconditions hence needs to accommodate such fluctuations.
− Expressiveness of the logic: The logic used for expressing the precondition may not be
expressive enough to distinguish two feature vectors, one being valid and the other being
invalid. In other words, there is another level of abstraction caused by the logic, in addition
to the abstraction induced by the use of observer methods, and the precondition must be
permitted to disallow certain positive feature vectors.

Our solution to the preceding challenges involves (1) defining the precondition synthesis
problem as synthesizing an ideal precondition (Definition 5.2), where the notion of an ideal
precondition accommodates the fluctuations of a test generator, and (2) a framework that
synthesizes ideal preconditions using a conflict resolver (Section 5.2.3 and Figure 5.2) that
manipulates counterexamples returned by the test generator in each round. We emphasize
that the component for synthesizing formulas from the (conflict-resolved) counterexamples
is standard, and we can use a variety of learning algorithms from the literature. However,
arguing convergence of such learning algorithms in learning ideal preconditions in the presence
of the conflict resolver has to be argued anew (Section 5.2.3.3).

We next formalize the notions of programs, valid and invalid input states, and testing-based
teachers (Section 5.2.2.1), and then formalize the problem of precondition synthesis modulo
a testing-based teacher using the notion of an ideal precondition (Section 5.2.2.2).

5.2.2.1 Observer Methods, Logic for Preconditions, and Testing-Based Teachers

Methods. Let us fix a set of types T , including primitive types and classes. Each type
t ∈ T is associated with a data domain D(t) that denotes the set of values that variables of
type t range over. In the following, we assume that each variable v has an implicit type t
associated with it. In addition, we denote D(t) by simply using D(v).

We assume that we have a target method m(~p) with formal parameters ~p that we want to
synthesize a precondition for.

Let us also fix a set of pure (i.e., side-effect free) observer methods F = {f1(~p1), . . . , fn( ~pn)}
that return a primitive type. These methods help query properties of the state of the objects
whose class defines these methods. For a method m with input parameters ~p that we aim to
find a precondition for, we allow the precondition to express properties of ~p using constraints
on variables of primitive types in ~p as well as the return values of observer methods that
return a value of primitive type when called with tuples of parameters drawn from ~p.
We have, apart from the above, other methods for classes (including constructors and

mutating methods, i.e., those that mutate the object). The test generator can use these
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methods to create valid object states, by using method sequences composed of constructors
and mutating methods.
Let us now define the semantics of the methods abstractly. For any class c, let Sc denote

the set of valid states of the object of the class c (Sc can be infinite, of course, and denotes
the set of valuations and heaps maintained by the public/private fields in the class). Note
that we assume that the set Sc contains valid object states, i.e., reachable states from initial
object construction. For each parameter p of type class c, let us denote by D(p) the valid
states Sc.
The semantics of the observer method fi(~pi) is given by a (complete) function JfiK :
D(~pi) −→ Di, where Di is the data domain for the return primitive type of method fi. Note
that the observer methods return properties of the state of the object but do not change the
state. Note also that we require these observer methods not to throw exceptions, and hence
model their semantics using complete functions.

The semantics of the method m(~p) is given by a partial function JmK : Sc×D(~p) ⇀ Sc×D,
where c is the class that m belongs to and D is the data domain for the return type of m
(whether it be of primitive type or a class).

Valid and invalid input states. An input state for m(~p) is pair (s, v) ∈ Sc×D(~p) where
c is the class that method m belongs to and v is a valuation of the parameters in ~p of method
m. Note that the input state contains the receiver object state namely s of m, and the values
of the parameters in ~p (some of which can be object states as well of their respective classes).

We say that an input state (s, v) is an invalid input state for m if m throws an exception1

on that input state i.e., JmK is undefined on (s, v). We say that an input state (s, v) is a
valid input state for m if (s, v) is not an invalid input state.

Feature vectors. One fundamental aspect of our problem is that the client does not know
precisely the internal states of objects (the receiver object state and state of other objects
given as parameters), but has incomplete information about them gleaned from the return
values of observer methods.

We define a feature vector ~f as a vector of values of the primitive parameters in ~p and
the values of observer methods on the object states (called with various combinations of
parameters from ~p). Typically, the features are of primitive types (integer and Boolean in
our tool).

1Note that in this chapter, when we say an exception, we refer to an uncaught exception as unexpected
program behaviors such as DivideByZeroException. Assertion violation can also cause an uncaught exception
to be thrown.
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Logic for expressing preconditions. The logic L, for expressing preconditions for a
method m(~p) in this chapter is quantifier-free first-order logic formulas. Recall that classical
first-order logic is defined by a class of functions, relations, and constants. We choose this
vocabulary to include the following: (a) the usual vocabulary over the various primitive
data domains that the program operates on (Booleans, integers, strings, arrays of integers,
etc.), and (b) observer methods as functions. The logic then allows quantifier-free formulas
with free variables ~p. Note that such a formula ϕ, when interpreted at a particular program
state (which gives meaning to various objects and hence to corresponding observer methods),
defines a set of input states—the input states (s, v) such that when observer methods are
interpreted using the state s, and input parameters ~p are interpreted using v, the formula
holds. Hence, a logical formula represents a precondition—the set of states that satisfy the
formula being interpreted as the precondition.

Note that the logic cannot distinguish between two input states that have the same feature
vector. We can in fact view logical formulas as defining sets of feature vectors. The logic
hence introduces a coarser abstraction of feature vectors (which themselves are abstractions
of input states).
For the tool and evaluation in this chapter, the logic L is a combination of Boolean

logic and octagonal constraints on integers; the observer methods work on more complex
datatypes/heaps (e.g., stacks, sets), returning Booleans or integers as output (e.g., whether a
stack is empty, the size of a set container).

Testing-based teachers and counterexamples. The general problem of precondition
synthesis is to find a precondition expression ϕ (in logic L) that captures a maximal set
of valid feature vectors (where a valid feature vector is one whose conforming input states
are all valid) for the method m. This synthesis problem is clearly undecidable. In fact,
checking whether m throws an exception on even a single input state is undecidable. Proving
a precondition to be safe requires verification, a hard problem in practice, and current
automatic verification techniques do not scale to large code bases.

We hence shape the definition of our problem with respect to a test generator, which we call
a testing-based teacher (TBT ). (We call it a teacher as it teaches a learner the precondition.)
A TBT is just a test generator that generates test input states for m. Ideally, we would

like the TBT to be guided to find test input states for showing that a given precondition ϕ
is not safe or maximal, i.e., input states allowed by ϕ on which m throws exceptions and
input states disallowed by ϕ where m does not throw an exception (hence property-driven
testing tools such as Pex are effective, but not testing tools such as Randoop that generate
random inputs).
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Formally,

Definition 5.1 (Testing-based teacher). A testing-based teacher (TBT ) is a function that
takes a method m, a precondition ϕ for m, and generates a finite set of input states for m
(that may or may not be allowed by ϕ) and whether they are valid or not.

Note that in our formulation, the TBT is a function; hence, for any method and precondi-
tion, we expect the TBT to be deterministic, i.e., it produces the same set of test inputs
across rounds for a given precondition. This assumption is not a limitation of our framework,
but a way to formalize a TBT . Any testing-based tool can be made deterministic by fixing
its random seeds, and by fixing configurable bounds such as the number of branches explored,
etc. We do not require a TBT to report all or any input states. The TBT is incomplete and
may not be able to find a counterexample (for safety or maximality), even if one exists.

Given a method m and a precondition ϕ for it, we can examine the test inputs generated by
the TBT to check whether they contain counterexamples. An input state that is allowed by ϕ
but leads m to throw an exception shows that ϕ is not safe, and is a negative counterexample.
An input state that is disallowed by ϕ and on which m executes without throwing any
exception indicates potentially that ϕ may not be maximal, and we call this input state a
positive counterexample. (As we shall see, such counterexample does not necessarily indicate
that ϕ is not maximal.)

We are now ready to define the goal of precondition generation parameterized over such a
TBT . Roughly speaking, we want to find maximal and safe preconditions expressible in our
logic; however, the precise definition is more subtle as we describe next.

5.2.2.2 Precondition Synthesis Modulo a Testing-Based Teacher

Incomplete information. Since the learner learns only with respect to an observer ab-
straction in terms of feature vectors, we assume that input states returned by the testing-based
teacher are immediately converted to feature vectors, where the feature values are obtained
by calling the respective observer methods. We also refer to feature vectors as positive or
negative counterexamples, if the conforming input states are positive or negative, respectively.

For any feature vector ~f , there are, in general, several input states that are conforming to
~f (i.e., those input states whose features are precisely ~f). Recall that a feature vector ~f is
valid if all input states conforming to it are valid input states; a feature vector ~f is invalid if
it is not valid—i.e., there is some invalid input state whose feature vector is ~f .
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It turns out that incomplete information the client has about the object state creates many
complications. In particular, a testing tool can find invalid feature vectors but cannot find
valid feature vectors using test generation.

Consider a method m and a precondition ϕ for it. The precondition defines a set of feature
vectors, which in turn define a set of input states. Notice that if we can find an input state
that conforms to ϕ on which the program throws an exception, we can deem the precondition
to be unsafe, and declare the feature vector corresponding to that input state as invalid. We
name such feature vectors negative counterexamples, and a testing tool can find these invalid
vectors.

However, notice that an execution of the method on a single input state cannot show ϕ

to be non-maximal. If the testing tool finds a valid input state (s, v) disallowed by ϕ, we
still cannot say that the feature vector corresponding to the input state is valid. The reason
is that there may be another invalid input state (s′, v′) that conforms to the same feature
vector. Intuitively, witnessing non-maximality boils down to finding a valid feature vector.
This situation is the same as asking whether there exists a feature vector disallowed by ϕ
such that all input states conforming to the feature vector are valid. The ∃∀ nature of the
question is what makes finding counterexamples for maximality hard using test generation.
(Even logic-based tools, such as Pex, that use SMT solvers are typically effective/decidable
for only ∃∗ properties, i.e., quantifier-free formulas.) On the other hand, finding an invalid
feature vector (included by by ϕ) asks whether there exists a feature vector allowed by ϕ such
that there does exist an invalid input state conforming to the feature vector; this question is
an ∃∃ question that can be found using tools such as Pex.

Formalizing precondition generation modulo a testing-based teacher. As ex-
plained earlier, for a precondition ϕ, an invalid input state (allowed by ϕ) found by a
testing-based teacher (TBT) is a witness to the fact that ϕ is unsafe, i.e., no safe precondition
should allow this input state.

Valid input states ((s, v),+) found by the TBT but disallowed by the current precondition
indicate that the precondition may potentially not be maximal, as it disallows an input state
where m does not throw an exception. However, we do not want to demand that we find a
precondition that definitely allows (s, v). The reason is that such a requirement is too strong
as there may be another input state of the form ((s′, v′),−) that conforms to the same feature
vector as (s, v). Another reason is that even if the feature vectors are not the same, the logic
may be unable to distinguish between the two vectors. In other words, it may be the case
that no precondition expressible in our logic is both safe and allows this positive example
(s, v).
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We next define the notion of an ideal precondition that captures both safety and maximality
modulo the incomplete information that the client has of the object state and modulo the
expressiveness of the logic, with respect to the TBT . First, let us define some terminology:
for any two input states (s, v) and (s′, v′), we say (s, v) is L-indistinguishable from (s′, v′) if
there is no formula (in the logic L) that evaluates to true on one of them and false on the
other (note that if the two input states conform to the same feature vector, then they are
indistinguishable no matter the logic). In a similar way, we define L-indinguishability for
feature vectors.

Definition 5.2. An ideal precondition for m(~p) with respect to a TBT is a precondition ϕ
in the logic L such that ϕ satisfies the following two conditions:

• Safety wrt TBT: the TBT returns a set that has no invalid input state allowed by ϕ.

• Maximality wrt TBT: for every valid input state ((s, v),+) returned by the TBT
but disallowed by ϕ, there is some invalid input state ((s′, v′),−) (returned by the TBT
allowed by some precondition) that is L-indistinguishable from (s, v).

Intuitively, the first condition of safety demands that the TBT is not able to find any
invalid input state allowed by the precondition (i.e., one on which m throws an exception).
The second condition states that for any valid input state (s, v) found by the TBT but
disallowed by the precondition, there must be some invalid input state (returned by the TBT
allowed by some precondition, not necessarily ϕ) that is L-indistinguishable from (s, v).

A precondition on which the TBT returns the empty set is hence also an ideal precondition.
Note that in general, there may be no unique safe and maximal precondition.
We can now state the precise problem of precondition generation modulo a TBT :

Problem Statement 5.1. Given a program with the method m(~p) and observer methods
and a logic L for expressing preconditions for m, and given a testing-based teacher TBT ,
find an ideal precondition for m(~p) with respect to the TBT .

5.2.3 The Learning Framework for Synthesizing Preconditions Modulo a Test Generator

In this section, we describe our general learning framework for synthesizing ideal precondi-
tions with respect to a testing-based teacher (TBT).
We first describe this framework (Section 5.2.3.1) and then discuss multiple ways to

instantiate the framework (Section 5.2.3.2). Adapting a TBT to realize this framework is
discussed in Section 5.2.4. Finally, in Section 5.2.3.3, we discuss general conditions under
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Figure 5.2: The learning framework for synthesizing ideal preconditions with respect to a
TBT.

which we can show that our learners and learning framework converge to an ideal precondition
with respect to any TBT.

5.2.3.1 Framework Overview

Our learning framework, depicted in Figure 5.2, consists of five distinct components: (1) a
passive learner (precondition synthesizer) that synthesizes preconditions from positive and
negative feature vectors, (2) a TBT, interacting in rounds of communication with the learner,
that returns valid/invalid input states, (3) a featurizer that converts valid/invalid input states
to positive/negative feature vectors, and (4) a conflict resolver (CRL), which is the main
novel component, that resolves conflicts (created by incomplete information) by changing
positive feature vectors to negative ones when necessary. We emphasize that one can use any
standard passive learner in this framework as long as it finds formulas that are consistent
with the set X of labeled feature vectors.

The framework maintains a set X, which contains the accumulated set of (conflict-resolved)
positive/negative labeled feature vectors that the TBT has returned. In each round i, the
learner proposes a precondition ϕi that is consistent with the set, and the TBT returns
a set of valid and invalid input states. The featurizer, with the help of observer-method
calls, converts the input states to positive/negative labeled feature vectors Ci. We add the
counterexample input states to X and call the conflict resolver for the logic L, and update X.
We then check whether the current conjecture ϕi is consistent with the updated X—namely
whether ϕ is true on every positive feature vector and false on every negative feature vector.
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Figure 5.3: An example of conflict resolution where positive vectors are made negative.
Partitions denote equivalence classes of indistinguishable vectors; points denote positive and
negative feature vectors. The shaded region denotes a consistent precondition.

If it is, then we exit having found an ideal precondition, and if not, we iterate with the
precondition synthesizer for the new set X.

Conflict resolver. Formally, the conflict resolver, given a set X of positive and negative
feature vectors, returns the set of positive and negative feature vectors such that

• the returned set contains every feature vector (in X) that is negative;

• for any positive feature vector (~f,+) in X, if there is a negative feature vector (~f ′,−)
in X such that ~f and ~f ′ are L-indistinguishable, then the returned set contains the
negative feature vector (~f,−); otherwise, the set contains the positive feature vector
(~f,+).

To understand why the conflict resolver working as above is a sound way to obtain ideal
preconditions, recall the two properties of ideal preconditions in Definition 5.2: safety wrt
TBT and maximality wrt TBT. The conflict resolver keeps negative feature vectors as they
are (since safety wrt TBT requires that the precondition exclude them). However, when a
positive feature vector has a corresponding indistinguishable negative feature vector (returned
by the TBT in this round or a previous round), it is clear that no precondition expressible
in the logic can include the positive feature vector. Hence the conflict resolver turns it
negative, which is allowed by the definition of maximality wrt TBT in the definition of ideal
preconditions.
Figure 5.3 shows an example of the effect of a conflict resolver— it converts two positive

feature vectors to negative ones since they have corresponding negative feature vectors (in
X) that are not distinguishable from them. A consistent precondition (shown as the shaded
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region) consists of some equivalence classes of indistinguishable feature vectors that include
the positive vectors and exclude the negative ones, after conflict resolution.

Notice that in any set X of counterexamples accumulated during the rounds, X is a subset
of the set of all counterexamples that TBT returns on all possible preconditions. Hence it is
easy to see that if ϕi is consistent with the conflict-resolved set obtained from X ∪Ci, then it
is in fact ideal (for every positive counterexample disallowed by ϕi, in X there is a negative
counterexample (returned by the TBT) being indistinguishable). Consequently, ϕ is ideal
when the learning framework terminates.

5.2.3.2 Instantiations of the Framework

Our framework can be instantiated by choosing a logic L, choosing any synthesis/learning
engine for exactly learning logical expressions in L, and building conflict resolvers for L. We
next list multiple such possibilities.

Logic for preconditions. We can instantiate our framework to the logic LB,Z described
below for expressing preconditions. Let us assume that feature vectors consist of a set of
Boolean features P = {α1(~p), . . . , αn(~p)} and a set of integer features N = {r1(~p), . . . , rt(~p)}.
Note that these features all depend on the parameters ~p, and can be either Boolean or integer
parameters in ~p or calls to observer methods (using parameters in ~p) that return Booleans or
integers. The grammar for the logic LB,Z of preconditions that we consider is

ϕ ::− α(~p) | r(~p) ≤ c | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ¬ϕ (5.1)

where α ∈ P , r ∈ N , and c ∈ Z.
We also consider certain sublogics of the preceding logic; one being of particular interest is

discussed in Section 5.2.3.3 on convergence, where we require the threshold constants c to be
from a finite set of integers B.

Learners. By treating the Boolean and integer features as Boolean and integer variables,
we can use exact learning variants of the ID3 algorithm for learning decision trees [59, 75] in
order to synthesize preconditions for the logic LB,Z. It is easy to adapt Quinlan’s decision
tree learning algorithm (which synthesizes small trees using a greedy algorithm guided by
statistical measures based on entropy) to an exact learning algorithm [46]. In our evaluation
(Section 5.2.5), we mainly use such a learner.

A second and more expressive choice is to use passive learners expressed in the syntax-guided
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synthesis framework (SyGuS [1]). This framework allows specifying a logic syntactically
(using standard logic theories) and allows a specification expressing properties of the formula
to be synthesized. By making this specification express that the formula is consistent with
the set of samples, we can obtain a passive learner that synthesizes expressions. The salient
feature here is that instead of having a fixed set of predicates (like in the preceding decision-
tree algorithm), predicates are dynamically synthesized based on the samples. There are
multiple solvers available for the SyGuS format, as it also is part of a synthesis competition,
and learners based on stochastic search, constraint solving, and combinations with machine
learning are known [65, 157, 158]. In fact, one recent tool named PIE [133] is similar to a
SyGuS solver and can be used as a passive learner too. We have, in our evaluation, tried
multiple SyGuS solvers and also the PIE passive learner.

Conflict resolvers. Conflict resolver algorithms crucially depend on the logic. For the
preceding logic LB,Z with Boolean and integer features, it is easy to see that any two feature
vectors that are different are in fact separable using the logic, as each vector can be isolated
from the rest. Consequently, the conflict resolver simply changes a positive feature vector to
negative iff the same feature vector also occurs negatively in the set X.

Consider now the same preceding logic LB,Z but where we require the threshold constants
c to be bounded—i.e., |c| < b, where b is a fixed natural number. It is easy to see that a
conflict resolver for this logic needs to turn a positive feature vector ~f to negative iff there is
a negative feature vector ~g that agrees with ~f on all Boolean features and, for each integer
feature, either ~f and ~g both have the same feature value or the feature values in ~f and ~g
are both larger than b or both smaller than −b. The implementation of this algorithm is
straightforward.

5.2.3.3 Convergence of Learning

We argue earlier that if the learning framework, instantiated with any learner, terminates,
then it has computed an ideal precondition. In this section, we consider settings where the
learning framework is also convergent (i.e., is guaranteed to terminate).

Let us fix a testing-based teacher TBT and let us assume that there is (at least) one target
concept ϕ∗ in L such that if C is the set of all counterexamples returned by the TBT (in
response to any possible precondition), then ϕ∗ is consistent with C.
We consider the case when the hypothesis space H of preconditions is finite, i.e., when

the number of possible preconditions is finite, and when the logic is closed under Boolean
operations. For the logic LB,Z, this finite space naturally occurs when the features are
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all Boolean or when we fix a certain finite set of constants for thresholds for numerical
inequalities, e.g., [−b,+b] for some b ∈ N. We can now show that our learning framework
where the learner is any learner that learns consistent formulas is guaranteed to find an ideal
precondition with respect to the TBT.

Theorem 5.1. Let the logic for preconditions be any finite hypothesis space of formulas H
that is closed under conjunctions, disjunctions, and negation. Consider any instantiation
of the learning framework with any conflict resolver and any learner that always returns a
concept consistent with all the given labeled feature vectors, if one exists. Then for any method
m(p), the learning framework is guaranteed to terminate and return an ideal precondition for
m, provided that m has an ideal precondition expressible in the logic.

Proof. We argue that the learner can always return a hypothesis consistent with the samples
in each round, and that when it first repeats the conjecture of a hypothesis H, the hypothesis
H must be an ideal precondition. The reason for the latter is that when H was first proposed,
the teacher returned a set of counterexamples. Later, if the learner proposed H, it must be
that H is consistent with those counterexamples; this situation would happen since in the
interim when H was proposed, the teacher would have returned at least one indistinguishable
negative counterexample for each positive counterexample disallowed by H. Hence H would
be ideal. Given that the hypothesis space is finite, the learner must eventually repeat a
hypothesis, and hence always converges.

The reason why any consistent learner always finds some logical formula that satisfies the
set of (conflict-resolved) samples is as follows. First, let Ĥ denote the tightest preconditions,
and hence any hypothesis in H is a disjunction of preconditions in Ĥ. The preceding is true
since the logic is closed under Boolean operations. Let ≡ be an equivalence relation on the
set of input states that relate any two input states not distinguishable by the formulas in H
(equivalently by Ĥ). Then we know that the conflict resolver would ensure that feature vectors
in each equivalence class are pure—that there are no positive and negative vectors in the
same class. Consequently, the disjunction of the formulas corresponding to the equivalence
classes containing the positive samples is consistent with the samples, and is in H. This
concludes the proof. Q.E.D.

5.2.4 Construction of a Testing-Based Teacher

In this section, we describe our techniques for adapting a test generator to a testing-based
teacher (TBT) that actively tries to find counterexamples to safety and maximality of given
preconditions. We also describe how the featurizer can be implemented.
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5.2.4.1 Extracting Counterexamples

The first issue is to adapt the test generator to return negative counterexample inputs for
showing that a precondition is not safe and positive counterexample inputs for showing that
a precondition is potentially not maximal. A test generator’s goal is slightly different than a
TBT’s (see Definition 5.1). Given a method, m(~p), and a precondition, ϕ, the goal of a test
generator is to find samples of the form (s, v) allowed by ϕ, and to generate valid and invalid
input states, typically trying to find invalid ones.

Extracting negative counterexamples is easy—we keep the same precondition (the precon-
dition needs to be evaluated by calling the various observer methods) and we ask the test
generator to find inputs that cause exceptions. Valid and invalid inputs found by the test
generator can be returned.
To extract positive counterexamples, we instrument the method as follows:
• replace the precondition ϕ with its negation ¬ϕ,

• for every assert statement, we insert an assume statement for the same condition right
before the assert statement,

• add an assert(false) statement at the end of the method, and before every return

statement (if any).
The valid/invalid inputs found by the test generator for the instrumented method are returned
(as valid/invalid inputs to the original method).

5.2.4.2 Implementing the Featurizer

To form feature vectors from inputs generated by the test generator, we insert additional
statements at the beginning of the method for computing the features. The features are
computed by calling the various observer methods and storing their return values in variables
of appropriate type.
Although in theory we assume that observer methods are pure, this assumption may not

always be true in practice. In our evaluation, we manually ensure that the chosen observer
methods are pure.

5.2.5 Evaluation

We prototype an implementation of our framework, called the Proviso tool, for synthe-
sizing preconditions for C# programs. We adapt an industrial test generator, Pex [76],
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Project / Classes #Classes #LOC

.NET Data structures:
46 14886Stack, Queue, Set, Map, ArrayList

QuickGraph:
319 34196Undirected Graph, Binary Heap

Lidregen Network:
59 14042NetOutGoingMessage, BigInteger

DSA: Numbers 60 5155

Hola Benchmarks 1 933

Code Contract Benchmarks 1 269

Table 5.1: Statistics of evaluation subjects

to a testing-based teacher, choose the logic LB,Z, over Booleans and integers (introduced
in Section 5.2.3.2), and a variant of Quinlan’s C 5.0 decision tree algorithm [59, 75] to an
exact learner [46]. The conflict resolver is the one for LB,Z described in Section 5.2.3.2. We
instantiate the framework for two tasks of specification inference: learning preconditions
for preventing runtime failures and learning conditions for method commutativity in data
structures. The Proviso tool terminates only when it finds an ideal precondition modulo
the test generator.

In our evaluation, we intend to address the following main research question:
How effectively can the Proviso tool learn truly ideal preconditions?

The purpose of this research question is to investigate how effective our framework is in
learning preconditions that are truly ideal—truly safe and truly maximal. In Section 5.2.3,
we show that our learning algorithm when it terminates will converge on a safe and maximal
precondition, with respect to the test generator. However, it may be the case that the learned
precondition is neither safe nor maximal when compared to the ground truth (as determined
by a programmer examining the code). This situation can happen for multiple reasons:
ineffectiveness of the test generator to generate counterexamples, lack of observer methods
to capture sufficient detail of objects, and inexpressiveness of the logic to express the right
preconditions. To answer this research question, we manually inspect all of the cases and
derive ground truths to the best of our abilities and compare them with the preconditions
synthesized by Proviso.
Evaluation setup. We evaluate our framework on a combination of small and large
projects studied in previous work related to precondition inference [133, 159, 160] and test
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generation [161, 162]. We consider classes with methods from these projects whose parameters
are of primitive types currently supported by our learner (i.e., int, bool) or whose parameters
are of complex types that have observer methods (defined in their interface) whose return
types are int or bool. For the task of learning preconditions for preventing runtime failures,
our evaluation subjects include (1) two open source projects, Lidregen Network and Data
Structures and Algorithms (DSA), and (2) a set of Code Contract benchmarks from the
cccheck static analyzer [163] and benchmarks from the Hola engine [120]. For the task of
learning conditions for method commutativity in data structures, our evaluation subjects
include data structures available in two open source projects, QuickGraph and .NET Core.
Table 5.1 shows the data structures/classes used as our evaluation subjects. The table also
shows the number of classes and the size of code for the entire project (the individual methods
that we consider in our evaluation are smaller, but they can call various other methods and
our test generator does analyze the larger code base).
In total, our evaluation subjects include 105 method pairs for learning commutativity

conditions and 121 methods for learning conditions to prevent runtime failures.
For each data structure and non-primitive type, we implement abstract equality methods

and factory methods. The equality methods compare object states for equivalence, and the
factory methods (which Pex exploits) create objects from primitive types. For each method
or method pair, we use all and only the public observer methods in the interface of their
respective class.

Table 5.2 summarizes our evaluation results, including statistics on our subjects, statistics
on learning, and details on validation with respect to Randoop [164] (a test generator) and
ground truth.

5.2.5.1 Learning Ideal Preconditions

We assess the effectiveness of our framework in two main aspects: one being quality of the
learned preconditions while the other being the efficiency of precondition learning.
Quality of learned preconditions. We examine in two ways whether the learned pre-
conditions are indeed truly ideal. First, we use another test generator compatible with C#
programs, namely Randoop [164], to check whether a precondition is safe. If Randoop can
generate an invalid input allowed by the learned precondition, then it is clear that the learned
precondition is not truly safe (despite the fact that Pex did not find such input). After this
first step, we manually inspect each case where Randoop cannot generate inputs to show
unsafety, deriving the truly ideal precondition manually and checking whether it is equivalent
to the learned precondition.
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Subjects Learning Framework Validation
Randoop Manual

Project/Class LOC Met. Obs. #CE #Rnd. Size Time(s) #Test #Fail #Safe #Corr.
Commutativity

Stack 502 10 3 7.9 4.9 1.0 418.2 10117 0 10 8
Set 1847 10 2 11.3 2.5 2.1 493.3 10922 0 10 10
Queue 584 10 3 21.9 10.3 1.0 1646.5 10020 0 10 8
Map 1382 10 3 30.5 5.1 2.7 1230.1 8809 13 9 9
ArrayList 2963 10 4 12.0 4.7 2.6 1212.0 9072 75 9 9
Undirected Graph 327 36 7 13.7 7.0 2.7 1045.2 5708 104 30 16
Binary Heap 335 19 4 42.2 4.6 6.2 872.2 7456 25 17 17

Exceptions
NetOutGoingMessage 785 47 3 9.5 2.8 1.7 515.0 1067 70 44 42
BigInteger 2334 39 2 13.6 3.7 2.6 214.5 2214 178 38 34
Numbers 284 4 0 20.3 60.5 1.8 4589.2 3626 0 4 2
CodeContract 269 21 0 22.4 16.0 1.6 376.9 14170 0 21 21
Hola 933 10 0 47.5 20.9 2.9 428.7 19236 0 10 7

Table 5.2: Evaluation results on benchmarks and open source programs using Proviso. Abbrevia-
tions: LOC=total number of Lines of Code of the class, Met.=total number of methods/method pairs,
Obs.=total number of observer methods, #CE=average number of counterexamples, #Rnd.=average
number of rounds, Size=average size of the preconditions, time=average time taken per method (in
seconds), #Test=total number of tests generated by Randoop, #Fail=total number of failing tests
found by Randoop, #Safe=number of methods/method pairs whose preconditions are found safe by
Randoop, #Corr.= number of methods/method pairs found by manual inspection to be truly safe
and maximal.

Our results shown in Table 5.2 suggest that learning modulo a test generator can be
effective in learning truly safe and maximal preconditions, despite the test generator’s
incompleteness.

Out of the 105 commutativity cases, we find that Proviso can learn 73 (∼70%) truly safe
and maximal preconditions. In addition, Proviso learns 24 other preconditions that are only
truly safe. Overall, ∼92% of the preconditions learned by Proviso for the commutativity
cases are truly safe. For the 121 exception-prevention cases, we find that Proviso can learn
105 (∼87%) truly safe and maximal preconditions. Proviso learns additional 4 preconditions
that are only truly safe.
In multiple cases, Proviso does not learn a truly ideal precondition due to lacking

appropriate observer methods. For example, a commutativity precondition synthesized for a
.NET benchmark involves checking whether a setter and getter on a dictionary commute,
and Proviso learns a precondition that is neither truly safe nor truly maximal. However, if
we implement an additional observer method ContainsValueAt(x), which returns the value
at x, then Proviso learns (s1.ContainsValueAt(x) && s1.ContainsKey(y)) || (!(x == y)

&& s1.ContainsKey(y)), which is a truly safe and maximal precondition.
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Another example is the commutativity of methods peek() and pop() in a stack—they
commute when the top two elements in the stack are identical. However, this property turns
out to be not expressible using the available observer methods and the learned precondition
is false.
In most cases, however, Proviso does learn truly safe and maximal preconditions that

are natural and easy to read. For example, for the commutativity of push(x) and push(y),
Proviso learns the precondition x == y, which is indeed truly safe and maximal.
For learning preconditions to prevent runtime failures, Proviso performs very well.

Proviso performs well also on the larger open source programs in Lidregen Network in terms
of both correctness and time spent in learning. A particular case of interest in DSA is where
Proviso is able to learn a truly ideal precondition [number < 1024] for the toBinary method,
which converts an integer to its binary representation (the constant 1024 is discovered by
Proviso). For values of 1024 or higher, an integer overflow exception occurs deep in .NET
library code.
Efficiency of precondition learning. We also measure the time efficiency of Proviso in
learning preconditions. Proviso takes on average ∼740 seconds per method/method pair to
synthesize preconditions.

5.2.5.2 On Empirical Comparison with Related Work

It is hard to provide a fair comparison with two closely related approaches by Padhi et
al. [133] and Gehr et al. [165]. The approach by Gehr et al., strictly speaking, does not
learn preconditions. It learns conditions under which two methods have commuted after their
execution; the learned conditions are expressed over primitive-type parameters and return
values of these two methods (note that, by definition, preconditions for these two methods
should not be expressed using their return values). In addition, the learned conditions cannot
capture properties of object states.
The approach by Padhi et al. [133] learns preconditions while also synthesizing auxiliary

predicates. In this case, the languages for the programs are different (ours is for C# while
theirs is for OCaml), and a direct tool comparison is hard. However, since our framework
allows any passive learner to be plugged in, we plug in the passive learner used by Padhi
et al. [133, PIE] and re-produce our evaluation results. The results show that when the
feature sets are fixed, Proviso equipped with Padhi et al.’s learner has similar effectiveness
as Proviso (by default equipped with the decision-tree learner), but when features are not
provided, Proviso equipped with Padhi et al.’s learner takes much longer time and even
diverges in some cases.
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5.3 SYNTHESIZING CONJUNCTIVE POSTCONDITIONS

Synthesizing postconditions can be seen as one form of specification mining, which has
applications in various fields. The precondition and the postcondition of a method forms its
contract, such that if the method is executed in a state that satisfies the precondition, then
it is guaranteed to terminate in a state satisfying the postcondition. While preconditions
are used to define the input state space on which the method would terminate without
throwing an exception or causing an assertion violation, postconditions are used to summarize
the behavior of the method, capturing it as a logical formula. Such summarization using
the contracts is especially useful in verification, as methods can be verified modularly, by
substituting each method call by its contract instead of inlining. Moreover, code snippets for
a variety of tasks are available online on websites like GitHub or StackOverflow. Summarizing
such code snippets by synthesizing their contracts, can allow us to search/autocomplete the
implementation of a method just from its specification.
In this section, we propose a CEGIS based learning framework to synthesize conjunctive

postcondition of methods using a test generator as the oracle. The synthesized postconditions
need to be strong, and ideally the strongest postcondition expressible in a given logic.
We assume that, along with other annotations, the method has been annotated with a
precondition that prevents all exception failure. This can be done using the precondition
synthesis techniques mentioned in earlier sections.

Our framework works as follows: in each round, the learner proposes a new postcondition.
The teacher asserts the postcondition at the end of the method and generates pairs of
input and output states such that the input states satisfy the precondition. Hence, all the
counterexamples in this framework are labeled positively. We next use a SyGuS solver to
synthesize predicates, which are equality expressions that define an output as a function of the
input. Finally, we use the classical elimination algorithm to learn conjunctive postconditions
from the synthesized predicates. The elimination algorithm fits perfectly in this scenario as
it can learn conjunctive concepts from positive counterexamples. The conjunction it learns is
the semantically tightest formula (or the formula with the most predicates), which prevents
our framework from learning trivial postconditions.

5.3.1 Problem Formulization

In this section, we formalize the problem of synthesizing postconditions with the aid of a
test generator.
Recall from Section 5.2.2, that we have a method m(~p) with formal input parameters ~p,
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where ~p consists of primitive type input parameters and objects of classes. Let us assume the
class the method m is a member of and classes of the objects in the input parameters, have a
set of pure (i.e., side-effect free) observer methods that return primitive types. These observer
methods query the properties of the state of the objects. Let us also assume that, along with
other annotations, the method has been annotated with the precondition synthesized using
the techniques mentioned earlier sections.
We formalize the test generator as a deterministic function that given a method returns

pairs of feasible input-output states. Each input state consists of the values of the input
parameters at the beginning of the method. Note that the input states satisfy the precondition.
The output states consist of the valuation of all the variables and objects at the end of the
method. The output states also include the updated valuations of the input parameters and
the value of a special variable ret containing the return values of the method.
We define feature vectors as an abstraction of the input states or the output states. The

abstraction replaces an object by the values of its observer methods while keeping all the
primitive type values unchanged. Hence, the feature vectors only contain primitive type
values (integer and Boolean in our tool). Let us call the feature vector constructed from an
input state as fvin, and fvout for the output state. Let us call the variables corresponding to
the features in the feature vector fvin as varsin, and varsout for the feature vector fvout. Let
vars be the union of varsin and varsout.
The counterexamples in this framework are the abstractions of pairs of input and output

states. In other words, a counterexample is a concatenation of the feature vectors fvin and
fvout. A counterexample is labeled negative if the corresponding input and output states do
not cause an exception or an assertion failure. However, as the precondition prohibits the
test generator from creating such a pair of input and output states, all the counterexamples
in this framework are labeled positive.

In this framework, we aim to synthesize a conjunctive postcondition ϕ, which is a quantifier-
free first-order logic formula over the free variables in vars. Additionally, each atomic predicate
in this formula ϕ can contain equality, and if-then-else(ite) expressions along with the usual
functions, relations, and constants in the underlying logic.
We can now state the problem statement:

Problem Statement 5.2. Given a method m(~p) with input parameters ~p, an ideal precon-
dition for this method, a logic L for expressing postconditions, and a test generator, find the
strongest postcondition for m(~p) expressible in the given logic L.
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5.3.2 Learning Framework for Synthesizing Postconditions

We now describe the general learning framework to synthesize postconditions for methods.
Our framework has the following components: (1) a test generator that given a hypothesis
postcondition, generates pairs of input and output states such that the input states satisfy the
precondition, (2) a featurizer that abstracts these input states into feature vectors and hence,
generates the counterexamples, (3) a predicate synthesizer, and (4) a learner for conjunctive
Boolean formulas that learns from positive examples. The framework maintains a global
set CE of counterexamples to accumulate them across rounds. In every round, the learner
proposes a postcondition consistent with the set of counterexamples CE. The test generator
then returns pairs of input and output states, which are abstracted into counterexamples
by the featurizer and added to the set CE. We next invoke the predicate synthesizer to
synthesize predicates on the variables in vars. The conjunctive learner, which consists of
the elimination algorithm, is invoked next, thus proposing a new hypothesis postcondition
for the next round, and the loop continues. We declare a proposed postcondition ϕ as the
solution if the test generator cannot find any new counterexamples.

5.3.2.1 Synthesizing Predicates

We next synthesize a set of predicates on the variables in vars. We synthesize two classes of
template-based predicates. For the first class, we enumerate all possible octagonal constraints
on the variables in vars. Let us call this set of predicates Poct. Here each predicate consists
of two variables and a constant, all of whose magnitude range from +1 to −1. Formally,

Poct = {s1v1 + s2v2 ≤ c, s1, s2, c ∈ {1, 0,−1}, v1, v2 ∈ vars, v1 6= v2} (5.2)

We synthesize the second class of predicates using external synthesis engines. Often in
our experiments, we found that equality predicates, which define an output as a function of
the input, describe the intended behavior of the program in a better way, and hence result
in stronger postconditions. For example, in the method pop of the class stack, adding the
predicate sizeout = ite(sizein > 0, sizein−1, sizein), where ite denotes if-then-else expressions,
sizein and sizeout denote the value of the variable size in the input state and the output
state, respectively. This predicate captures the functional behavior of the method more
accurately.
Hence, for every variable v ∈ varsout, we call a SyGuS solver to synthesize a function fn

on all the variables in varsin, such that v = fn(varsin) holds. If the SyGuS solver is able
to synthesize such a function, we add this expression as an equality predicate; else, we skip
this predicate. We call this set of predicates Peq. Note that the variable denoting the return
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value of the method ret is also included in the set of variables varsout.
The SyGuS solvers allow us also to specify a grammar to restrict the search space and

also to control the syntax of the synthesized function. In our tool, we specified the syntax of
the functions to be a tree of height at most 1. The leaf nodes are a linear combination of
the variables with coefficients and constants from a bounded range. We start the synthesis
process with a small bound ([-1,1] in our tool), and increase it for every subsequent round of
the framework. The conditional nodes consist of comparisons between the variables.
The call to the SyGuS solver will always terminate. This is because, as the number of

variables is finite, and coefficients and constants of the linear expression are from a bounded
range, the search space of candidate functions is also finite. Also, if the solution requires a
linear expression with higher coefficients (or constants), then the SyGuS solver will eventually
find it in subsequent rounds as the bounds are increased.

5.3.2.2 Learning Conjunctive Boolean Formulas

Once we have synthesized the predicates and created the set P , we then evaluate them
on all the counterexamples accumulated across rounds in the set CE, resulting in a set
containing vectors of Boolean values, which constitutes our sample for learning. Formally if
P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, and each counterexample c ∈ CE is of the form (c1, c2, . . . , cm) (note
that |vars| = m), then the sample S = ⋃

c∈CE{(p1(c), p2(c), . . . , pn(c))}, where pi(c) evaluates
the predicate pi on the counterexample c. Note that the predicates have as free variables the
variables from the set vars, and the counterexamples are concrete valuations of the variables
in vars. Thus, each such evaluation results in a Boolean value.
Due to the nature of our problem where we have only positive counterexamples, and we

want to learn the tightest conjunction on a set of Boolean variables, the classical elimination
algorithm poses an excellent fit. The elimination algorithm learns the largest conjunctive
formula in terms of the number of predicates in the final conjunct. This also implies that the
formula is semantically the tightest. Learning the tightest functional concept is useful in our
scenario, as any superset of the tightest set is also a solution and contains less information than
the tightest set, with true being the most trivial postcondition. The elimination algorithm
guarantees convergence in at most |P | rounds, which performs extremely well in practice.

Elimination Algorithm: Let us now describe the elimination algorithm. Given a sample
S, the elimination algorithm first assigns P , the set containing all the predicates, to a
temporary variable X. The algorithm then proceeds as follows:
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Datastructure Met. Obs. #CE #Rnd. Size Teacher
Time(s)

Learner
Time(s)

Total
Time(s)

Stack 5 3 10.0 3.0 2.8 107.9 5.2 113.1
Queue 5 3 15.0 3.0 3.2 67.8 2.9 70.7
Hash Set 4 2 14.3 2.3 2.0 268.3 1.8 270.1
Dictionary 7 3 17.3 2.6 3.1 284.9 2.9 287.8
Array List 9 4 13.7 3.0 7.2 67.0 5.9 72.9
Binary Heap 7 4 37.7 3.0 6.3 205.2 14.5 219.7
Undirected Graph 4 7 20.5 3.0 7.3 369.5 8.2 377.7

Table 5.3: Evaluation results on benchmarks from open source projects using Precis. Abbreviations:
Met.=total number of methods, Obs.=total number of observer methods, #CE=average number
of counterexamples, #Rnd.=average number of rounds, Size=average number of conjuncts in the
postconditions, Teacher(Learner) time= average time taken by teacher(learner) per method (in
seconds), Total time=average time taken per method (in seconds).

1. It removes all predicates p ∈ X from X that violates one of the counterexamples, i.e.,
the predicate p evaluates to false when evaluated on a counterexample c ∈ S.

2. Continue step 1 until a fixed point is reached. Once this happens, X is the unique
largest set of predicates that is consistent with the sample S. The final postcondition
is the conjunction of all the predicates in X. If the set X of predicates becomes empty,
no conjunctive formula exists that is consistent with the sample, and true is returned
as the postcondition.

It is not hard to verify that the time the elimination algorithm spends in each round is
polynomial in the number of predicates in P , and the number of counterexamples in the
sample S (provided predicates can be evaluated in constant time).

5.3.3 Evaluation

We implemented a prototype of our framework, in a tool called Precis, to synthesize
conjunctive postconditions of C# programs. Precis uses an industrial test generator
PEX [76] over the logic of Booleans and integers. We implemented the elimination algorithm
in Python. To synthesize the functional components of the equality predicates, we used
the enumerative solver [65] from the SyGuS competitions [1]. We specified a grammar to
synthesize base expressions or if-then-else(ite) expressions with base expressions as its leaves.
The base expressions are linear integer arithmetic expressions on the variables with bounded
coefficients, while the conditionals of the ite expressions consist of simple comparisons between
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the variables. We also implemented a module to simplify linear integer arithmetic formulas,
using the various tactics provided by the Z3 [88] SMT solver.
We evaluated our framework on datastructure methods from two open-source projects

QuickGraph and the .NET Core. Table 5.1 summarizes the datastructure classes used
from these projects. In our evaluation, we used 41 methods from these classes. For every
method, we first synthesized their preconditions using our tool Provisio and then added
the preconditions as assume statements at the beginning of the methods. For each of the
classes, we only used public observer methods in their interface.
All experiments were performed on a system with an Intel Core i7 quad-core CPU with

1.8GHz frequency, and 8GB RAM, running 64-bit Windows 10 OS. Table 5.3 summarises
our evaluation results. Precis was able to synthesize postconditions of reasonable size, very
efficiently taking an average of ∼ 200s per method. The majority of the time was spent by
PEX to generate counterexamples, while the learning phase took comparatively negligible
time. The postconditions synthesized by Precis were of reasonable length (average of 4.6
conjuncts), and it took on average three rounds per method. We also manually verified all
the postconditions to verify their validity.

5.4 RELATED WORK

Black-box approaches. Ernst et al. [166] proposed Daikon for dynamically detecting
conjunctive Boolean formulas as likely invariants from black-box executions that gather
runtime state information (method-entry states, method-exit states); Daikon, seen as a
learning algorithm, learns using only positive counterexamples, and unlike our approach,
does not make any guarantees of safety or maximality.

Our work is most closely related to three black-box approaches by Padhi et al. [133], Gehr
et al. [165], and Sankaranarayanan et al. [167]. The last two approaches [165, 167] rely
on generating test inputs from sampling feasible truth assignment of input predicates or
assignments satisfying representative formulas in a particular logic, followed by Boolean
learning from positive and negative examples to infer preconditions. However, these ap-
proaches do not provide any guarantees unlike our work, where we guarantee that the final
learned precondition is both safe and maximal with respect to a testing-based teacher. Padhi
et al. [133] proposed a data-driven learning approach based on feature learning, including
black-box and white-box components. Its black-box component, PIE, learns a formula from
a fixed set of tests. Its white-box component, VPreGen, includes an iterative refinement algo-
rithm that uses counterexamples returned by a verifier to learn provably safe preconditions.
However, the white-box component does not make any guarantees on maximality as we do.
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Furthermore, to assure that preconditions are provably safe, inductive loop invariants must
be synthesized, further complicating the problem. In our approach, we replace the verifier
with a testing-based teacher for practical reasons and handle the accompanying challenges.
Program and expression synthesis. The field of program synthesis deals with the
problem of synthesizing expressions that satisfy a specification.

One of the most promising approaches of synthesizing expressions is counterexample-guided
inductive synthesis (CEGIS) [1], which in fact resembles online learning. In this setting, the
target expression is learned in multiple rounds of interaction between a learner and a verifier.
In each round, the learner proposes a candidate expression and the verifier checks whether the
expression satisfies the specification, and returns counterexamples otherwise. In this sense,
we can view our algorithm also as a CEGIS algorithm, but where the verifier is replaced by
an incomplete testing-based tool. However, there are technical differences — in program
synthesis, the aim would be to find a formula that precisely classifies the examples, while in
our setting, we are required to learn a classifier that classifies negative examples precisely, but
is allowed to negatively classify positive examples. Furthermore, we require that a minimal
number of positive counterexamples are classified negatively; such maximality constraints are
not the norm in program synthesis (indeed some problems involving maximality have been
recently considered [168]).
Decision-tree learning. Decision-tree learning has been used in several contexts in pro-
gram synthesis before — in precondition synthesis [167], in invariant synthesis [46, 126], in
synthesizing piece-wise linear functions [157], etc. Many of these algorithms have had to
change the ID3 algorithm, similar to our work, so that the algorithm learns a tree consistent
with the samples. The crucial differences in our framework from such previous work are
that we dynamically modify the classifications of samples from positive to negative when we
discover conflicting counterexamples, and ensure maximality of preconditions by learning
across rounds using inputs from the testing-based teacher.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this chapter, we have presented a novel formalization for the inference problem of stateful
preconditions modulo a test generator. In this formalization, the quality of the precondition
is based on its safety and maximality with respect to the test generator. We have further
proposed a novel iterative active learning framework for synthesizing stateful preconditions,
and a convergence result for finite hypothesis spaces.
To assess the effectiveness of our framework, we have instantiated our framework for two

tasks of inference and evaluated our framework on various C# classes from well-known
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benchmarks and open source projects. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed framework.
We also proposed a learning framework to synthesize conjunctive postconditions using

a test generator as the oracle. We used SyGuS solvers to synthesize the predicates and
used the elimination algorithm to synthesize the postcondition. We implemented the tool
Precis, which performed effectively on many datastructure benchmarks. One important
future research direction is to extend this work for disjunctive concepts, hence learning all
Boolean formulas.
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